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Foreword

An adventure system is much more than just a single program.
The emphasis is on expandability and diversity, to give the
player a wide range of possibilities:
The Places - tunnels, castles, pits, marshes, craters, wide
prairies, rocky islands and forest clearings. . . .
The Characters - warriors, explorers, hunters, wizards,
rulers, castaways, bounty hunters, treasure seekers ....
The Aims - finding treasure, escaping from seemingly endless
mazes, co!lecting useful articles, fighting monsters, staying
alive, keeping in power, or just fleeing from oversize
monsters. . . .
The Challenges - man-eating plants, poisoned food, slippery
cliffpaths, magic that gets used up too quickly, weapons that
hreak, treasure that is hidden, marshes to sink in, unlabelled
potions to drink, precipices to fall over, holes to slide into,
cliffs, rocks, rivers, seas and thick forests to confuse you,
lahyrinths to get lost in, and tough monsters such as
NlOncbeasts,fangmoles, dragons, snakes, sabretooths, griffins,
lid [he weaker armadillos, penguins, tarantulas and bats, or

human adversaries - guards, priests, guildsmen and the
wllHrd. There are monsters that are stronger than you, faster
Ih III you, magic-resistant, poison-resistant, too big to kill or
10" numerous, have poisonous bites or that put out your
II hI.
III< ohllions-you can find those!





Introduction

This book contains six major adventure systems, all of which
are designed to be expandable, either increasing in complexity
and variety, or changing to completely different scenarios as
the systems grow.

In an adventure game, you, the player, take on the role of a
warrior, explorer or mage, and venture forth into a different
world presented by the computer. Adventure games differ
from most other computer games because they offer a choice
of strategies. The way in which you tackle the problems and
achieve your aim is up to you, and every adventure player
develops .his or her own style. There is scope for improving
technique, and learning how to increase your chance of win-
ning is one of the main attractions of adventure games.

The chapters for each system are divided up into a number
of sections.

First, there is an overall introduction describing the type of
system, its scope and the way in which it expands.

Next comes the initial program - the Core Program - which
is at the centre of the system. Several headings are used here.
'To play' describes your actual aim, and the commands and
options you will use on running the program.

Typing in the listing gives any special points to look out for in
the listing. This may include details or graphic characters to
look out for, as well as which programs to MERGE onto which
when additions to the core are made. This section may be
short, but it is important that you read it.

Explanation of listing gives details of the program con-
struction, and the purposes of some of the important
variables. Interesting programming techniques which have
been used are discussed here. It is not necessary to read this
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section before typing in and using the program, but when you
want to alter the system, or write your own, the explanations
oflistings ,willbe very useful.

The listing follows, and every few lines (normally at the end
of subroutines) there is a gap of one line to make it easier to
read. Line numbers are normally in tens, but in the early parts
of a system there may be odd gaps which allow for lines that
are included in later additions.

Finally, Hints on play gives some useful tips for tackling the
game so far. Reading this is, of course, optional, but it is
helpful if you find that your early attempts at the adventures
are rather brief and unsuccessful!

Each addition to the core program is detailed in the same
way, although the explanations of listings may be very brief -
if the scenario alone is changed, providing too many details
may give the game away! For the addition it is more important
than ever to read Typing in lhe listing, especially when
MERGEing is required.

Even though the systems are split up into short sections
wherever possible, some of the listings are still very long, and
typing them in will take a long time. The listings have one. line
gaps between each group of lines, and after every twenty
minutes or so it is a good idea to type up to the next gap and
then SAVE. In this way, if the powerlead is pulled out, or you
accidentally wipe the memory, you cannot lose more than 20
minutes' typing. At the end of a session, save again, and this
will be the version you reload to carry on next time. Finally,
you will have a tape with lots of partly completed versions, and
one complete version at the end. Save this complete version
onto another cassette, and wipe out the development one.

As the final programs are very long, it is vital that you have
a back-up tape with all of them saved on it, so you can be sure
that you won't have to type them again.

If you have microdrives, I suggest that you save only the
completed programs onto the microdrive cartridges. Always
make sure the programs are saved on cassette first - as if a
microdrive fails to save, it usually becomes stuck in an endless
loop which you have to unplug the computer to stop. If you
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have more than one microdrive, always save the programs
using drive 1, as this tends to give slightly more capacity on a
cartridge.

The first system is Preset Fantasy and this includes three
separate scenarios: Statue is a short scenario which is a good
introduction to adventuring; Temple is more complicated, and
may take quite a while to solve; Wizard's Tower has a magical
bias - your rather limited magic versus the powerful wizard's
spells and guardian monsters. Preset Fantasy System has its
room and action descriptions in a special code so you won't
spoil all the surprises by reading the listings.

Warrior Mage System is a fighting adventure. Fairly short
and simple to begin with, the game expands to include high-
res pictures, special rooms, lots of interesting objects (includ-
ing potions), and a lower level with extra-tough monsters. The
system is random - i.e., different each time you run the
program -"but you can make several consecutive attempts in
anyone maze. Both fighting skills and magical powers are
utilized in this game, but you must not waste your spells
indiscriminately.

Tribe puts you in charge of a small tribe, elected on the
promise that you will bring prosperity to the people. Again,
this system expands stage by stage from a relatively small, 16K
version into a very large program, giving you the full pleasures
of bribery, stealing from the treasury, controlling employment
and stockpiling food. Your only problems are droughts, fal-
ling standards of living, riots, clashing with one of the guilds
and, of course, elections.

Preset Future System uses a similar type of programming
method to Preset Fantasy System, but develops in a different
direction to give two scenarios set in the future . You are a
space explorer, and 'Crater on Archelon One' finds you
stranded in an inhospitable, misty hole out of which you must
climb before you can call for help. In 'Mountains of Sirius

/
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Two', your planet-hopper takes you out of communicator
range before running out of fuel, and you must walk back to
your, spaceship. All you can remember is that the spaceship is
to your west, and that you flew over some rather impressive
mountains ....

The Fangmole Tunnels System is a graphic system. You
control your character with the cursor keys, moving around a
large maze of tunnels and rooms looking for treasure. The
system expands to give various objects, such as exploders to
blast your way through the walls (blasting yourself all over the
walls if you are careless), ladders to bridge pits with, and
torches to increase your vision. Monsters include bats which
take your torches, snakes which bite if stepped on, and, in the
largest version of the game; the fangmoles. These huge, inde-
structible, voracious monsters can tunnel after you as fast as
you can run, creating new corridors in the process. Your only
hope is that they will give up pursuing you before you reach a
dead end ....

Finally, Anarchic System provides four separate scenarios,
each of which can be slotted in to the core program. This
system is designed to let the player exercise his initiative,
perhaps using objects to do things they were not intended for.
With multiple aims and a highly advanced fighting system, the
four scenarios are very different from one another. As a special
bonus, the program used to write the scenarios is also in-
cluded, so you can invent your own. Work out the details of
your scenario and input them, and the computer will tell you
which lines to type in!

S. Robert Speel
Eastcote, Middlesex



1. The Structure of an
Adventure Program

Most of the adventures in this book have the following main
sections.

1. Setting up the game.
2. Description of locations.
3. Entering commands.
4. Moving.
5. Interaction with monsters.
6. Interaction with objects.
7. Special commands.
8. Infroduction, end, andfinal score.

The length and importance of each of these sections varies
between adventures and in some adventures one or more of
the above may be absent altogether.

1. Setting up the game
This includes initializing the variables, DIMensioning the
arrays and string arrays and often READing data into strings,
arrays and string arrays. The adventure usually has a map,
which consists of string arrays holding all the locations of the
adventure, the characteristics of these locations and their pos-
itions in relation to one another.

In Random adventures, the whole map is usually set up at
the beginning of the game, often with characteristics for each
location. For this reason, there may be a wait of several
minutes while running the program before play can comm-
t nee.
Preset adventures, due to their locations and characteristics
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being within the listing, do not need to build up large arrays
holding the whole map. The characteristics of rooms can be
extracted from OATA statements as needed. This can save
memory,' as only small arrays are needed. However, due to the
large number of special characteristics of various rooms, many
single variables may be needed.

2. Description of locations
This can take the form of text or a picture of your
surroundings. In Preset adventures, as each location is indi-
vidual, there can be a very large description section to the
program. This can often be reduced by~coding the text into a
shorter form, translating the code as needed.
In a Random adventure, the description section can be

fairly short, as all descriptions have the same format. If
graphics are used, then this section of any adventure expands
rapidly.

3. Entering commands
This is the routine which acts on what you type into the
keyboard. If the inputs are single key-presses, INKEY$ can
be used. This is useful when a time factor is important, such as
when fighting or travelling at speed. For general purposes, a
whole string is entered - one- or two-word commands - and
this is more complicated. A program will often contain several
'Enter command' routines, for different types of action.

4. Moving
This section deals with moving you around the adventure
map. Generally, this consists of checking if you can move,
then altering your X and Y coordinates within an array. If
there is a third dimension, a Z coordinate may be used as well.
An alternative to this can be used in the Preset adventures,
where each location has a separate routine. A record of the
program line number where the routine starts is kept, and this
is changed when you move to a new location.
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5. I nleractionswith monsters
This includes fighting, bargaining, bribing, questioning and
other ways of dealing with living creatures you meet in the
adventure. Random adventures may confine themselves to
fighting or bargaining, while Preset adventures tend to feature
diverse ways of overcoming life forms. Either way, this is
likely to be a large section of most adventures.

6. I nleractionswith objects
The two most important commands for dealing with objects
are 'take' and 'put'. Generally, an object cannot be used until
it has been taken and, once put down somewhere, should
remain there until the time when (and if) you come back for it,
unless there is a special reason why it should be removed
(objects may be eaten or stolen).
Objects tend to have special uses for fighting, changing your

characteristics or, as wealth, helping your score - e.g., money
and valuable objects. In Preset adventures, each object may
have just one specific purpose, invoked by the right command
at the right time. The other extreme is reached in Anarchic
Adventure where any object can be used in any way: you may
want to use a plank for fighting, or throw your food at a
monster - it's up to you.

7. Special commands
These are very important in Preset adventures and refer to
commands that are used only occasionally, in special locations
or with certain objects. These tend to invoke several lines of
text and a few variables for each command.

8. Introduction, end and score
At the beginning, an introduction with background details of
the adventure, your commands, and some advice may be
given. As it commonly takes a long time to playa single game,
it is usual to have some son of 'reward' at the end - a picture,
or a tune, and maybe a score to show how well you did. These
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can add greatly to the length of listing and amount of memory
used, so I have reduced them as much as possible, giving
explanations of how to play, etc. in the text before each listing.
You can expand the introduction to the limits of your RAM,
as line numbers have been left for this.

How the sections fit together
I construct adventure programs within a fairly loose
framework. Setting up the game is usually done at lines
9000 onwards, to keep it out of the way of the main program,
and the program starts with GOTO 9000 or GOSUB 9000.
The introduction may also be here, or at the beginning of the
program, before line 1000.
The main routines tend to be between lines 1000and 4990.

Manipulating objects, moving, commands and descriptions
are all held in this section of the program. Fighting is usually
at line 5000 or later. Extras tend to come after line 7000, and
may include some special commands, subroutines, scoring
and similar short sections. For some adventures, this format is
not suitable, and another is chosen, but in general it is a good
idea to keep to a particular system. This helps when changing
a program or trying to follow through a listing.
Other programming conventions are used for variables and

strings. FOR-NEXT loops start with f, and nested loops
continue g, h, i, etc. If a loop is needed outside the f loop, e is
used. Variables have two-letter names (except for coordinates,
x, y, z), particularly important variables (e.g., cash), and
variables very closely related (e.g., variables dependent on
variable ab might be called abx and aby). To save on RAM,
when a routine is continually GOSUBed or GOTOed, the line
number is given a single letter variable, the letter being
towards the end of the alphabet. When variables are used just
for convenience and then discarded (dummy variables), the
letters a, b, c are used.
Inputted strings are nearly always called a$, and dummy

strings are b$, c$, etc. Monsters are usually held in m$, and
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the map is held in string arrays z$, y$, etc., and numeric
arrays of similar names.
The advantage of these sort of conventions is that, when

writing additions to an adventure, it is easier to know how the
program works and what each subroutine docs without the
need to refer to written tables saying what each variable stands
for.



2. Preset Fantasy System

•

Each time a preset adventure is played, its
locations, objects, monsters and traps remain the
same. The player has a small set of commands for
moving through the locations and manipulating

objects, while the other commands are discovered by ex-
perimentation. A particular object's use is often not im-
mediately apparent - for instance, a metal pipe may seem
useless until you find yourself in a collapsing room, where the
pipe can wedge apart the approaching walls. The obvious
playing technique is to take anything you find, even if you are
not sure why, and for this reason the player is generally
restricted to carrying just a few objects at a time.

When the player first enters a preset adventure, he is usually
killed offfairly quickly. Next time he will avoid the particular
trap or monster that originally killed him, and progress a little
further until a subsequent trap gets him. Gradually the player
will progress through the adventure, learning how to overcome
each difficulty, until finally the adventure is solved.

If the player was able to read the room descriptions straight
from the listing, as well as the special commands, monsters
and objects, the surprise element of the adventure would be
spoiled. To avoid this a special code is used. The room de-
scriptions are held as a string of characters, each character
representing one word. When a description is to be printed,
the character string is decoded, READing the correct words
from a vocabulary held as DATA. This has the added bonus of
saving RAM. Special commands, monster names and object
names are also held in DATA statements, but here the actual
words are in code. They are decoded as the program runs and
put into string arrays for ease of use. No attempts have been
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made to make this code complicated and indecipherable, as
the only purpose of the code (which could easily be deciphered
by using the decoder which is in each program) is to increase
the surprise element for the player.

The same wordlists and basic command set have been used
for several different adventures. To avoid the need to type in a
monstrously long program in one go, the adventures are split
into several stages, allowing progressive stages of play.

The Foundation program is essential to the whole series.
Foundation I is typed in, and a short scenario program (mini
adventure) is MERGEd with this. This allows you to playa
complete game. When you arc rcady for more, Foundation I
can be MERGEd with Foundation 2, and this can in turn be
MERGEd with firstly Scenario 2, and then Scenario 3. Each
scenario gives a totally separate game which means, in effect,
that you have several games in one.

IIFOUNDATION I
and SCENARIO I
Statue (fits into 16K)

Statue is a very simple, short adventure, but it is a very good
introduction to adventuring. There are no complicated traps:
it is just a matter of finding the right order in which to do
things.

On looking through your attic, you find that you have the
deeds to a small cottage on the coast, where a golden statue of
a bull used to be kept. You decide to investigate. The cottage
is derelict and the front door has fallen in, but you decide to
look forthe statue anyway. You go in ....

TOPLAY

You start in the hall of the cottage and your aim is to fmd the
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statue. Commands are: go north, south, east or west (these can
be abbreviated to: n, s, e, w); go up; go down; take; put; look
aJ;ldsearch. Plus other commands which you have to think of
for yourself. You can only carry three objects at a time. As this
is a simple adventure, with just ten locations, it should not
take very long to solve.

TYPING IN THE LISTINGS

Type in Foundation 1 and SAVE it.
Type in Statue, and MERGE it with Foundation 1, and
SAVE it.
The Statue scenario can then be played.
Keep the separate Foundation 1 (saved independently on a
cassette or microdrive) for use later.

NOTES ON LISTINGS

Foundation 1
Foundation I contains the simplest possible vocabulary
together with the translator. It also contains the basic com-
mand set and the main program loop which allows you to enter
commands, act on them and print the result, together with the
associated variables and arrays.
1811-339 Basic vocabulary, including spaces. The word "xxx"

(line 330) is a dummy word, as in the code used it
corresponds with the graphic space character (character
code 128), indistinguishable in a listing from a normal space
(character code 32).

7911-719 Removes leading spaces from inputted words. Note
that the NEXT f is only carried out until there are no more
leading spaces. .

7511-769 Converts a single character into the word it repre-
sents.

8811-839 Decoder. Calls the routine at 750 repeatedly for a
whole room description, also dealing with space deletion
before commas, capital letters after full stops, etc.
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611116-611511 Calls decoder subroutine and prints names of any

objects or monsters present, if the location has just been
entered.

61116-65811 Input command routine. All the basic ~ommands
are held there.

661111-66111 Move routine.
6656-66711 Search routine.
67111l-68411 Put routine.
69116-69911 You win.
911111-91111 Variables.
96511-98211 READs data for names of objects, special com-

mands and monsters, decodes it and puts it into string
arrays.

Scenario 1: S lacue
3411-3511 Extra data for this particular scenario.
111111-211511 The locations. Z$ contains the code for the room

description, d$ holds the exits. Note that when the game is
played, after you input your command, program control
returns to the location subroutine to consider special com-
mands. This means that the special commands are con-
sidered before the normal commands.

6916-69311 You win. Picture DRAWn.
70011-71211 Fighting system.
811111l-82111 Deals with special commands and responses.
921111 0$ contains object locations, q$ indicates their

visibility.
951111-961111 Coded data for objects, commands and monsters.
96411-96811 Information for size of arrays, and to test whether

lines 9500-9600 have been entered correctly.
99111-99211 Introduction. Expand as required.
99311-99811 Picture.
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Foundation 1
LISTING

"

1
2

18
100110128138148
1158150170
180190
200210220230
240280
250270
2B0290
300
310
320
330

l"

REM ~oundation 1ReM ~ S.Robert 5peel 1984GO TO B000
DATA "You are" "entrance"DRTR.Uth.reu~"ba-s ••• nt.••DATA "and ",,"si ng le"DATA nth.","stair..,:avtl

DATR u,..oo." ~"'down'"
DATA "door" ~"'Up"DATA "north","darlt ••
DATA "southlll"pit"
DATR •••.• s t II I "ou t .••
DRTR ueastn1nthflntl

DATA "with"DATA "going"DATA "in"
DATR II.. II

DATA "s II

DATR ---to"
DATA ":is"
DATA "no"
DATR ••• ••
DATR ". II

DATA ••
DATA "DATA It II

DATR nit ••,."x)( x •.•.,.••k 1 l l " ,."", a l

700 FOR '''1 TO 6: :IF aSi 1) ••••••THEN LET a.-aSi2 TO ): NEXT (710 RETURN
750 LET b=CODE ",.: LET C=ZNT ii

b+1)/4).10+10: LeT d.a+b-XNT iib+1).••4)."
750 RE~TORE c: FOR 9=1 TO d: READ b': NeXT 9: ReTURN
800 LeT ro=0: LET a=0: FOR '=1TO LEN z$: LET ",'=zttf): :IF ",•••••

['I OR vS="o" OR vS="s" OR VS="w"
OR "'$=""" OR vt ••""" THEN PRINTCHRt 8;
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B18 GO SUB 758: PRINT CHR. (CODE bi (1)-8) .b. (2 TO );" ";: LET It
#CV."0")*32ea IF v•••..U •.OR v •••..t •. OR v••••0" OR v••••.[..THE:N PRINT CHR$ B;e38 NEXT ,: RETURN
6000 POKE: 23692,255: IF NOT ro THEN GO TO 6100
6018 GO SUB B00: PRINT ": LET r
0 ••0
6020 LET a.0: FOR 1 ••1 TO LE:N 0$::IFq. (') ....1••THEN IF (CODE: 0$ (1
l-96l.108+10ee_ru THEN LET a-a+1: PRINT INK 2; (" The.re.i5 a" RN~ a=1);TRB 13; (CHR. B+CHRS B+CHR$ B+CHR$ 8+"& a •.A~ a)1);"'$(O60:30 NEXT ,
6058 IF an THEN PRINT PAPER 5;"There j5 a ";a.can)
6100 IF at AND an THEN GO TO 70So
6a08 INPUT "Uha t n.x t? "; LXNE •S: LET e'.as: PRXNT "TRB 2; BRXGHT 1; PAPER 7;a$""62111ILET aS.a S+"..
62211I00 SUB ?80: RETURN
6300 LET at=0: IF an THEN LET at"1
6310 DRTR uno r th" , .•••• t ••, .'sou th",".ast"',"up","do.n.1

f>320 RESTORE &33.0: FOR ,.:a. TO &:READ bS: IF as' TO 2)"bSC1)." .•OR a' (4 TO 3+LEN bSI.b' THEN LET rt"CODE d,(I): GO TO 6&0063311INEXT 1

6350 IF aSC TO 4) ••••look •.THEN LET rO.1: 00 TO ru
6360 IF ••, ( TO 4) ."s•••.." THEN G.o.

SUB 6650
5370 IF asC TO 41 • .,take" THEN 00

SUB 6708
6388 IF a. C TO 3) ."p'Ut ••THEN GO
SUB 6S8e
6580 PRXNT "You canno t do tha t•••: GO TO ru
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6600 LET rt=(rt-g6) lt100+Lee0: 1~("t<1 THe:N PRXNT "You c.annot 90that lila",.": LET rO.0: GO TO ru6610 LET ru.rt: Le:T rO=1: 00 TO
ru

6650 LET a.0: FOR f.1 TO L~N 01::IF 'Ilff)."a" THe:N :IF ICODE 01(1)-95)lt100+10ee=ru THe:N PR:INT %NK3; "You find a ";rIU): LET a.a+1, LET qllf)."1", NEXT ,
5660 N~XT f, :IF NOT • THEN PR:INT

:INK 3° "You rind nothing."
6670 Gb TO ru
6700 LET ••••• (S TO ), 00 SUB 7.o
5710 FOR '.1 TO LEN 01' :IF all To 3)=rl(f, TO 3) AND (ICOD~ OIl')-66) lt100=ru OR q$ (f)••••£••) THENGO TO 67406720 NEXT f
5730 PR1:NT TRB 6;"You cannot t••.
e that.", GO TO ru6740 :IFO' If)."£" THEN PR1NT TRB-6;"You already haye that''': GO
TO ru6750 :IF ql I')> "1" THEN 00 TO 673o6760 1:F Ob>& .THEN PR:INT TAB ~ •.you cannot c.rry any aora.": T
o ru5770 PR1:NT TAB e; "Okay": Le:T Ob.
ob+1: LET Ol(f)."£", 00 TO ru
6800 LET a••.•• ' •. TO ), 00 sue 70o6810 FOR f.1 TO Le:N 0': :IFa.( T
o 3)=rS", TO 3) ANDo.ln ••••£•• THEN GO TO 584066&0 NEXT f

6830 PR:INT TAB 4; "You can' t pu tdo.n soaathinv you don't hav.''':
GO TO ru,~~!1e~:I~ETT~: (?s :g~A~"~r:;~0afA

6): LET ob=ob-1: 00 TO ru
6g00 PR:INT" You haye succeededin your aiasion. Uall done •..
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6950 INK 0: FOR '_S TO 10 STEP ~: FOR g=1 TO 5 STEP 2: FOR h-1 7o B STEP 2: BEEP .1,'.a: BEEP .2~f-I.h: NEXT h: NEXT 9: NEXT FD99 STOP

9100 L~ .nR0: LET at.0: LET rue1100: LET ro.1: LET ob=09110 LET It=0: LET lU=0
9650 RESTORE 9500: LET a=0: GO 5US gee0: DX" rS(b,c): FOR f=~ TOb: LET rS(f)=tS('): NEXT r9670 GO SUB 9800: DX" Sftb,C): POR '-1 TO b: LET sSlf). $(f): NEXT f
9690 GO SUB gee0: DIM -flb,C): ~OR '-1 TO b: LET .stf)= $If): HE
XT f

9600 LET a=0: OX" tS(b,C): FOR f••:1TO b: READ b$: FOR g=:1.TO c:LET c$.CHR$ (CODE bS(g)+120+9.2)/2): LET tS(t,9).CHAS ICODE c$.
(c.<>Ut") +3a.(C.zz"£II»: LET a=.a+CODE t$(f,g): NEXT 9: NEXT f
9810 I'" • (>d THEN PRINT "arro r in COdt.L-lina ";9B00+e..50: &TOP9820 L~T a.e+1: RETURN
9900 INK 1: PAPER 6: BORDER 4: CLS9990 PRINT •••.•. GO TO :1.100

Scenario 1: Statue
LISTING

:1 REM The Statuea REM @ 5.Robert Speel 1ge~
340 DATA "d.i." I •.• loc ked II I "you" , ,'"

bU rn II

350 DATR "goes"
1100 LET Z$.""aS"$30'cU7_/?0"1120 LET dS= "'llIIllc1ll01l1":GO SUB a00o
1150 GO TO 6301ll

1200 LET ZS."USlJ3KlJ. 7_,,; 0"



LET Z.="{"SLJ3KLJ".00Ba+U7_-"G
LET d ••••• "e0ehfll ••, GO 5L18 1500

GO TO 6300

:IF to$ r1.1 .".1" THEN 1.ET .n =.1
LET dS.".i00009'" GO SUB S0e

XF as( TO 4)=5$(1, TO 4) ANTHEN GO SUB 7.100GO TO 6300
LET z. ="#SU3K1J7_/?o ••
LET d••.• 00h00" ••, GO SUB 600
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1220 LET d.=" e0eeee", GO &UB eeeIII
1251' GO TO 53'"'
:1.31'1' LET Z.="#SU3K7L; a?ac+Go"
1321' LET d.="aebgee", GO SUB De0o
1330 :IF ~$ ( TO 2) ."s .. OR a.{TO7)="90 sout •• THEN :IFNOT lu THE
N LET z •••••.-'7c""' ••: GO l!'llf\ l'QI0: £10

TO f"U
13~0 :IFaSI TO ~).~.{3, TO 4) THeN GO SUB 82001350 GO TO 6300
141'0 LET ZS="#5U3KU7_-"7+ue04.o"14:0:1'LET d ••..SeeSSj .•' GO SUB SBOo
1450 GO TO 6300
1500 LET ZS=""SU3K7 L; aG+co"
:1.520 LET d •••••d fee""", GO SUB 6£10o
1550 GO TO 630£1

1600 LET Z.="#51J3KIJ7_.-'Co"
:16~"LET d.="0eee:00", GO SUB 6£10o
1650 GO TO 6300
1700
0"
1720
13
1750

1600 LET z •• "#SI.J3KU,7_/;o'cU{"004
0"
16201630
"1840
l> en1650
190019~0
121
1950 GOTO 6300

2000 LET zS="#'S/{o'i:cUe08D", Rel'f
#5/ (0' i:ctJ00Bo"
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2010 LET z$=Z$+C"g1cS(o" RHD (NOT

l t OR 0 S ( 1) (> ,.~ "» + (" , "c ts (1I'0 " A
ND l t AND o, (1) ="~")2020 LET dS="0000d0": GO sue 600o2030 x~ aSI TO 4).$S(4) THEN GOSUB Be0e2050 GO TO 6300
6500 IF asC TO 4)=$'(2) THEN ~Osue 83.00

6910 POKE 23692,255: ~OR '=3.TO18: PRXNT PAPER 0,TAe 31;" ": Hi!
XT ,:
e92Cl1DATA "ClI305-1-51l131l151l16-2-3.-3020301-3eee30183~09-6-4-101000a-303.0a-3.00-3-2-303.-3.030301-2-3-~3.50000-15-900-800000150200"6930 INK 6: RESTORE 6910: RERD b.: PLOT 3.00,50: FOR '.1 TO 3.06 ~~EP 4: LeT a.VAL b$ff TO '+1): LET b=VAL b'C'+2 TO '+3): PRRts a~4,b*4: N~XT ,: PLOT 96,90: DRRU
2J0: DRRU -3.,3.:DRRU -1,-1
7000 PRXtiT "The ";.,(3.)," ";: LI!T %'."--[10": GO SUB 81l10:.STOP
7'3.00IF 0'(3)<)"£" THEN PRINT "y
ou can't .•: GO 1::0 7'000
73.10 LET z'."I"l5:f</o": GO SUB fl00: PRINT r' (3)
7'120 LeT .n-0: LET at=0: LET t'f1)."0": GO TO ru
801lUilXI"' NOT lt...DR0$_( 3.)<>" £.. THEN LET z ••••S/<k r4UIP+-o": GO SUB
800: "'TOP8010 ;ur lt THEN PRINT "You ,j nd
the statu ••••: GO TO 690.0
6100 LET a$.aS(6 TO ): GO sue 70o
8110 IF os fa) (> ••£ •• THEN PRINT ,•.~
ou have no ";r'(2): GO TO ru83.20 FOR '.1 TO LeN 0': IF 0$(')
."£" RHO as( TO 3).rsU, TO 3) THEN GO TO 8140813Cl1Nl!XT ,: PRINT TRB 4, "Ye.-u Cill
n't.": GO TO ru
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e1~0 IF f=2 THEN LET Z$="IY"a(O~00": GO SUB 800: LET Ob=Ob-1: 1:E'T 0$f21."1": GO TO ru
8188 IF f.1 THEN PRINT TAB 2;"0A.ay.": LET tt=1: LET Ob=Ob-:l: LE"T0$(8)."1": GO TO ru8160 PRINT ":U won' t burn.": GOTO ru
e200 IF 0$ f41."f" THEN PAIHT TAB.2;"Okav.": LET tU=1: GO TO ru
8210 PR~HT TRB 2; "YOL< ha",e no ".'rtf4-l: GO TO ru
9200 LET 0 •••• be'.ijg": LET q•••••111221"
9S1lI0DATA "LFf'HVF"."£FjFN("."I,.~
dpr'(n~"'Nt.) (••~"llDhhF" ~u:eUfd,£u

9550 DATA ••,UZX)(" ""UPPf(" "p£Z-tDRn ~nlNDdDL" I ,

9600 DATA ••t£DUH"
9540 LET b=6: LeT C:6: LeT da3151
7
9668 LET b.4: LET c•• : LET d.17.
1
968. LET b.1: LET e.S: LET "'.530
9720 DI" t.r1): LET t•••.1••: GO To 9815.
9910 PRINT TAl! 10' "The St. ttIe" , ,..Y~u h.",e ent.r.~ an otd andneglected bUitding. where anancient statu. 01 • butt hasbeen h.ictden."Q920 PR:tNT "This .•••lu.ble Object

as •• de 01 ,"Old. Your taaA J
s to find at ••

993111PRINT ". FOR 1=3 TO 24: PRINT AT 10.'; •.••••;AT 14. I; •••••: HE.l(
T ,: FOR 1.1 TO 3: PR:tNT AT 10+'
13; •••••; TRB 24;" .": NEXT (
9960 RESTORE 6910: READ b$: FOAe=1 TO IS: PLOT ••28+7.70: FOR I.:ITO 108 $TEP .: LET ••UAL bt.,TO f+11: LET b-VAL bSff+2 TO '+3): DRAU •• b: NEXT I: ~ •
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HINTS ON PLAY

This scenario is very easy to win, and as long as you make a
good map of where the objects are, there should be few
difficulties. The map was originally planned on a square grid,
so mapping is uncomplicated, even though there is more than
one level. Remember that to use an object you have to take it
first.

The Statue
You have entered an Old and~eglectad bUilding, ~here anancient statue Of a bUll hasbeen hidden.

This valuable ObJect is .ade0' gOld. Your task is to 'indit.

IIFOUNDATION 2
and SCENARIO 2
Temple

Temple is morc complicated than Statue. There are more
locations, more objects and more enemies. In this scenario you
are after the hoard of offerings collected in a temple. It is
known that there is a tunnel leading from the treasure
chamber to the outside world, but at its end there is a door
which can only be opened from the inside. So, once you find
the treasure chamber it's easy to escape. The only problem is
Imding it.

You arrive at the temple entrance to find the guard absent,
and the door invitingly open ....
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TO PLAY

You start at the entrance to the temple and your aim is to get
'to the treasure room. Your basic commands are the same as for
the previous scenario, but this time there are more special
commands which you have to think of.

TYPING IN THE LISTINGS

MERGE Foundation 2 with Foundation 1 and SAVE it.
Type in Temple and MERGE it with the combined Found.
ations 1 and 2.
SAVE the result. The game is then ready to play. Keep the
separate Foundations 1 and 2 for the next scenario.

NOTES ON LISTINGS

Foundation 2
1118-259There is some new vocabulary. Note that the lines of

Foundation I can be updated to Foundation 2 by EDITing
and adding the new words, rather than typing in the whole
lines again.

Scenario 2: Temple
348-379 Extra vocabulary for this scenario.
1198-2529 The locations.
7998-7999 You meet your doom.
8998-8549 Special commands and responses. The greater

complexity of this scenario means there are more special
situations than in Statue.

9298-9689 The ncw object, command and monster set.
9999 No introduction has been included, as the program

nearly fills the 16K machine. A very short introduction
could be added, or a longer one if you have more than 16K.
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LISTING

.1REH ~und~tion a2 RI!!"C) S.Robert Sp.el 1984

31

f

1.00 DATA .•.•Vou at"t .•.•.••.••ntr.ncQ'''' .•...•.
.s.•• ll" "vou".118 DkrA ••th.r ••••••base ••.nt •••••lo
c l" ".h i Ch".1a6 DATA •••nd••~••.sln9l."'~"h19h •.".•
uarll"

130 DATA ••th•••••.stair •.•Y ••••••id4.. "narrow'"
14m DATA ••.roO.n, ••dOlllfn •.•.~••t .•bl ••.• ,.

"at"
15" DAT"R ""dOD r" , "up" ~•.•can t •..a••.~•..•ladder"160 DATA ••north •••••dark •••••single

fI •••• a l L••
i?0 DATA "'southu

", "Pi t"'". "'pila- ~..,
happens".1S0 DATA ••••st •••••Out •••..furnituI"
e " ,."ax i t'"

198 DATA •••.•• t ••, ••th.n ••, ••'loor ..•,
."'0'"

200 DATR ".lth"',"'..,our","Pl.ank""'"."noth.ing"
2.10 DATA "go ing" ~••pas..sagt •.•~•• ':1 ••.

,tted"
220 DATA "in", "on"," L•.• d "". ubu t-.230 DATA ••.•","larg."

6150 I'" t t THeN GO SUI! as ••
70011' PRrNT ••th. ";.s(an);" ~ill.i

1I0U. ": GO TO "
7S108 PRrNT TAB 6; "You are dead.": STOP
aeee RESTORE sgee, READ a.b.c.n.: PLOT a.b8S1e FOR '-.1 TO LeN nt: LET .•.1-eODE nSlf): DRAY (ZNT (a1'1e)-8).c. (a1-lrNT (~1,18).1e)-4).c: NI!!XT f
88211' RI:TURH
9000 LET za800: LET Va63e., LETx-6008: LET •• 7988
9120 LI:T ul=0: LeT dd=tl: LET dea0: LI:T df=.: LI:T tta0
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Scenario 2: Temple
LISTING

~ R~H ~canario: Teaplaa REH ~ 5.Robert Speal 19B4
.2ge DATR II. ,,~u.~y",,"Cloth"~""i

replace"S00 DATA" ","tre.5ure","several" "crossroads"
31B DATR" •.~••turn ••~..blQCIt ••~ ••lever ..
320' DATA" .. , "end" ~"s top no ~ "'90"

d"
330 DATA ".1tn" "xxx"" uklll'. ~"'a l

l"340 DATA "bed" •••loolt•.•"teap le"•
"a l tar"
351!1DSJTA"pri as t ••, "s laepin9","storeroo •.••..pursuit ..
360 DATR "dog".- Ukay", "guards", IIsecret ••3?0 DRTA ..•a•.•••

H~:tH ~:::::~,:w~~t!S-~8~...~Yo~o
TO y

1200 LET Z$="'CItSUXPtfO_uvo'.P L; k?IlG+Co •••.••
1220 GO SUB B050: LET dS="fcaa":

GO SUB x
1230 IF as( TO 2)="0 " OR a,( TO4.)="90 n" THEN GO SUB B0001240 IF as. TO 3).5'(2. TO 3) THEN GO SUB B1001250 GO TO Y
1300 LET Z$="ItSU1POC+GkKUX36/G 10
•• s? [5/; +?s) [oJ/Po"
1320 LET d$="edib": GO SUB x1330 IF (as( TO 2)="n ..OR as( To 4.)="90 0") AND NOT ul THEN LET
z.=" •••?clRo": GO SUB Z: GOTO" ru1340 IF a'( TO 4).5$(1) TH~N PRX

NT ("yoU have no key" RND0'(1) <
)u£U);' e" oAay" AND 0$(.1) ~"£,"J:
LET ul-Ul+(OS(l) ."£"): GO TO ru
1360 GO TO !:I

1400 LET z S="1:ItSUX30Us••.••C5,..~/30
• CU"ZT,..)o ' CU. F_/CO"
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1410 LET.z $= (Z. ( TO LEN z$-U +••It
\J@CSyRKU70" RND dd)" CZ$ RND NOTdd)+(""cU ••l7_/70" AND da)
1420 LET d•••"000c.": :I.r de. T~N 1-ET d.(3J ••••9 ..
1430 IF dd THEN LET d$(41 ="0"
1440 GO SUB x: XF S.< TO 4)=S$(7
) THEN LET z $= ( ••UX7'" [4 +5Y [/C7 _/5
30" RND NOT dd) + ("NBo" RND ddJ:
GO SUB z: LET dd=1: LET tt=0: GO

TO ru1450 IF as( TO 4)="sear" RND NOT
de THEN LET z •••••• ct.&.7S/w'1)0": Go sue z: L~ de.1: GO TO ru1460 GO TO Y

1500 LET Z f .•..{USU:<J'''KU • F_/'10 •• R [
.JE k i:+X • [.J'l 0"1510 XF 0.(5) •••••••THEN LET z*=Z:$( TO LEN z.-1)+•.•.•.U:T/Xo-: L~ q$(5) ••"0"15S0 L~ d$""00c0-: GO SUB X: GOTO Y

1.600 LET Z$="U5UXk13ki:KU-[0' .5"
T..••••[oU, k"Fc /i:'1o"
1610 :IF o. (3)." f"' THEN LET %.82:.
+'" cUHT/i::l:o": L~ '1$(3) ••-."1eS0 LET d ••••00bB ••: GO SUB x
1630 IF a$ r TO :;1) ."5 •• OR as( TO4)."90 5" THI!:NGO SUB 6880
1650 GO TO \I

1700 LET z•••..U5U2PKU76/; 10_/"1"kO)(
[CO ••
1720 L~ dS="dBBh:': GO SUB x1730 :IFNDT dl THEN XF at( TO S)
••"" •• OR a.( TO 4) ••••go w" THEN 1-
ET z.""&XCk ••~s4U.O": GO sue z:
GO TO 79001.750 GO TO Y
1600 LET z$ ••-{IU.U2PsOGk •.x [; a..•.C•• 1
[SU70"1.620 LET d ••••.g00,;••: GO SUB 1(: GO
TO II

1900 LET z .="USU23Ki:7 L; +'10' cUzS
/G >0"
1910 L~ an ••4: :IF 0.(6) ••••i ••THEN
L~ an=019li!0LET d •••"c0,iB": GO SUB. x
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1930 7F a.( TO 4)=5$(4) THEN 2F
0$161 ••"£" THEN LET 0$(6)="i": LE
T x •••••the "0 l fhound g ••.abs the bo
,ne and settles down to eat. ": L
ET .0=0: LET at=0: PRZNT X$: GO
TO I"U
1940 7F a$( TO 41"s$(7) THEN LET
dr-1: PR:tNT •.ther. is a low ••.U.

ble. ": LET tt=tl+ltl=0); GO TOru
1950 GO TO II

20121121LET z t="S$S/-'Itilw30 •c~x-.~O[5+
W••.o7[. ;+Co"
2010 7F NOT dd THEN LET zS"z$+""
- ••• c • It + • [&0 " : GO SUB z: GO TO 7l;J00
2020 LET zS"zS+'" C9•.•• 0/-S~K ••••1t
5'CU 0"
2030 LET d'=" j h0 •.•.: GO SUB x: GO

TO II .

2.1.00 LET zS="i:S$S/t30Rl,J-y [.T/ZI.+
W.T/7-{;)-rI oW2PUlS_WI R7kKU-S/) 0"
2.1.10 GO SUB Z: GO TO 6900

2200 LET Z$ ••"-{#SU"3KU.-I.T~c. 0
'CU7_/Co"
2220 LET dS••"000.": GO SUB X: GOTO \I

2300 LET z'="#5UY-PK7 LCkG+70U1PU
[; 0"
2320 LET d'="blno": GO SUB X: GOTO \I

2400 LET Z•• "-{#5U"3KU-O~c. S-tOo.
CIJ7_/,,'" 0"
2420 LiT d•••••• 000 ••: GO SUB x: GO

TO \I

2500 LET Z'="i'.51J3){IJs-{r/l\J~1l +~,?
/GOW-{S.C.T""'''

2520 Le1' d$""0a00" : GO SUB Ie: GO
TO \I

6500 7F a'( TO 41-5$(S) OR at( T
o 4).5'19) THEN GO SUB 8200

7900 PR.INT TRB 6; "You a••.• dead."STOP
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S000 :rF O. (3) <>".to" AND o. (S) c:>"b••THI!N LI!!:Tz ._ ••~ 4 .•••.~ ", QO &US z: GOTO.S010 PRXNT ••you cross the pit 0n the ••.«"$(3) RND o$(3)="b" AN!>
q$(3) ."0")' (r$C5) AND 0.(5) ="b"RND q$ US).('0")

S0Q0 PRXNT : RETURN
SeS0 XF 0$(3) <)"b" AND o$IS) <)"b••THEN I..I!!:Tz $-z $+"U1."1oI[,.po": Re:TURNS0CS0 LET z ••z.+"cU.ksKU"6070 LI!!:Ta.3.lq$(3)."0" AND 0.13
) a" b") +5. Iqt (15)••••0 .•RND O. IS)••"b
")

S0se XF NOT • THeN LET .••3*10.13)••••b.•) +l5.IO.(5)."b"), LI!!:Tqs.a).
"0"6ege LET b.??*I"~)+15S*I .••S): I..I!T z.-z.+CHR. t>+.. ": LI!!:Tq.(3).
",1": I..ETQ.(15)."1: Ll!!:Tq$la)."Gl": RETURN
510e FOR '.1 TO 4: XF ".(4)." ••THEN LET at-as( TO 3)+"$15 TO ):NEXT ,
S11e XF a$14 TO CS)<>r$.3, TO 3)AND •• 14 TO CS)<)r.15. TO 3) THeNRETURNS1ae LET a-3*la.(4)-r.(3 •.1»~15.(
a$(4) -r.(l5.1)8130 :IF o.la) <>"£" THeN RETURNS140 rF 0$.8_) <)o"b" THeN LET q.
(a) • "'ll"81150 RETURN
S20e LET a-ru .•••.100: XF a.22 OR a.24 OR .•••25 THEN GO TO 8308+1".(TO 4)=s$(9)).1008210 rF •• 16 THEN GO TO 835.62a0 RETURN
S300 LI!!:TZ •• "& .".kVH'l:.•••.••&o .•: 00SUB z: GO TO •
63150 LET z ••.. .....-e+ •.tro •• : 00 SUB Z
; GO TO '"
S400 I..I!!:Tz .=" .-.[+.[&0": 00 SUB
Z; GO TO '"
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S1500 DATA ..the guards have waked••••.th~ guards are trying tocross the pjt","the guards have'crossed the pilo..•..th. guards ar.
runn i n9 UP the passagull"S1510 IF t t >5 THEN RETURNB1520 IF tt-Ei T~H PRXNT PAPER 5;"The !u.rds catch \tou and "ill
YOu. ': GO TO It

S530 RE~TORE 850.: POR 'a1 TO \t
: READ b.: NEXT ,: PR:tNr PAPER S
; 1& •••• 11. b.; .•••.•...
81540 LeT tt.tt+1+(tt.1 AND (oS(3
, ="b" OR 0.(3) _••, •• OR oS(15) -"b"
OR 0.(15' .", ••" •.a: RETURN
8900 D~70.L~a0.3."C)y~y v(NF0n.R QR~& •••••;~Ii
" IlhYP zlgll •••••••••••.••.•.• ~IJ'u . ttl

9100 LET t-0: LET .n=0: LET at=a: LET ,"u-110e: LET ro=1: LET ob~0: LET It=0
9allllll LET O.-"Odflec.": LETq ••..il201010"
9500 DATA"'Ntlt>( •••""bpl() (". "1'0
,T(u ".Jbf:U> (" ~ •...•.FJHH£ •.~"4.oIb't-..J>(n ,"
".Jh£.fX <"
9550 DATA "p£:Z1'''~.. rn J@". ,#< ••• JNDH"•."....RNLH ..~..lrL~..,..r'DF ••~••fnzx..~..,vzx
II,.' tFX"""
9600 DATA ..'hT.Jdd: 864". "VVPP'U::LS
"" •• I "TnOdF (:8&4 ..•••t bZLN2dT >4"
9640 LET b-7: LET C_S: LET d-3&&
19660 LET bag: LET c=4: LET d.378a9680 LET b.4: LET C=10: LET d=3575
9710 GO TO 9B50

99g0 PRXNT'TA8 10'''The Te.pl.":GO SU8 8800: PRXNT ...•...... :
GO TO 111110

HINTS ON PLAY

You may get frustrated in this scenario, faced with a no-win
situation. Remember that a lever is only installed for a pur-
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pose, which must be beneficial to whoever is intended to use
it. Also remember that whatever obstacles are in your way are
likely to be obstacles to your enemies as well. Incidentally, as
the temple represents a cult which uses many martial arts, you
are likely to be outclassed in fair fights.

The Te.ple

You ara a~ ~ha en~ran~a ~Q ~hate.ple. TO your east is the
door.

FOUNDATION 2
and SCENARIO 3
Wizard's Tower

Ior many years a wizard with vast riches has ruled over the
I ,lid from his tower, and wielded great power. In rec,ent times,
however, he has don~ little, living a hermit-like existence in
I" tower, guarded by various monsters. You feel it is high
Ii"' that the old wizard was removed from office, to make

'v for a more dynamic, enterprising person - yourself. To
,I" end you have decided to enter the tower, find the

, ian and dispose of him.

II II" ve two potent spells - a sleeping spell and a petrifying
II which paralyzes an enemy. You use these with the com-
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mands 'cast petrifyspell' and 'cast sleepspell'. Each time you
cast a spell you lose psychic energy, 1 for a sleepspell, 2 for th

. more powerful petrifyspell. As you start with only 4 energ
points, you cannot afford to waste spells. Physically you ar
not up to vcry much, so monsters will be able to destroy yo
relatively easily. Your spells should take care of them, bu
there are ways other than spells to get past a monster ...
Another command is 'status'. This lists out the objects yo
have with you, and also your level of resistance and psychi
energy.

Your aim is to find the wizard in his tower, and either pu
him to sleep or paralyze him. But first you must get past th
guardian monsters, and remember that even though past hi
best, the wizard is still a powerful spellcaster, and probabl
faster than you....

YOU are at the top of thestairway in a roo. ¥ith door£to north, south and .est.

search
YOU find nothing.

status

ObJects carried:JugEnerg.., left: 4-Resistance:4-
go UP

You cannot go that •• ..,.

TYPING IN THE LISTING

There are more coded words than normal characters available,
so some user defined characters have been included. To mak
these appear different in the listings, the characters have bar
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above and below. When you type in the listing, first type line
9910 and run it before typing in the rest of the listing. This
gives UDGs bars. Then when you see a barred letter in the
listing, go into graphics mode to type it, and you should get
the barred character. A few of these letters look a little odd,
for example in line 7710 the barred letters are N, I, Hand U.
Most of the words which have barred character codes are used
infrequently, so there are not many to type in.

Type in the Wizard's Tower listing and SAVE it.
Load Foundation 1, MERGE with Foundation 2, and then
MERGE Wizard's Tower to play the complete game.

EXPLANATION OF LISTING
•1011-300Additions have been made to the word data list, and

slight alterations made in order.
700--830 Due to more words being added, the decoder has

had to be modified.
U00-2770 Locations. Note use of barred capital letters -

these are user defined graphics.
6100 Check if mon'sters are able to attack you.
6380-6410 New commands recognized here.
6909-6930 You win. Picture drawn.
70011-7010Monster attacks. You can sustain severalleve1s of

being damaged before you collapse, so can try different
methods of overcoming a monster. Note that if you flee, the
monster will follow you.

7100-7180 You cast a spell. sp is the psychic energy you have
left.

7~00-7530 Status command.
7700--8310 Special circumstances. There are rather a large

number of these now.
HYOO Data for pictures.
v9111-9120Changed variables.

80 Object positions.
110-9710Objects, monsters, special actions.
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99111Poke DDGs with bars to make it easier to type in
listings. Note this line can be deleted when game fully
operational.

Scenario 3: Wizard's Tower
LISTING

1 R~H Scenario:l.IiZilrd's TOllle.r2 REH ~ S.Robert Speel 19B~
110 DATA ••there". "base.ent". "lacledu,,".hich"

..210 DATA "goin'SJ••".•.hasll,".sll •....•n
230 DATA "'a 1I, •• largeu, •••too ••, ....on

e"
••24-9 DATA liS 1I,lIe.pty",lIit","oil
250 DATR "to"~IIJug","say".#lIcanu260 DATA "is","notll~ .•toP".#"eat ..

••270 DATR "no", "bOx", "see", "be II

iZe0 DATR ••, ••, "ope.n" ~II bu f'O" ~•.•.l .•• P ••
290 DATR ••• ",'" all" , ••Ifill II •. II t .•

nk "'

300 DRTR •.cast ..310 DRTR ..
oes"320 DRTR ••
liP"

330 DRTA IItower", "XXX"" liSp! reu.""crack"34.0 DATR ..stjng ••, ••ch;a••...,..Sh.lf
'f, .1 toUgh to

350 DRTR IIsp&ll ••.•lIstra., ..,"bt"olt~
n"IUthiclt s.o*."

360, DATR ••wa:ste .. ,"I.irro,.. .. , ..bart ...
e l", ".at eh"370 DATR ..•anage ..,..appea •.••,..pre
pare" "giving"

380 6ATR "strawn"f"cuttlefish b
ones","propped &ga.nst •••••th •.OU9h

the cei ling"
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390 DATA "90ldfi5h","surroundect","petriFied","(ilthY"
400 DATA .$1~),.'12. TO 7) ••'13

• TO 6)ta$14, TO 5)410 DR A ..othQr ..•..passage ..•.•fo•..
II, "put"4.20 DATR IIturnu".lIdo"

600 LET ro=0: LET a=0: FOR f-1
TO LEN z.: LET "'S=z$«()' IF v•••••
[". OR \1*="'0" OR vS.us" OR v.cn

., ••

OR v •• ~~ •• OR v •••• k •• OR v •••• g•• T
HEN PRIHT CHRt S;
1100 LET Z$="i:#6/7_/sBQE:)k*PUS.-o
•CU,;IT/)o/?c_s/; 0"
1120 LET d.="g01ll1ll1ll8": GO 50UB 61ll1ll
lit1130 I~'I TO 4).s$11) THEN LET2$ ••..U to", GO SUB BIllIll: LET .n
:4: GO B 60801.1158GO TO 6300
121110LET Z••..#5UX30.-tCUh.O?t._s;
+Go"1220 L.ET d••••dg0000 .•' GO SUB 600
III
1230 IF aSI TO 4)=s.19) THEN PRZNT "ThereLs a ..i a. (1) ••• "': LET

Z •••• 5] 0] -(Wta.o": 00 50UB a80, 00
TO 79001241 IF •• 1 TO 4).s.(2) AND q.19
1="1" THEN IF a.(6 TO B)=r.19L T
J 3) THEN LET Z$="]CYXo": GO ~UB
800: GO TO ru

1.250 GO TO 6380

1300 LET z •••••#5UX30. -t.U5+.tors."
c /co"1310 IF OIlS) ="c" THEN LET z$=z.
+"R,,,"'c-[E"/)KUnO" .
1320 IF 0)i5) <)"c" THEN LET z$=z
S+"T •••.rcu." ..
1330 LET $="808988"": GO 50UB 600
III1.340 IF 0$(5) ••••C•• THEN :IF as. TO4)=s$12) THEN :IF a$16 TO 9)=r$.5, TO 4) THEN LET 0$(5) ="e", LET

ZS="/lPu+UtllllJ:Uo": GO SUB 800,
LET an-4-: GO sUe 6000
1350 GO TO 6308

N,A.II.I.-3
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14e0 LET z .=" -t1tS1.I"3K-t7L ••..'?+-tGo••~[~'.["~+Z*CV~90..14.10 :IF t.(5»"e" THEN L.ET .n ••51420 LeT d.="0ab000": GO SUB -500o1430 XF as( TO 41= •• (21 THEN GOTO 80001450 GO TO 5300
1500 LET z .="SS~UX13wK7 LGkC+s '1'01.1X5cS ..••9.J.••3k+J cw:xt{.[0"1620 L.ET d$"'''0rgd00", GO SUB 500o.1530 GO TO 6300
.1600 LET % ••• "O(SS5U",30"CU0.U ~k.:e
"CP [ __ • +Co"
1620 L.ET d •••.h00ei0 .•: GO SUB 6e0o1660 GO TO 6300
1700 L.ET % $""SS~U1.E£o/-tF_-'C)c_/s'1'k+••7Lw .••G~C+;0".1720 LET d •••"ecab00": GO SUB 6e0o _
1750 GO TO 6300
.1B00 LET z •••"SSSUXV2-t3KUr..JBs"0.••Z?
c .••w'?o"1620 L.ET d.="00r000": GO SUB 600
o1630 :IF a.( TO 41=5$(21 THEN XFa$(5 TO 9)=r.(3, TO 4) THEN XF 0.(3) ••.•£..THEN PRXNT "I>on"t be. 91'"
eed¥-6 you have one. already.-:GO ru.1850 GO TO 63e0
1900 L.eT z ••••SS6.••e..J/s-t05U3K7[L;k'?+Co"1920 LET d$ ••-J0al0'": GO SUB 500
"1950 GO TO 5300
200! L.ET z •••"ss5/8El30U""U[cT.••>k-tli
u [ • ~ .••:rk .•.• [. T /0(50 •• 7 L",lII'?Co"2020 LET d$ ••"00ik00": LET .n=3:GO SUB 50002050 GO TO 5300
2100 LET z ••••SSSU"•.*3l11KElIT/sXo ••7
LC+G"
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2120 LET d$ ••"0.i0P00"; GO sue 680
o2150 GO TO 6300
2200 LET z •••..-(DS'"U. -30 "c"'x,I"S 0[ ,~
0" CZFk ltC_/Go"2220 LET d •••••0i00.8 .•; GO &ue &00
o22e8 GO TO 6380

~g~:tg ~l:::~:a~:i';r~t~b+~B;;600•2360 GO TO 6300

2400 LI!T Z$ ••"1:&.SUB:3ki:s:;D<a+si:EoF
[.5 ; +Go"241lif:IF t'(2)."1" THEN LI!T .n ••22420 LI!T c1 •••• o.00.0 ••: GO SUB 600
oa431l1:IF t. la) ~"0" THEN XI" a. ( TO4).s$17) RND a$16 TO 9)=8$12, T
o 4) THEN GO TO 7300245e GO TO 630e
268e LET z ••..-(DS"'X3K-tR,U 110" .7 L;
+70 It2618 :IF Cl.S(4)."e" THEN LET z$=z.
+'" , cUX-ta-sE/C)O It252e XI" q$(4)."2" THEN LET z$-z.
+""'-t-(x.."..CT/-t>o"2530 LET' d'="p8ne0e"; GO SUB 60e
o2540 :IF q$(4) ="0" THEN :IF a$( TO4)=5$12) RND a$16 TO 9)=I"'!~ To 4) THEN LET Z$="]P t+c•••.+l.hJ.U:lto": GO SUB B00; PR:INT ; LET q$(4)••"2": LET .n=4; GO TO I"U2550 GO TO 6300

11:>00LET Z$="i:#S"'30"c-tN"V"':lt-tUti:0" .7 L ?+-totGo"610 L~ V'=" the door is locked..•2620 LET d.="ek00q0"; GO SUB 600
1/12630 XI'"a'( TO 21."&' ..OR a'( TO7)="90 e.ast" THEN XI" NOT ul THEN LET z •••.•/7c)o •.: GO SUB Be0: GO
TO ru
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QS40 I~ 41'( TO 4)"S$(81 THEN PRZI'n" ("You have no "+r$(6.o/. TO 31 R
NO o. (5) (> "£") . ("Okay" HNO o. (61
"'''£''); ZF O$(s$","£" THEN LET ut ••1:. GO TO ru2650 GO TO 6300
2700 LET Z ••••• #5/ "0' CYR.,....to/.~Fc
,I: *U [40"
2720 LET d ••..00000p ..: GO SUB 600o
2730 IF a,( TO 41.S$(9) RNO QS<9)","1" RND 0$(6)""Q" AND NOT cr THEN LET Z$""&l/ho'c~": GO SUB 600: PRrNT r'(6, TO 4-);"in it.": LET q$(61 ••"1": GO TO ru
2740 IF q, (9) ••••2 •• THEN ZF a* ( TO

4) ••"sear" THEN LET ZS"'''.iUhO'':
GO sue 800: LET q. (9) ••••1••: GO Toru
27Se IF as( TO 4)"'5$(2) AND q"9
b"';rTl;~~NLg ::~~] !$x:?'7'r!J9su1;600: 00 TO ru
2760 IF 41$( TO 4)=S$(2) AND cr"'0

AND Q$(6) ••"1." THEN IF 41$(6 TO B
)"r, (6, TO 3) THEN LET ZS="]p [SU
*5/.5O(Io": GO SUB 600: LET cr=1.:
LET Q$(S) ="3": GO TO ru2770 GO TO 6300
6100 IF at RND .n THEN GO TO 7000+ (.n "3) .710

6390 IF as, TO 4)="stat" THEN GOTO 75e0
64.00 IF a', TO 10) •••.cas t sleep"
THEN GO TO 7100.
6410 IF as( TO 10)="cast petri"THEN GO TO 71.50
6420 IF at( TO 4).5$(4) OR as( T
o 4).5'(5) THEN GO TO 8100
6430 IP 41'( TO 4) "'S$(3) OR as( To 4) ••'(6) THEN GO TO 6200
6440 IP •• ( TO 6)"'.'(6, TO 6) ANP 0.(5) ••••£•. THe:N 00 TO 6300
6640 PRINT TAB B' "Okay": LET o. <1).CHRt (rU/1.00~B6): LET ob=ob-1.
: IF I =1 AND O. (EU ••••£ •• THEN LET
ob-ob-1: LET o.(B) ••••d ••
6850 GO TO ru
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6900 ~OR '=1 TO 16: PRXNT : NEXT,: PRXNT FfT 10,13" "You have su..:cetlded ";RT 11,13;i'and the Towe,-is,,;Rt 12,17;"no., uour5o."6910 PRZNT T.
6920 GO SUB 88006930 FOR '=1 TO 4: PLOT 60,50+'*6: DRRU 0,3: DRRU 1,1: DRRU 1,-1: DRAW 0,-3: DRAU -2,0: NE~~ ,
7000 F'RXNT ••the ";•• (IllnI;" -3 t.. ta,:~s 'lIou.": LET rs=rs-:tNT (RND.~;l)-1: XF rs<1 THEN GO TO 79007010 F'R:INT" You are "; (••badl •••••
AND (rs =3 OR r50=21 1; ("9'" ievoys ly" AND rs=ll;" wounded.": GO TO 6
200
7100 LET sp=sp-l: :IFsp<0 THEN P!'l:tNT"You have no energy left tocast spells!": GO TO ru7110 :IF NOT IllnTHEN PR:tNT "Okay.": GO TO ru7120 :IFIlln<>3 THEN PR:INT "Th. ".;1II$08n);" 'alls asllUIP.": LET tf;{lIlQ)="0":LET IIln=0:GO TO ru7130 LET Z$="NBk/Bc-{Y""o": GO SUB600: F'RXNT : GO TO 7710
7150 LET sp=sp-2: :IFsp<0 THEN G
Q TO 71007160 XF NOT Ian THEN F'R:tNT"Okay.": GO TO ru7170 :IFmn=3 THEN GO TO 7700+100
*lO7180 PR:INT .•the ";m.(Aln);" is pe.tri fied,": LET t${lIlnl="0": LET III
n=0) GO TO f"U

7200 LET Z$="/&cJo": GO SUB B00:GO TO 6900
7300 LET Z$= {"1 f l/B+z:o" RNO0$ (~
) ="£:") + '''&tNID_'o'' AND 0$(31 (} ••£
"I: GO SUB 600: :tF 0$(31="£" THEN LI!T t$(21="0": LET at=0: LET III
n=0: LET 0$13) =••" ••7310 GO TO ru
7500 F'R:INT" .•ObJects carri.ed:".;: LET a=0: FOR '=1 TO LEN 0$: 1Fo$(f) ="£" THEN F'RUrr TAB 15; r$(
'): LET a=a+1
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7510 NEXT I: XF NOT a THEN PRXNT.. none."
7520 PRINT TAB 10; "Eneegu le (t:
..;sp; TAB 10; "Rests tance: "';ell
7530 GO TO ru
7700 LET ZS="Ul&!fL.""'{''':GO 5Ue600
7710 Lf Z $=" ",ISI.l&kv lWW.k +.teL5_USBo&.au rO&biOo'CN&bIro"7720 G 5UB 600: STOP
7600 LET Z$"""Rkij" kbdi&O&VL-.a"7810 LET Z$=",.JSlc0": PRXNT : GOSUB 600: GO TO 6 00
6000 LET bT=a$(5 TO ): ~OR 1=1 To 5: IF b$ U ••••••THEN LET bS"b$(2 TO I: NEXT 18010 IF bS( TO 3) ()r$(6. TO 3) THEN GO TO 63006020 IF 0.(11 ••..£••THEN LET z$=""~1'5L£0": LET O$(B)."£": GO SUB a12l0: GO TO I"U82130 IF 0 $(5) ••••£ •• TH!:N LET z•••••,s,:5:1'SLnkVl;)-too":GO SUB B00: GO"TO

f"U
604.0 LET z$="&tN...lrJSo": GO aue e00: GO TO ru
61021 XF 0$(7) ().•£••THEN LET %$="
s.tN-Jll"'-(":GO SUB 600: PRJ:NT a$(6TO LEN a$-12);"With.": GO TO I"U6110 LET .$=a$(6 TO ): FOR 1=1 To 3: XI" .$(11 =" ..THEt4 LET a.=a.12 TO ): NEXT 1
6120 LET 0$(7) ••"z": LET V$ ••" ":SO SUB 750: IF a$( TO ~)••b$ ~HEMLET z••..]Cy-_.o .•: GO SUB 600: Go TO ru
6130 LET 0$(7) ••"0": XF a$( TO 3)
=r$(B, TO 3) RND 0$(6) ••"£" THENLET Z$="llll[k:C:OIo":GO SUB 600: LET at ••0: LET lo.(ru"2000): LET 0$IS)••"d": GO TO ru
3140 LET Z$="]qdao&p..-Ioo":GO sue600: GO TO ru

8200 PR..tNT..A ";.$ (6, TO 6) ': L
ET Z $""S [ol a [J WQX&1&8SSS": GO SUB 600: PRINT .._,r. a$ (6, TO 6);: L
ET zS="xo": GO SUB 600: PRINT •••
": GO TO f"U
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8300 IF ru=2700 AND er=1 THEN PRtNT "the "'''$IB, TO 6);" gets the ";r$ 16, to 3): LET z.= ..[)..J••.•+If[IT/:Io'':GO SUB 800: LET qS/6)= .1": LET er=2: GO TO ru8310 PR:INT " The ";IllS1E>.TO &);:LET Z$="a[": LET a=INT (RND*2):LET Z$=Z$+I"go" AND a=0) +/"&~" AND a=1): GO SUB 800: GO TO .-U
8900 DATA 50.50,3."XXXXlldd •• I)PR IrU~R"V"R..JPPR.,IIhU_lQ@ 11'XXUPPRed [ekJZ."."", .£U:£.....l_JeV£J£...£•.
9010 LET t=0: LET cr=0: LET La-09100 LET .n=0: LET at=0: LET rUe1100: LET ro=l: LET ob:0: LET It
=09120 LET ul=0: LET dd=0: LET de:0: LET d(=0: LET tt=0: LET ('5=4:LET sp =4-
9200 LET oS","lbhocqkdq": LET q$="100022202"
9500 DATA "ZnPl!>(:8" •.•..Jbr.>(:e" •."TbZH..JN£H"•"£V (d,£: e" •.•.•F'£ >(:8"•..'Nt@>(:8 •.•..£FJFN(:e .•••.dVZ.><:eu"u,J.br@)(:S"
9550 DRTA "JVtN","nFXJ"'I""bZRn~ ..•
do r," ~t.+Upp" , .. JnF&" ~"RNLH" "'p£:Z-t
","ddL," ~
9600 DRTR "l..J£d1'NXT"."ThTL..JNve".•
.•~Uv B bD : 8" , "NW," Z ( : 8" • " l £DVH < : a"
•. 'NJ<.T,Z(: e"
964-0 LET b=9: LET e=8: LET d=519
3-9660 LET beg: LET e=4: LET d=379
:39680 LET b=6: LET e=6: LET d=42S
19710 GO TO 9650
9910 FOR (=14-4 TO 164-: POKE USRCHRS (,255: POKE USR CHR$ '+7,26
5: NEXT r 111"9920 DIM t$/S): LET t$="111 ~~

9990 PRINT TRB 1.0;"Uizard's To",1I.
rO" •••• : GO TO 1.100
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HINTS ON PLAY

It is a good idea to explore as much as you can, and it may be
necessary to retrace your steps at some points. Do not become
frustrated if you get completely stuck at some point - take a
review of your various objects and see if one of these can help.
Shortage of psychic energy is an acute problem, but if you do
not waste it, you will have enough spells to get through and
win the game.

Finally, it is not necessary to carry out certain actions - find
objects, kill monsters - in the order in which you come across
them, and by choosing a different route to the 'natural' one
you may pass through more quickly, or use up less spells.

have succeeded j
the Towe r is Inow Yours. i

1

I
!
I,



3. Warrior Mage System

••

Warrior Mage is a Random adventure system.
The setting is an underground maze, called the
'upper reaches', which is inhabited by various
monsters. Your aim, initially, is to get a certain

amount of gold. Gold is found in the monsters' lairs, so if you
meet a monster just wandering through the maze, it will not
have treasure.

You are the warrior mage, and can use both weapons and
magic. Weapons lie around in the rooms and corridors of the
maze, and you may use any weapon as many times as you like,
unless it breaks. Magic spells, however, are controlled by your
psychic energy. Each time you use a spell, your psychic energy
(initially 5) decreases. It can only be replenished by finding
psi-stones, and as these are rare, you must be thrifty in your
liseof magic.

The system expands to include high-res pictures of the
monsters. Then carnivorous plants and magical potions are
mtroduced. Pits, traps and special pool rooms are also added
m later stages, as extra hazards. Finally, a lower level is added
III the maze, with new, much tougher monsters, and much
Kreatertreasures .... The aims also change, with a final range
"f three alternative aims.



CORE PROGRAM-
WARRIOR MAGE 1
Monsters and Spelts

This program contains all the essential parts of the system. As
the maze set-up is complex, and the fighting routines very
comprehensive, it has not been possible to reduce this pro-
gram to a shorter first stage listing. Note that on running the
program you have to wait for a couple of minutes while the
maze is set up.

TO PLAY

At the beginning of the game, you are asked which level of
difficulty you wish to play at. In level I, you must collect 30
gold coins; you need 60 in level 2; 120 in level 3; and 160 in
level 4.

The maze is different each time the program is run, but you
always start off in a room with four exits and a stairway, and
you are strongly advised to draw a map as you travel around.
To move around the maze, use go north, south, east and west,
which can be abbreviated in the usual way. For the various
weapons lying around (you can carry a maximum of 10
objects), use take or put, followed by the object's name, e.g.,
'take spike'. Fighting involves hitting the monster with a
chosen weapon and the monster biting back in tum until one
of you dies. The computer asks which weapon you use, and
you type in the name of the weapon. If you have no weapons,
typing 'fist' will let you punch the monster, and typing 'spell'
will let you use magic.

There are six type of weapons. Swords are the easiest to hit
with, and are therefore the most dependable weapons.
Daggers, also, do not miss often, but neither do they cause
much damage. Axes are fairly useful all-round weapons. Clubs
and maces can inflict the most damage, but are very unwieldly
and difficult to hit with. They have the advantage that they
cannot be blunted (although they can be broken) in combat
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with thickly armoured monsters. A spike, very unreliable, is a
last-ditch weapon.

There are six monsters, of which the sabretooth is easily the
toughest. Dire wolves and hellcats are fairly strong. Snakes are
weak, but just a couple of snakebites can be lethal. Armadillos
have tough shells which are able to blunt edged weapons,
making them hard to kill, but they are feeble at biting you.
Giant rats'ace the weakest monsters.

During a fight your resistance is reduced, and you can
recover afterwards with the command 'rest'. This increases
your resistance by one or two points, up to a maximum of 10.
You also gradually recuperate' as you wander through the
maze, by 0.1 point at a time. You are not killed unless your
resistance drops to zero, so you can be alive with a resistance
of 0.1.

When you find gold, it is automatically added to your
collection. When you have enough, return to the room where
you entered the maze, and use the stairway by typing 'escape'.
You are awarded the title of warrior mage class A, B, C or D,
depending on the difficulty level you chose (the highest, most
difficult grading to achieve being A).

You have a 'status' command, which gives your current
resistance, gold found, psychic energy, and a list of objects
taken. You start the game with a randomly chosen weapon:
typing 'status' as your first command will tell you what that
weapon is.

Magic can be used by typing 'spell' , and spells can be used
at any time; including during combat. You have five spells
initially. When you type 'spell', the computer asks which
spell, and you then type in the spell's name. When you use a
spell, your psychic energy is reduced by I (2 in the case of the
fear spell), and so your use of spells is' limited. You may
occasionally find a psi-stone when you kill a monster. This
automatically increases your psychic energy by 1 or 2 and then
disappears.

The strength spell puts your resistance up to its maximum
value of 10 without you resting. This is important if you're
getting very battered in a fight.
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The teleport spell puts you back in the room where you

entered the maze, This is useful for escaping from monsters,
and for getting out quickly onee you have enough gold to win,

The summonsword spell magically conjures a sword, and
you may well need this if your last weapon has just broken.

There are two purely fighting spells: 'disarm' makes the
monster lose its defensive powers - helpful versus armadillos -
and 'fear' makes a monster run away, leaving behind any
treasure it had. The fear spell is a very powerful one, which is
why it costs 2 psychic energy points to cast, but it will not
work against a sabretooth,

~-------------------~.,
~..ou have ~
i 2 swo,-ds.
\ 1. ale,e.
, 2 maces.
~QU{. r~sistance ~ 7~sYChiC ~na~gy e 1~onste~s killed = 4(oney gained = 31
I W I

i II'~ou a~e at a dead end.
! Exits; [~oo~ to the east I
/rhe,-e. is .a SPike I1 .

TYPING IN THE LISTING

As explained, this type of complex adventure starts with a long
listing. It may be a good plan to type it in over two or more
sessions.
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EXPLANA nON OF LISTING

This first listing consists of five main parts.
Lines 111118-1528are descriptions of your surroundings.
28118-2928are the input and execute commands routines.
311118-3998include the fighting system.
4Il111l4638are the magic routines.
4888-9998 are the routines setting up, beginning and ending
the game.

Taking a more detailed look at the listing:
111118-11128w$ contains a miniature 'map' of your

surroundings, and el and e2 are the numbers of doors and
open passageways around you. x3 and y3 are a record of
where you are before moving, and mp is set to mp = 1when
there is a monster present.

11118-1168 Describes your position if you are in a passage.
12118-1228You are in a room.
14118-1448Exits, and if any are doors or passages. Note that

doors in a passage usually lead to rooms.
15118-1528Print list of any objects in room. Note that there

can be no more than five objects in a room.
16118-1638Check for monster in room, and also wandering

monsters, which do not usually carry treasure.
2888-2398 Input command and go to correct routine.
241l~2458 You move in a direction. If you'succeed, then the

routine jumps to line 1000 to print new location de-
scription, etc.

25118-2578You take something. tc = total number of objects
carried.

261111-2688You put something down. There are five places in
y$, the object array, where the object can be put. This
routine finds an empty one and puts the object there. If
there is no space (i.e., there are five objects in the room),
one object is eliminated so that the new one can be put
down.

2788-2758 Status command.
2988-29211You try to escape.
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3111111-311711Find monster name and characteristics and an-
nounce its presence.

351111-35711You select a weapon. You can also type 'fist' to
punch a monster, or 'spell' to use magic. If you mistype, or
choose a weapon you do not have, you miss your chance.

35811-35911You attack.
36011-36611You hit. h$(l2) is the monster's resistance. da is

the damage your blow causes. Note that there is a chance of
your weapon breaking, and that if the animal has a tough
shell, swords, axes and daggers can be blunted.

371111-37911The monster has a 60 per cent chance of getting
you, and its maximum attack strength is h$(13).

391111-39911The monster dies, treasure is checked for, and
there is a 20 per cent chance that you will find a psi-stone if
the monster has treasure.

41111&-41211You cast a spell, and if you have enough psychic
energy, it takes effect.

421111Strength spell.
42511Teleport spell.
431111Non-existent spell- used in next expansion of program.
43511Summonsword spell.
441111-44311Disarm spell. h$(l5) is the monster's defence

value, and is set to a minimum by this spell.
44511-44911Fear spell. mt is the 'monster number', and if the

monster is a sabretooth, nothing happens. When further
monsters are added in a later expansion, only two will be
immune to this spell.

460&-46311You find a psi-stone - en is your psychic energy.
4811&-48411You die and a new game in present maze is

offered. If accepted, the maze structure will not change,
and nearly all the monsters and objects will be as they were.
Some of your objects may be left in the location where the
monster got you, and in any case fresh monsters and trea-
sure will be added all over.

631111-64311Check if you have succeeded in your aim, and print
a congratulatory message if you have. Again, another go in
the same maze is offered. For a new maze, press 'n' in reply
to the question 'Another game?' and rerun the program.
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88011-8510 Set up for a particular game in a maze. This is

used each time you get killed or escape, and is fairly quick
in execution as a new maze does not need to be formed.

9806-91140 Select your initial position, near one of the four
corners of the maze.

9106-9180 Set up maze. There are two alternative 'patterns'
for each S x S location block of the maze, and these can be
rotated, reflected and otherwise manipulated to give many
different variations. The array is twice the dimension of the
actual maze, as every second space in the array is used to
denote a door, open passageway or wall. These are not
locations as you cannot enter them.

9306-9310 y$ is the object array, and is filled with objects at
random.

9406-9450 x$ contains the names of objects and their charac-
teristics when used for fighting. Objects added in later
additions to the system will not have these characteristics,
as they are not used in fighting.

95011I:.ist of monsters and their characteristics. When read
into h$, h$(12) is the monster's resistance, h$(13) is its
attack strength, h$(14) refers to how much treasure it will
have (if not wandering) and h$(IS) is its defence value.
h$(ll) is the number of spaces after the name, and is used
when printing.

9606-9668 Monster array.
98116-98311Starting variables. sp is the number of spells, tt

the time you have spent in a room. x2, y2 are your starting
coordinates, rop is set if you have a rope, and is not used
until the expansions are added. t$ holds the number of each
object that you are carrying.

Warrior Mage 1: Monsters and Spells
LISTING

1a
10

REM u.rrior Me9a 1REM ~ &.Robert &peel
GO TO 9000

19154-
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1000 LET .'.Z'(X,Y)+ZS(X-1,Y)+Z$
(x 1"'+.1) +Z' (x+1.o." +ZS oc • ..,-1)1010 LET e1=0: LET e2=0: FOR (s2TO 15: LET e1••e.1+(w. (f) ."3"): LET eQ'.e2+ (w. (') ."2" OR •• (')••..S ..l
: NEXT f1020 LET X3-x: LET ..,3•..,:LET .p=o
1090 GO TO 1100+100.(.'(1l""0")+
11.0* (. S(.1) ."4")

1100 80RDER 4: PR1:NT ""You are";: IF e.1+e2.1 THI!N PRINT .•••t Itdead end.": GO TO 14001.11.0IF ea<)2 THEN PRINT ("in a
»~ort p••ssave bet.een rOOMS." AND NOT 82); ("8t the end Of apas!>a",e." AND e2 ••1); ("at a T-Iunet ion ." AND e2.3); ("81.a eros So roads." AND ea ••4): GO TO 1400
1150 1:F (.s(e)."2" OR .S(4)."S")

AND (•• (3) ."e" OR •• (5) ."a") TH
EN PRINT "at 8 corner in the"'''pass.",e,": GO TO .14001l.50 PR:INT "in 8 ••' ("north-south.•FIND .S(lin ••"a") i (t'east-west••AND .S(31,,"S"'i" passage.": GO TO
1400
.1200 BORDER 5: PRINT ""You are
in 8 roo ••••l2a0 IF x ••xli! AND y=y2 THI!N PRINT"A stair.ay leads UP to theOutside."
1400 PR1:NT 'TAB B;"Exits:'"1410 DATA ••north •.~ueast ••~••southll
".est ..1420 RESTORE 1410: FOR ,.a TO 6:RERD b': 1:F •• u) ••"a" OR ",.tt) ="3" OR .S(f) ••"S" THEN PR:INT ("do

or" AND .S(') •••.3 ••' i ("passage" AN
[) ( •• «(} ••••2•• OR .S(f)."S"));" to
the "'b'1448 NEXT ,

1500 LET b••••.•: FOR (.1 TO 5: :IF..,.(X.•••2L'oI.•••aLf) )"0" THEN LET bS.b
$+"" (x .•••~...Ly.•••a, ()1510 NE}IT (: IF b.......THEN GO TO

1680
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3.520 PRXNT '''Th.re is a ";: FORr••l TO LEN b': PRXNT (CHR' 6.CHR
$ 8+"SO.. ••AND bS (n ••..)..) .x I (CO
OJ! bt(')-48 TO VAL X*ICODE btl')-48,7»'TA8 7; I". a ;T AND '(LI!N

b'l;: NI!XT ,
UI00 X" 9$ (x/lilLy/al)" ••AND RND)
.3 THEN GO TO ~0001610 X" RND).08 THEN GO TO 20001&20 X" ..,)lil1RND RNO(.7 THEN GOTO 20001630 RI!STORI! Q500: LET a.XNT (RN0.6)+1: "OR '.1 TO a: READ b.: NEXT ,: LET hS=b': LET mt.a: LI!T•••(RNO(.1): LET hS(:l.41=lb'(14) ANO a). ("0" AND NOT i1): PRXNT "Vou ••• t a ";hl( TO 10); •••••..: GO
TO 3060

GO
GO
GO

THI!N
THEN
THEN

2000 XNPUT "Uhat do "'OU do'? "; LXNE as: BEEP .1,-10: BEI!P .2,-20: PRXNT 'TAB 6; BRXGHT 1; PAPER
7;.$"2010 LET a$••a '." ••
2100 RESTORE 1410: "OR '.1 TO 4:READ bS: XF a$( TO lil).blll)." ••

OR a$14 TO 71=b'( TO 41 THEN GOTO 24002110 NEXT f

2120 IF a,l TO 4)."late"TO 215002130 XI'"atl TO 4)."stat"sue 2700: GO TO 20002140 XF at ( TO 4) ","spel"SUB 4000: GO TO 2000~.150 XI'"as( TO 4)="loot ••THEN GOTO 10002160 XI'"•• ( TO 3) ","put••THEN GOTO 2600211!l0XI'".11 TO 4) ••.••rest.••THEN GOSUB 4700: GO TO 1610~190 XI'"all TO 6) •••e~c.p ••• THI!NGO SUB 2Q 0: GO TO 2000
2390 PRXNT "YOU cannot dO that.": GO TO 2000
2400 LET '.'.2: LET xl=XNT (SXN(PX/2*'»: LET yl=XNT (COS (PX/2
*0 I: LET bS=z$(x+xl,"'.\I1)
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2410 LeT e$=a$<1+3lHa$(U ="9"»:IF b.o"a" RND b$<>"3" THEN GOTO 24402430 LET x-x+2.x1: LET \I-Y+2*\l1:~ET r~=r$+(r5(10)*.1: GO TO 100og450 PR:INT I:NK abo "You cannot 90that .ay.": GO T 2000

2500 LET .$-a$(5 TO ): :IFa$(1) ••. ..THEN LET a•••a$ (2 TO )
2610 FOR '=1 TO ob: :IF as( TO 3)••x.I', TO 3) THEN GO TO 2530
215a0 NeXT ,: PR:INT :INK 2; "You Clt•..••t l.a•.e that.": GO TO 2e0e2530 FOR g=1 TO S: I:F~S<X/2LV/2,g).CHRt 1'+48) THeN GO TO 2aS02540 N!!XT 9: PR:INT :INK 2i ..:tt isnot here", GO TO 20002550 :IF tC)"10 THEN PRINT "YOU canno1. carry anv .ore.": GO TO 20002560 PR:INT :INK 2,"Olav": LET t$<
f) ••CHRt (CODE tt(')+1): LET watx"2,1I/2,g) ••.•"2570 LET tc.tc+1: GO TO a000
2600 LET a' ••'(4 TO ): :IF .$(1) •••." THEN LET a$=8$ Uil TO )2610 FOR '=1 TO Ob: :tF a$< TO 3)
"x$(', TO 3) THEN GO TO 26402620 NeXT ,2630 PRINT "You cltn't put down sI)lIIethingyou don.t have''': GO TO
.2000264-0 :IF t.<,) •.. " THeN GO TO 263o2650 PR:INT :INK 2,"Ol8V": LET t.<f)=CHR. (CODE t$('1-1)2660 FOR 9-1 TO 5: IF y'<x/a,y/aII)" " THeN NEXT IIae70 LET WSlX/2,\I/2,9-lg)5).S).CHRt ('+48) ,a680 LET te_te-1: GO TO 2000

2700 PR:INT TRB Bi BR:tGHT 1;"$TRTUS'., , tlyou have: U

2710 LET .-0: FOR '.1 TO Ob: :IFttl')" " THeN LET ••••+1: PR:tNTTRB 10;COOE t$<')-32'" "'x$(', T
o VRL )(. (f ,7) ) i < "s" ~NO i. (f) )" I.. ); ... ."
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2720 NEXT f: XF NOT a THEN PRXNTTAB 6"'nothing."2730 PR:tNT "Your resistance. ".rs"'pS"'Chic energy ••• ien •.••onslers killed. "ian ".onev gained
;:t u;caSh
2750 RETURN
2900 :tFX.>X& DR Wf>W& THeN PRINT "You need to find ••• ..,outbefore escaping I ": RETURN2910 PRXNT ••You ••.cape to the 0
utside •••••
2920 GO TO 6300+.i ••200
3000 RESTORE 9500: LET .tcCODE g.lx/a •..,/&)-32:FOR r.1 TO .t: RI!AD hS: NeXT f3060 PRINT' PAPER 7i"Th.,.. is •";h$( TO 10-VAL h$(11))3060 LET .p.l3070 PRXNT "You .ust right it •••
3500 .INPUT "Uhat ••••pon do vou usa'? ••.L:tNE as: LET ••••• +.. "
3510 LET a=0: RESTORE 9490: FOR'.1 TO 6: READ b.: XF at( TO 3)-b$( TO 3) THEN LET ••UAL bt(B):LET c-UAL b.(9l: LET d.VRL b.110
): GO TO 35703520 NEXT ,: LET a-1: LET c.a: LET d.lS: XF .~ I TO 3),"" ris" THEN"'FlrNTINK 2;'You punch it •••: GOTO 36903530 .IF at( TO 4) ••".pel" THEN 00SUB 4000: GO TO 3700-2700.(e-&)3560 PRXNT :tNK at'"You paus. in indecision.": GO 0 3700
3570 XF t.(fl •••• " THeN PR:l:NTXNK a."You (001. fo,.a ••••pon": GOTO 37003580 PRXNT XNK ai"You attack ••ith your ••.b. ( TO VAL b$ (7))
3590 :1:1"' RNlhd/18 THEN PRXNT .'YouIIIiss": GO TO 3788

3680 LET da.XNT (RNO.(c-a+l)+a+3-VAL h$(1S)): II"' at-7 AND btC TO::n ="spi" THeN LET da_d.+6
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31310 PRINT "You hit "; (•.••••.ly•.
FINO da(2)S' ("~uit. h.rd" AND d.>1AND d.c4 ; ('y.ry h.rd" AND d•• 4
) i (".ith perfect strength" AND d
a):iS)r~~~)7EI~h~~l¥~)~~~~i~g~EG~'i52
3900
315S0 IF RNDc.1 AND .e' TO 3) ()•.,i." THl!N PRINT "Your ,..bt' TO VAL bS(7»'" bre."s''': LH t'(().CHRS 'COD~ tl(')-1): &l!l!P.1,0: BeeP .2 -20: ao TO 37003660 xl< h t Ul!U )" 4" AND RNO c••.ANo f(4 THl!N PRXNT "Your •..b' ( TO
VAL bS'?»;" is blunted ~W""'th.blOW, and you disc.rd it.": LI!Tt"f).CHR' (COOl! tl<')-1): BEEP.1,2: el!l!P.1,-4
3700 PRXNT PAPl!R 7;"The ";hSI TO10-VAL ht(11»;" tries to bite\IOU"
3710 LET .-RNO: PR:J:NTPAPER 7; '"and aisses." AND a<.4);("successfu llII" AND • > _ ••. ): XI'a (.4.THl!NGO TO 315elll372e LET rs.rs-IHT (RNO.(COOE he(13)-4.8)+1): IF rS(.1 THEN GO TO4-See3790 GO TO 3See
390e LET .p.0: PRINT PAPER 7;"ThIt ";hl( TO 11l1-VALh$'1U);" is d
ead.'"3910 LET .n=.n+1: LET gt(x/2 •..,/2
) •....
3920 IF h $ (14) ("1" THEN PRXNT .•X
t has no tre.sur ••••: GO TO 20003930 LET a.IHT (RND.S+2+(1+RNO.5). (he (14) )"1") + (S+RND.5). Ihe (14))"a"»+INT IRHO.ICODE hS(14)-4.S)
) .(he(14) )"3")
3940 PRINT "You t.ke its hoard 0
f ".a;" cro ...ns."
3950 LET caSh-caSh+a3970 BEEP .1.0: XFRND<.a+.1.(Y)201 THEN GO SUB 415003911lB GO TO 20l!l0
4000 :INPUT "lJhiCh spell do you cast ••• LXNl! as: LET ••••a.+.. .•
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4010 DATA "st.ren1illt.h",l,"\eleport.",1 "weedkill",l."suaaonsword".l~'"dlsar." 1 "raar'"~a4050 REST6RE 4010: FOR e-l TO sp: READ b'Lb: IF a.( TO 3).b'( TO::n THEN GO TO 4-le040e0 NEXT a: PRINT INK 2; BRIGHT1;"You t.ry t.o ca.t. a spell, butfail.": R~URN
4100 PRINT INK 2; BRIGHT 1;" Yo~'cast. a ";b';" spell •..••
4110 IF en<b THEN PRINT INK 3; 8RIGHT l;"You dO not have enoughpsychic energy for your spall to work.": R~URN4120 LET en=en-b: GO TO 4150+6*5
13

4200 PRINT "You are baCk t.o fUllst.rength.": FOR 1=1 TO 10: BEEP.05,0: BEEP .05,5: NEXT f: LETrs:=10: RETURN
4250 PRINT "You f.el •• rUSh of air, feel MOMentarily dizzy, and sUdd.nly YOU find yourself int.he rooa yoU firs\ ent.ered."4260 FOR f.1 TO 80: BEEP .08,':NEXT ,: FOR '.1 TO 80: BEEP .05,
20 - ,: NEXT ,4270 LET x.xliI:LET y.ya: GO TO .1000
4.300 GO TO &l0e0
4350 PRINT" Thare is a high-pitChad hU•• ing sound, and ~ .word&ppears in your hand."4360 LET t.(l).CHR. (CODE 1.'(1)+
1)4370 BEEP 8,50: RETURN
4.4.00IF NOT .p THEN PRINT "You '"aste your IIpell.": RETURN4.410 FOR f.l TO &I.: BEEP .05,f:BEEP .05,0: NEXT f4420 PRINT "The ";h'( TO 10-VALh'(11»;" looks ••• ker."4.430 LET h.(1S)."0": RETURN
4450 IF NOT ap THEN GO TO 4400

"1.0\.1.8,-4
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~~60 FOR '=1 TO 16: BEEP .01,0:SEEP .06,-40: BEEP f/100,0: NEXT,: BEEP .4,0~~70 X~ .t=5 OR .t)6 THEN PRXNT"nothlng happens •.•: RETURN<1.4.60PR%NT "The ";h$( TO 10-VRLhSC1::UU" panlCs and flees'"4490 L~ .p.0: LET .naan-1: GO T
o 3910
4600 FOR '=1 TO 20: BEEP .0e,e0:5EEP .01 60: NEXT ,4.610 PRINt" YOU find a Psi -Stone' ": LET en -en +-XNT (RNO.3) +14620 PRINT "Your PSYChic energyis now ";an4.630 RETURN
4700 PR:INT :INK &I'TRB 6;"OK"4710 :IF rS<10 THEN LET r5.rs+XHT(RNo.a) +1: I~ r5>10 TH~N LET r.
=104.740 RETURN
4.800 BORDER Ill: PRINT "You a,.. de
Cld••. ,. , "Vou rOund "; cash;" crowns
,""'''& killed u;.n;'" aonsters."4-610 PR:INT ""Rnoth.r g,.•• .in this .'=I.I>te.7"<1.820LET a$.INK~.: IF a$<= ..••THEN GO TO 46204630 XF a$."..,"THEN GO TO a001114640 BEEP 1L0: :INK 0: PAPER 7: BORDER 7: CL~ : STOP
6300 PR:INT "You halle "'caSh;" cro",ns.": :IF cash>=lell*30 THEN GOTO &3305310 PRXHT ••You .-anted "; le"*30;.. crown ••..'..YoU have railQd.'"6320 PR:INT ••That was ..,our";go;("'st••AND gO-1); I"nd" AND gO=Ii!)i
'''ro'' RND 90=3); (..th" AND gO)3) ... try in this •.•••syste ••••..: GO t
.:;)4810

5330 PRXNT " BRXGHT 1;" You hay.;:won'''''''You can ,.etu,.nto ..,ourho •• cit..,.s a •• ,.rlor-.a98 g,.ade "jCHR$ (&g-lell)6340 FOR e=1 TO 10: FOR '=1 TO 10: BEEP .06/'.'+e.4: NEXT ,: NEX.,. e
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64.30 GO TO 4810
6000 LET 90=90+1: BORDER e, CLS8010 LET 8=5: FOR '=1 TO Ob: XFtS(f»" " THeN LET y.oc ....aLIoI.•••aL!.)zCHR. (48+f): LET a~a-l: zF Nura THEN GO TO 8e3eaBae NEXT f8030 FOR '-1 TO 10: FOR g.l TO 10: IF RND(.1 THeN LET y.("gi5)=CHR. XNT (48+RND.ob): BEEP. ,e:604.0 NEXT g: NEXT f
6050 FOR 'aa TO a0: FOR 9=2 TO a0: IF ztlt,g)()"0" THEN GO TO 96508060 IF RND(.5 THeN GO TO 96206080 GO TO gee0
6100 CLlS : PRINT TRB 8i"Warrior-Mate""81 0 INPIJT "LtYa \.0 f d lfflcu \.t..,7

(1-4) "i a.: XF •• ("1" OR as)"""TH!!N LET a•••••4.•
81a0 LET \. (:[NT (RND.e.)+1) _"! ••8130 LET leYOLVRL as: LET aS~"12345678ge", LET ai•••'"
6500 PRXNT " Your aill.is to find"'l.".30;" gOld COins, by destroVlng creaturts and takingtheir treasures."6S10 RETURN
9000 BORDER 4: INK 1: PAPER 6: CL5 : RRNDOtUZE
9010 LET X2a6+IRND(.5).10: LET ya=6+INT IRNDt.5).109040 LET Ob_6: LET gO-l: PRINT RT 10,lei"Plaase Wait"
91e0 DIH Z.(21~21), FOR '=1 TO 21: FOR 9-1 TO ~1 STEP 10: LET z~If-If-al) .If>au ,9),,"A": LET Z$(g-10. Ig=3U ,f) ="A": NEXT 9:: NEXT f
g110 LET b•••.BK •.•KKBK •.•KLKTLKTKKVKZKi''':FOR '=1 TO 16 STEP a: LETz$ICODE b$(f)-64,CODE b.('+1)-64)~"a", NEXT ,
!illS0DATR "031303031" "3RRR3RAA2" "lRRA1AAA1" "SAAA3RRRa", "121303ial", "2RAA3AAA2","0R1R1R031", "::;Fl3A2Fl3RR","030312130"
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~1~rA~~I~1~~~1~~~~~~~3~g~R~;~~~5
3031" "21'11'11'131'131'12""11'101'112021","3A3A3AQA3","031AOA130"
9170 FOR Qm0 TO 1, FOR '.0 TO 1:RESTORE 9120+10*(RND<.S): LET 8.(RND<.5).S+1: LET c=(RND<.5): FOR 9=a TO 10-a STEP 1-2.(a=9)9180 READ b': LET b=(RND<.5).8+1: FOR h=b TO 10-b STEP 1-2*(b=9): LET zS((g*c+h*NOT C)+e*10+1. (h*c+g*NOT C)+'.10+1)=bS(1): LET b.-bS(2 TO ): NEXT h: NEXT 9: NEX
T ,: NEXT e
9300 DrH ""(10610,5): FOR '.1 TO10: FOR 9=1 T 10: rF RND<.7S THEN LET YS('.9)=CHRS INT (49+RND
.ob)9310 NEXT 0: NEXT 1
9400 DATA "s,",ord.5238","axe •••314.6" ••dagger612? ••••••aCe ••4355 ••
941' D~A "club ••4155","spike.S1
4-4 ~,
9450 RESTORE 9400: DrH x,(ob.10): FOR '=1 TO ob: RERD x$I'), NEXT ,
9500 DRTA ••viper •••••53812 ..••.dir
e wol'.11515li/3""hellcat •••36433" •..ar.adillo.1331S ••••.sabretoothe8?23","9iaot rat.14413"
9600 DXH 9'(10L10): FOR '_2 TO 20: FOR 9=2 TO ~0: IF %'('.9) <)"0••THEN GO TO 96509620 IF RND<.? THEN LET 9$(1/2.9/2)=CHR$ INT (33+RND*6)9660 NEXT 9: NE.XT t
9800 LET spaS: LET tt=0: LET .p=0: LET x=x2: LET y=y2: LET rS=10: LET as."look", LET tc.09810: LET en=4: LET cash=0: LET&n"0: LET rop m098li/0DXH tl(Ob)' LET ymp.09830 LET 9 (x2/2,'alIV'21."": LET
z. (xli!••••2) .' e"
998e GO SUB 81009990 BEEP 1,10: GO TO 1000
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HINTS ON PLAY

Due to the random factor in this system, you may find that
you do not meet monsters for quite a while, or you may meet a
sabretooth almost immediately, Although things will even out
over a long period, you may get some very untypical dis-
tributions of monsters and objects. It is imponant that you
make a map of where you go, so that you can retrace your
steps and, if killed off, do not have to fmd your way around all
over again.

You stan with just one weapon, and you may need to use up
most of your psychic energy against the fIrst few monsters you
meet, to avoid being killed. This is not as bad as it sounds, for
although you will lose out on energy, you should gain a wide
range of weapons and so be better at fighting. You may also
fmd a psi-stone, which will replenish your psychic energy. If
you are killed off, it is wonh going to the site of your demise
next time round, as some of your objects from your previous
explorings may still be there.

Do not become discouraged if you get killed off rather
quickly in the fIrst few games - as you become more familiar
with the game, and improve your skills, your success rate will
increase.

ADDITION!
gives WARRIOR MAGE 2
High-res Pictures

roPLAY

I'his addition adds high-resolution pictures to the program,
Each of the monsters is now accompanied by a picture when
you first meet it, and when you are successful in your aim and
("cape, you are given a picture of your home city.
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You have .on!.
You can return to ~our hO•• citvas a .arrior-.age grad. D

I I I I

Another 9a.e in thiS svste.?

TYPING IN THE LISTING

MERGE Addition 1 onto the program so far.
This listing is awkward to type in due to the code in lines
7800-7850. It is easy to make mistakes in these lines, and for
this reason a self-check routine is included at line 7950. When
you have typed in this listing, type GOTO 7950. The routine
will detect if there is an error in any of the lines, but not
exactly where in the line it occurs. Note that if there are two or
more errors, it is possible, although unlikely, that they will
cancel out. Errors in lines 7800-7850 during play show up by
monster pictures which do not join up at the ends.

EXPLANATION OF LISTING

3208 This line translates the code in line 7800-7850 into
high-res pictures on screen. See pages 174--9 on 'Adding
Graphics to Adventures'.

635lJ-6420 Draw picture of city at end of successful game.
6350 draws the wall, 6360-6390 draws the towers, using
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Wamor Mage Sysum
them overlapping. 6400-6420POINT to stop

windows.
78119--78511Data for pictures of monsters. They are, in order,

the viper, dire wolf, hellcat, armadillo, sabretooth and giant
rat. The numbers in each DATA statement are: the ink
colour of picture (the background is always black), the
number of lines that need to be left to draw the picture on,
the magnification, and the x and y coords of the initial
plotted point.

7959--7980 Routine to check you have put in the right charac-
ters in lines 7800-7850. It does this by adding up the
character codes, and checking if their sums are equal to the
correct sums in line 7950. Note that two or more errors may
cancel out, and this routine will not then detect a fault - in
which case, the error will be obvious when the picture is
drawn.

Warrior Mage 2: High-res pictures
LISTING

1 REH U.rrtor H8g_ aa REM ~ S.Robert Speel 1984
3a00 RESTORE 7790+_t*10: RERD l,i,a,b6c(nt: POKE S3&92LSSS: FOR'-1 T : PRZNT PAPER Bb.TAB 31; ,.": NEXT ,: PLOT be: F R ,-1 TOLEN nt: LET a1=CODE nS(f): DRA~XNK i; (XNT (81/10)-S).8, (a1-(ZNT (81/10).10)"-4)•• : NEXT f
6350 FOR '.1 TO 15: PRXNT : POKE

23&9a,255: NEXT f: PLOT 10L1B:DRRU BL3B: FOR fa1 TO 10: DRAU 5,e: DRRU 0,-4: DR~U 5,B: DRA~ B,4: NEXT f: DRAU S,B: DRAU 0,-3B:
DRAU -105,0

6350 LET .t."BSB,1B,SB 1B,040,SB,10,BSL0S2,05,15,05,065,B5,1B,30L103,3B,1BL12LB15,40,03,06L051,aQ,a5,12LB3~,5B,1aL10LB65,15,0S,14.101 ,4B,1B,04 ,09li1,2B.03. -9.'
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6370 ~OR f-1 TO LEN •• STEP 13:XNK XNT (RND.4-): LET c_VRL a'lf.7 TO 1+8): LET d-VRL .'11+10 TOf+11): PLOT VAL aSI' TO f+2) ,40:DRAU 0,VAL. a. (f+4 TO f+5): DRAI,'d/R,C: DRAU d/R,-c: DRRU -d,e:DRRU d 06380 F6R 9-3~+VAL .t('+4 TO '+5)TO 35 STEP -1: r~ POXNT IVRL ••If TO f+Q)+d,g)=0 THEN DRRU 0,-1: NEXT 96390 NEXT ,
6400 PLOT 60L10: DRAU 0,15: DRAW

1°'°6-2: ORRU 0f-156410 ATR 20 30 40 30 80,30,100,30,37,55,37,80,37,95,108,50,108,656420 RESTORE 5410: ~OR f.1 TO 9:READ 86b: XNK XNT IRND.4): PLOTa,b: ~ R 9=1 TO .: DRAU 2,O: DRAU O,-1: DRRU -2,0: DRAU O,-1: NEXT g: DRAU 12,0: NEXT I: XNK 0
7'80e DRTR 9,7,3 Be,50 " iVi R.J Uh,epgaazra lp[=4774.S>AeYsl Jft7RVJ'_sgCl-£iqiVA54.RK1557ABLD+?S"
7810 DATA 11,4 3 150 55 "thKXUsCYSU~Sql~lhqqefP,f9iACDefpgR,ep,JL87HLDdG[.GSK_~.HLHe7HUg[[Z~.KJUHCCe{ •••5el<-sk.kB7,."_i47V"
7820 DATA 11,lil :3 100,40,"isqrhsq~U[5XhKU~'5X,.ivRHRl56UUHKl [,eRaU5GGSl56XCCN8lJiss~~f'XR86555>.Q
l'J-'_L fH"'J V,+L '~V,_K9_5"
7830 DATA 0 4.:360,0,"~tUUV8ktss'IQpehNkR'RtsiO?>+UUyq5-1,7£UQH4~h79.S7N~+~9H8ki7-Gto,+?Hh?9"59Uq7A90-.S55"
7640 DATR 1317.l:3L60(.62(."alxK.kJ>UaZhH£k[H£hq .rl~II~<PlPP[Z,gih5>"RBLHNXHGGHR.,G-X"KUilRLCHAehgr<pr<6KJkLUUa~6?e?6riGZPF"RUiUHHU.V£HR[)455GH"LkutuQHB77aK£.J)fq9K
XRe"

7850 DATA 7 t.3.La~4.0L12j"I~J-.li £k£a£ •.tiSqP.fiu~ZHaAFPRI 53 ~feA7e97AerVPHhXJ JABHVR56R JHL~O'[3H9rS:n.,A ,RRHS fLV£HR, A) ?41515+S"K "
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7950 LET c_6: DATA 6722,8148,6132,7160,11676,6464
7960 RESTORE 7930: OXH tIc): ~ORr=1 TO c: READ tlf): NEXT f7970 RESTORE 78BB: FOR 1=1 TO 6:READ a,aLa,a.a,as: LET b.0: FOR9m1 TO L~N a : LET b=b+CODE as'9): NEXT ~: X b(>tI1) THEN PRINT b,t(11L'Error in line ";'.10+7790: STO",
7980 NEXT " PRINT "Rll code okay.", STOP

HINTS ON PLAY

There is nothing in this listing which should make you change
your tactics - unless it gives you a healthier respect for the
sabretooth!

Ext ts:door to the northpassage to the ••5t
There is • club
There is a sabretoothYoU .ust right it.



IIADDITION 2
gives WARRIOR MAGE 3
Carnivorous Plants

TO PLAY

In this addition, a new aim is introduced. Instead of trying to
get gold, you are trying to kill monsters. The computer
chooses your aim at random from the two possibilities.

A plant, chokeweed, has been introduced into the maze.
This plant is a nuisance, as it literally chokes off passages and
doors. The stems are thick and rubbery, and cannot be pushed
or crushed out of your way - they have to be cut. This means
that you must use a sword, axe or dagger to get past the
chokeweed. You can always cut it down with one of these
weapons, but you may break the weapon while doing so. To
cut chokeweed, go in the direction it blocks you and, instead
of allowing you to go in that direction, you are asked, 'Which
weapon do you use to cut the chokeweed?' You enter the name
of a weapon (remember, it must be an edged weapon) and you
are told that you cut the chokeweed, and whether or not your
weapon has broken. You then need to go in that direction a
second time to move from your location. This procedure is
adopted to cope with situations where more than one exit from
a room is blocked with chokeweed.

Up until now, after fighting a monster you have been able to
rest peacefully to recover, unless disturbed by another mon-
ster. This is all changed by the introduction of stranglemoss.
Stranglemoss is normally a flat-growing plant that is
indistinguishable from normal moss which carpets the maze
floors. However, in the presence of an animal (e.g., you), it
quickly becomes active, sprouting long tendrils which grasp
its prey. The victim is then pulled slowly into the centre of the
stranglemoss, and is ingested.

Whenever you rest, there is a risk that the stranglemoss will
get you, and the longer you rest in one place, the more likely i
is to attack. The active stranglemoss is far too strong to escap
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from, or cut down, so you need another way to deal with it.
There are two ways you can escape.
1. Magic. A new spell - weedkill - has been added to your
repertoire. Casting a weedkill spell instantly destroys
stranglemoss and nearby chokeweed. You may also teleport
out of the weed's grasp.
2. Overfeeding. The stranglemoss is gluttonous, and once it
has started to feed it will ingest anything. If it ingests non-
digestible material too fast, it will die. By feeding it objects
you may be able to kill off the moss. As an extra bonus,
stranglemoss is passionately fond of wood, so feeding it with
wooden objects (e.g., spikes, clubs) is more likely to make it
die from indigestion! To feed the stranglemoss, use the com-
mand 'feed'. You will then be asked what you feed it with, and
you enter the name of one of your objects. Stranglemoss takes
a while to ingest a whole person, so you have quite a bit of time
to feed it ....

TYPING IN THE LISTING

MERGE Addition 2 onto the program so far.

There is a ar.adillOYou Must light it.

YOU attack with your swordYou hit weaklyYour sword is blunted bythe blOW, and ~ou discard it.The ar.adillo tries to bite youand aisses.YOU cast a disar. spell.
The araadillo lools wealer.The araadillo tries to bite you
su c cess lu lly
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EXPLANATION OF LISTING

14211-1430 Passages can be blocked by chokeweed.
2440 b$ = "B" when you are trying to cut the chokeweed.
28011-2890 You cut the chokeweed. Only the first three

weapon-types can be used. There is a 30 per cent chance
that your weapon breaks.

43011-4340 Weedkill spell. The four squares surrounding
your location are examined, and if chokeweed is there it is
removed. Stranglemoss is also destroyed, and mp, which
denotes the presence of a monster or plant, is set to zero.

47211-4730 tt is a measure of how long you have rested, and
this determines the chance of stranglemoss growing.

53011-5390 Input routine for stranglemoss. The stranglemoss
only decreases your resistance by 1 or 2 each turn, so you
have plenty of time to try to kill it.

58011-5860 You feed the moss. In line 5840 objects 5 and 6 are
the club and spike and have a greater chance of killing the
moss. Object 8 does not yet exist, but will appear in later
scenarios as the paddle - another wooden item with which
to overcome stranglemoss.

65011-6520 You leave the maze, and your aim was to kill
monsters. This routine checks whether you have
succeeded.

8600-8610 The new aim. You get an extra weapon to begin
with, to help you in fighting.

96411-9650 This adds chokeweed to the maze.

Warrior Mage 3: Carnivorous Plants
LISTING

1 REH u.rrior Mage :3a REH ~ S.Robert Speel 1ge~
1420 RESTORE 1410: FOR f=2 TO 5:READ b$: XF ~$(f)="2" OR ~$(f)=
"3" OR ••$ f f) ="a" THEN PRINT ("de.
or" AND If. (') ."3") ; f "passage" AN
D ( ••• ") ••••a.. OR "'$ (f) ="a"»;" to

the "; b$; (" blocked by ChOke",eed" AND ".(')."B")
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:1.430XF III$ IrI."6" THEN L.ET liP"'1
2440 IF b$","B" THEN GO TO a80e
2600 PRINT INK 2;"You decide tocut the cl>okeweed."
2630 INPUT "lJl>icl>weapon do you
tlse? ••. 1.INE as: LET a$=a$+"***"2620 RESTORE 9400: FOR 1=~ TO 4:READ b.: IF aSI TO 3)=bSI TO 3)THEN GO TO aB402830 NEXT 1: PRINT XNK 2; "You Change your Ilind.": GO TO 2000
2640 IF t$ (1) <=" .•THEN PR INT INK 2;"You look 'or a cutting tOOL.": GO TO 2000
2650 IF 1.>3THEN PRINT INK 2; "Yo
1.I try to use an unsuitable tool.": GO TO 20£10

2860 PRINT INK 2;"You hack downthe "'tiedw.\ th your"i.b$ I TO VRL t>S(7»);: IF RND<.3 TMEN PRXNT XNK2;" WhiCh unluck.\lY breaks";:L.~ t$I')=CHRS ICOD~ t$I')-1)2870 PRINT .••.••.•The lIIayis clear
.": LET 2$IX+X~'y+y~)="a"2890 1.ET W$=Z$lx ,y +Z$ Ix-~,y) +Z$Ix,y+~) +Z$IX+1,y) +Z$(X ,Y-~): GOTO 202121

4.3210IF NOT liP THEN PRXNT "You 1<1aste your spell.": RETURN4.3~0 LET a",e: FOR '=1 TO 4.: XF z~ Ix+5XN ,,y+COS 1)••.•S ..THEN LET
z$ Ix+S:tN 1,Y +C05 f) ","a": LET a ",a+1: BEEP .1,'*8: BEEP .1,1-a4.320 NEXT 1: IF a THEN PRINT "TI>e CI>Okeweed collapses.": FOR ,=~TO ~0: BEEP .0~,RND*40: NEXT ,4330 LeT b'$=ZfIX,Y)+Z$IX-1,Y)+Z$fx,y+:L)+Z$fX+,....LV)+Z$O',II-:L): IF'IlP",,:1THEN PRINT "The Sl:ran9leaos5 withers and dies.": FOR 1-1TO 10: BEEP .e1,RND*-40: NEXT ,43421 LET tt=e: LET IIp=e: GO TO 2
000
4720 LET tt",tt+14730 IF RND<tt/10 THEN GO TO 5321
"
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5300 LET IDp=1: PRINT "While YOU"ave been "ere,"'''strangletDoss f>
a~,••9ro"n, and nOIll it grabs YOll••
• •53~0 INPUT "IJ"at do you do'? "; LrNE 01$: LET a$=a$+" ..
5320 :IF aSI TO •.)=",spal" THEN GOSUB •.00053 •.0 :IFas ( TO •.)•••.stat •.THEN GO

SUB 270053150 IF as( TO •.'•••.reed •.THEN GOSUB 58e05380 PRINT "The 5 trang le.oss t i9htens its grip •••..: LET r5=r5-1-:INT fRND*2': IF- rS{=0 THEN GOTO •.8e05390 GO TO 153~0
5600 INPUT "Uhat do \IOU reed the1l0SS "ith'? "; L'ZNE as: LET 411$=01$+.. ..
5810 FOR r••1 TO Ob: IF 411$(TO 3)=x$ f" TO 3) RND tISf')>" •• THENGO TO 158306820 NEXT f: PRINT BRIGHT 1; "Youlook ror so.ething to give thestrangle.oss.": RETURN
5630 PRINT BRIGHT 1i"You reed th
o;! straMle.05s "ith a "iX$(', To VAL X (f 7»; •••••
5840 L t,ff)=CHR$ (CODE t$(f)-1): PRINT .• It inges-ts your 0' rE::r i n 9 •••.••• ~#: J:F RND;) •.'3+ .2 .• ( f =5 0.R f.6 OR ,.S) THEN RETURN
5650 PRINT ..The 8055 hilS over-ingested, collapses and dies!"": LET tt=0: LET mp=05660 FOR f=1 TO 20: BEEP .1,-RND*20-30: NEXT ,: GO TO 2000
6500 PRINT "You have killed ";I!ln
.. ' Monsters."5510 :IF.n{levltS THEN PRINT "Th"
t is not enough. You have failed.": GO TO 63205520 GO TO 6330
813e LET le•••••VAL as: LET a$."1234567590": LET ai.=:INT (RND*2); Go TO 6S00+100ltai.
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8500 PRXHT •.YoU aust. kill ...lev*5;" .onsters."~I'YOU Must t~enescape •..•..You start .ith an extra .eapon•••..8610 LET a8RND*6+1: LET t'/a)~CHRS (CODE t$/a)+1)6620 RETURN
964.0 GO TO 96609650 J:~ 2$('.9)."2" AND RND(.1 T
HEN LET z$«( ,91 ••••e ..

HINTS ON PLAY

The addition of chokeweed can deplete your stock of edged
weapons or limit your explorations. If you play several games
in one system the amount of chokeweed tends to increase, thus
compensating for the increase in the number of objects lying
around, which in turn accumulates.

Stranglemoss is a much more dangerous problem. It is a
good idea to collect spikes and clubs just to deal with
stranglemoss. Do not rest for too long at a time, and you may
avoid the problem altogether.

The monster-killing aim reduces the use of the fear spell, as
scaring off a monster does not count as killing it.

ADDITION 3
gives WARRIOR MAGE 4
Magic Potions

rePLAY

A third aim of collecting bounty points has been introduced.
bach time you kill a monster, you get a certain number of
points, depending on how tough that monster was. This
means that you should actually look forward to meeting a
abretooth as it represents a lot of bounty points!
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A very important element in this addition is the potion.

Potions, like weapons, are randomly distributed around the
maze, and are also often found in a monster's lair. You use a
potion first by taking it, then by using the command 'drink
potion'. Potions may be healing, replenishing your strength,
or poisonous, damaging (even killing) you if you are weak.
Alternatively, a potion may contain scent, which is harmless to
drink but invariably lures the nearest monster to
investigate .... Naturally, there is no way you can tell the
effects of a potion before drinking it. Note that you can drink
a potion during a fight.

Potions also provide a new method of fighting stranglemoss.
Using the command 'pour potion' you can tip the potion over
the moss. If the potion is a poison, the moss will die. If it is a
scent, nothing will happen - no monster will want to disturb
the stranglemoss. Of course, if you pour a healing potion on to
stranglemoss, it will get stronger and therefore hurt you more.

TYPING IN THE LISTING

MERGE Addition 3 on to the program so far.

There is a hellcatYou must right it.

YOU attack with your swordYou hit ~uite hardThe hellcat tries to bite youand aisses.You cast a rear spell.
The hellcat paniCS and rlees!YOU take its hoard or 1~ crowns.YOU find a potion.
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EXPLANATION OF LISTING

2178-35411The new 'drink potion' command is put in the
main input routine, line 2170, and also in the fighting input
routine at 3540. aim = 2 is 'bounty point' aim, and pmt is
the bounty points for a particular monster, calculated from
its attack, defence and resistance values. Note this is done
before the fight, as its resistance decreases during the fight.
ymp is your total bounty points so far.

39611-45211For monsters with treasure, you may find a
potion.

5338-54511You pour a potion on to stranglemoss. There is a
30 per cent chance of you killing it, and a 30 per cent chance
that it will grow faster and attack more.

55118-56611You drink a potion. Note that if it is a scent
potion, no monster is attracted if you are already fighting
one when you drink.

67118-67211Your bounty point score is given.
81311There are now three possible aims.
871111-87111The new aim. You need forty times the difficulty

level bounty points to win.
91148-94211The new object (potion) is added.

OK

rest
OKWhile YOu have been here,lranglemoss has grown, and nowt grabs you ••••

You 'eed the strangle.oss withslllord.
It ingests your orrering ••••

The strangle.oss tightens its
rip •••ou pour a potion on the moss.Nothing happens.he strangle.oss tightens its
rip •••You cast a weedkill spell.
he stranglemOss withers and

h es.
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Warrior Mage 4: Magic Potians
LISTING

~ REM ~~rrior Hage 4~ REH ~ S.Ro~ert 8peel ~9B4

2170 IF a$1 TO 4-)="drin"THEN GOSUB 5500: GO TO 2000
2740 IF aiM=2 THEN PRINT "Bounty

pOints •• "; yap

3060 ~ET .p-1: ~ET pat ••CODE h$l~2)+COO~ h$(13)+CODE h$(15)-150
3540 IF a$( TO 4)="drin" THEN GOSUB 5500: GO TO 3700
3910 LET Mn=.n+1: LET YMp=y.p+pmt: LET g$IX,2.y,a)=" "
3960 IF h$ I14-))"2" OR RNO <•1 THEN GO SUB 4500
4500 FOR f=1 TO 10: BEEP .02.20:aeEP .01 60: NEXT ,
~1510 PRINt "You find a potion."4520 ~ET f=7: LET tc=tc+1: GO TO

2660
5330 IF a.1 TO 4)="pour" THEN GO

SUB 5400

54-00 IF t$(7){"'" THEN PRINT "YO
I.) have nothing to pour.": RETURN
5410 LET t$(7)=CHR$ ICODE t$(7)-1.):LET tc=tc-15420 PRINT INK 2;"You pour a potion on the MOSS."5430 IF RNO<.4 THEN PRJ:NT "Nothi09 happens.": RETURN5440 IF RNO(.7 THEN PRINT "The III
ass withers and dies.": GO TO 20
005450 PRINT "The 1I05S thrives, 'ill"ows faster and is eager for more potion.": LET r5=rs-3: RETURN

5500 IF t. 17)=" .. THEN PRINT INK2;"You have nothing to drink •..:
RETURN
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5510 LET t$(7)=CHR$ (CODE t$(7)-1): LET tC=tC-15520 PRINT INK 2; "YOL' SlIIallow the potion •••..
5530 GO TO S550+50~INT (RND*3)

5550 PRJ:NT "You feel sick •••it was poison''': LET rs=rs-:1-J:NT CRN0*51: J:Frs<:1.THEN PRINT "You collapse and die.": GO TO &6005560 RETURN
5570 PRJ:NT "J:tappears to have no e ffect. 0.: RETURN

5600 J:F.p THEN GO TO 55705610 RESTORE 9500: LET a=INT (RN0*6)+1: FOR f=1 TO s: READ b$: NEXT I: LET h$=b$: LET a=(RNO<.1)LET hSC1&)=(b$(14-) AND 81+("0"AND NOT a)5520 PRJ:NT "There is a pungent SMell, and a passing .o;h$( TO 10-VAL "$(111);" cOlles to..•..inve.sti
gate."5530 GO TO 3050
5650 PRINT "You instantly feel rQsted and strong.": LET rS=10+
(rs=:10)5660 RETURN

6700 PRINT "You have gained ";\lm
p;1I bountyll~"points."
6710 :IF..,.D <40lHev THEN PR:INT "Y
ou neede.d \'.; ltv .•.4.0; II pO:in ts I" •••••.

o YOU have failed.": GO TO 63206720 GO TO 6330
6130 LET lev••VAL as: LET as ••"1234.56769"": LET ailll=!NT(RND*3): (;lo TO 6500+100*ai.6700 PRJ:NT " You a.-e a bounty hunter. You have been CO•• issionad to do a Monster CUll, and fo
r each one YOU kill, you are aliiarded bountYPoints. You want to9!t .1;lev*40;" o"'~"~has.pOints.a710 RETURN
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90~0 LET ob=?: LET 90=1: PRINT RT 10.10;""PleaSe Wait"
94.20 DATA "potion6"

HINTS ON PLAY

The use of potions decreases the threat from stranglemoss.
Potions also help when you are losing a fight and have no
magic, as they give you a chance to recover from your wounds.
Do not feel compelled to drink potions as soon as you find
them, but keep them in reserve.

With three different possible aims, you should develop
slightly different tactics for each. For instance, potions are
more beneficial if you are aiming to kill monsters, as they may
attract monsters for you to attack. But if you are looking for
gold, remember that wandering monsters do not have trea-
sure.

!liE ADDITION4
_ gives WARRIOR MAGE 5

Traps and Pits
TO PLAY

This addition adds pits, traps and a special type of room called
the pool room. A room may now contain a pit, which drops
you into a hole and damages you, or kills you if you are weak.
It may also have a trap from which rocks drop upon your
head.

Pits and traps may work every time you enter a room, or
only 50 per cent of the time. There is no way you can avoid
these perils, but there is a new object, the helmet, which
protects you from the falling-rock traps. When you take a
helmet, you are assumed to be wearing it, but this will break i
hit by rocks, so you will need a new one for the next rockfall.
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The pool room consists of a room with a small lake in the

centre which blocks all passages through it. If you go into a
pool room and wish to exit by a way other than how you came
in, type in your instruction as usual. You are then asked how
you get across the pool. You can swim, or go along a ledge
against the wall. Alternatively, you can go over a bridge across
the pool, or use one of the rafts there. To use a raft, you need a
new object - the paddle.

There are various things that can happen: you may lose
objects, money, or be attacked by carnivorous fish.

TYPING IN THE LISTING

MERGE Addition 4 on to the program so far.

IiXPLANATION OF LISTING

1219 Check for pool room.
13911--1339 If you have just walked into a room, chcck for pits

and traps. .
5999 The pit. This may do considerable damage when you fall

in: 1-5 resistance points.
919 Falling-rock trap. A 50 per cent chance they hit you,
and you lose 0-5 resistance unless you have a helmet.

,,9911--6279 The pool room. 6000-6010 You enter the pool
room, description printed. 6020-6070 If you decide to go
across the room, determine which way you try to cross and
go to appropriate subroutine.

69811--6990 You cross the bridge. A 20 per cent chance you
fall, or more if you are carrying lots of objects.

6/211--6140 You go along the edge of the pool. A 25 per cent
chance you fall and lose gold, unless you have daggers to
drive into the wall.

61611--6190 You try a raft. You need a paddle and only have a
10per cent chance of sinking.

(,2011--6220 You swim. A 25 per cent chance fishes attack, and
this routine is used if you fall in the water while using other
methods of crossing the pool.
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6248-62711 Miscellaneous routines. Line 6260 updates the

number of objects carried after you lose things in the water.
911411-96311Two extra objects, the helmet and the paddle, are

included. There is an 8 per cent chance of a pool room
occurring.

Warrior Mage 5: Traps and Pits
LISTING

1 REM w~rrior Mage 5
2 REM ~ 5.Robert Speel 1984

1210 J:F z$(X,y)z"." THEN GO SUB
e000
:t300 J:F g $ 0</2, Y.n.!) )." •• OR a $ (
TO 4.) ,."look" THEN GO TO 14.00
l.310 LET d$="000000": LET a=CODE

9$(X/2,Y/2): FOR f=1 TO 6: XF 8
,,.2~(6-r) THEN LET a=a-2~(5-r):
LET d$(f) ••"1"
1320 NEXT f
1.330 J:F d$ (4.) •••." •• AND (dS (51."""
OR (d$(5)z"1" AND RNO<.6» THEN
GO SUB 5"00

24.20 LET tt ••0: :IF Z.(X,Y) ","4." TH
EN GO TO 6020
5000 IF d. ( TO 2) ••••"" •• THEN PRIN
T "A pi t opens in the r loor, and

you rail in.": LET rs=rs-INT
lRNOt:5)-1: PRINT '''The fall kill

So you" AND rs <="); '''YOU are brui
sed, but able to climb out."
RNO rS)0)
5010 XF d$ ( TO 2) ••"01" THEN PRXN
T "Rocks tall trolll a hole in the

ceiling.": LET a=XNT (RNOf:6If:
(RND<.5): PFlXNT "The.,. ••. ("miSS"
RNO NOT a); (•." it" RNO ai;" you."
;: LET b= ( t • (9) ).. •• RND a): PR:IN
T (CHR$ e+", but you are P
rotected bY your hel.et, which ~
realS." RNO b): LET ••••at: (NOT b):

LET rs ••rs-a: LET tSI91=CHR$ (COC'E t$(9)-b): PRINT ("You are hur
t." RND (5)0 AND a)



..
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61212121XF d$( TO 2)="1121"AND tt THEN GO TO 540121503121IF rs<=121THEN GO TO 480051214121RETURN
600121LET (S=E:.: PRINT "You are f
" oil cavern ~ith a ~idE: pool occup~i09 the tloorspace. There isa narrow lE:d~e along the walls, a shaky br.dge. and several dritt~ood rafts at each exit."512110POKE 23692,255: RETURN
6020 FOR (=1 TO 2: RESTORE 1410:FOR 9=1 TO f: READ C$: NEXT g:LET CO=CS(1): IF e$=cs OR (.mC.THEN READ C$: READ c$: LET CS=c.(1): XF e$=c$ OR fS=cS THEN PRINT "You return the tolayyou calle.": GO TO 243121612130NEXT f: PRINT "HOw do you cross the cavern?"61214.0PRINT "You llIay:"'"1)use the bridge"'" 2)use the ledge ..•••3} try a r aft"... 4.)Sill i III" ...0,- 5) tu
r n . ba c t..•.
612150LET a$=INKEY$: IF a$<":1" ORa $) "5" THEN GO TO 60506060 LET a=VAL as: LET a$=": FOR (=21 TO 15 STEP -1: PRINTAT f. 0;TAB 31;" ": NEXT (612170GO TO 612140+40*8
612180PRXNT "YOU cross the br idgll:": IF RND (,5 AND tC)4. OR RND (,:2THEN PRINT "A rotten plank give
s way, and you fall into the '"ater,": LET rs ••rs-INT IRNDif-2):FOR f=~ TO Ob, LET t$lf) ••CHR$ fCODE t$ It) -:INT IRNDif-2)if-Itse f)" ")I: NEXT (: LET a=,5: GO TO 6210612190PRINT "YOU get across the pool and II:Xitthe roo ••.. : GO TO 24.30 .
612121PRXNT "You inch your "ay aloog the ..•.•ledge •..: IF t$(3)"'"
THEN PRINT "You drive daggers into the wall to help you keep stead.".": LET t$(3)=" ", GO TO 62506130 IF RND(.25 THEN PRINT "YOUSlip and fall, tearing your poue
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hand 10$ing all your gOld COins.": LET cash ••0: LET ••••3: GO TO
6210614-~ GO TO 50ge

6160 PRJ:NT "YOU try a raft.": J:Ft.(B.I••....THEN PRJ:NT "You haveooth1ng to paddle 1II1th.":GO TO60306170 PRJ:NT "You .start to paddle.": J:F RND<.l THEN PRXNT "The ra I
t sin~s and you 'all in the wate r.": un' t. (B)••CHRS (CODE t$ (B)-1): LET a=.2: GO TO 521061B0 :IFRNO<.!> THEN PRXNT "As ",,0u reach the other Side, you lose""our paddle.": LET t$(S).CHR. (eooc: t. (e) -1)6190 GO TO 5250
6200 LET a••as: PRXNT "You s"illl<across.": IF '$'4- TO 3)" ..THEN PRINT "ClubJ!oand lIlacesBre tobulky to sllli."itl'>6so YOU dropthell.": LET t$ (4-T S) =" ..6210 IF RNO<a THEN PRINT "The splash YOU Make attracts biting'iSheSL and these attaCk.": LETrs=rS-.J.NT (RNO*4-)6220 GO TO 6250
6240 PRINT "You go billck.": GO TO24-3"6250 IF rs<=0 THeN PRINT "You pitrish 'roa your wounds.": GO TO 4-
B006260 LET tc-0: FOR '''1TO Db: LET tc.tc+COOE t$(')-32: NEXT f62718 GO TO 61890
904" LET Ob=9: LET 90=1: PRINT RT 10,10'''Please Uait ••9420 OAtA ..potion5 ..•••paddla6 •.,..,.,
ela.t6"9610 IF RNO<."e THEN LET Z$I',g):0.4 ..
9630 XF RNO<.25 THEN LET bS="""+STR' %NT (RNO.2J+"e"+5TR$ INT IRNo .•a)+"e"+5TR$ INT (RNO.a): LETff If ,.2, 9,.2) =CHRt IVAL 1"BIN ••+b$
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HINTS ON PLAY

You are unlikely to die from the inclusions in this addition,
unless you are already in bad shape. However, once you know
where the pits and traps are, it is a good idea to try to find
diversions around them.

If you need to cross a pool room, consider your aim and
status. You can lose your gold by going via the ledge, so avoid
this if your aim is to get gold. Similarly, if you want to keep
your clubs and maces, avoid swimming.

door to the southpassage to the west
There is a club

s
You are in a cavern with a widepool occupying the floorspace.There is a narrow ledge alongthe walls, a Shakv bridge, andseveral driftwood rafts at eachex.it.R pit opens in the floor. andYOU fall in.You are bruised. but able tocli.b out.

I!xits:door to the northdoor to the eastdoor to the south
YOU cross the bridge.R rotten Plank gives way. andyou fall into the w.ter.The splash VOU .ake attractsbiting fishes. and these attaCk.You get across the POOl and exitthe roo ••

You ara at a dead end.
Exits:door to the west



ADDITIONS
gives WARRIOR MAGE 6
(The Complete System)
The Lower Reaches

TO PLAY

You may have experienced great difficulty in finding enough
monsters to achieve your level 4 difficulty aim. With this
addition, a new lower level to the maze - the Lower Reaches -is
introduced. Here the monsters are much tougher but the
treasures much greater.

There is ~ cresseatarYou .ust li9ht it.

YoU oller the cresseater soae
choke ••• "'.Xt eats it hun9rilv,and ispoisoned.The cr ••••• ter is hurtThe cress.~t.r tries to bite you
and .is •• s.

To get to the Lower Reaches, you will have to find a hole
leading down. You also need a rope. The command 'tie rope'
will attach the rope to the top of the hole, and you can go down
using the command 'descend'.

There are 5 new types 6f monster in the Lower Reaches.
The vampire has a lot of treasure, but is very tough to kill, and
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strong in attack. You will need to protect yourself with a cross,
and can attack best using a spike.

The cresseater is a huge beast with a passion for green
leaves. Feeding it with poisonous strangleweed is the best way
of damaging it. To do this, type 'weed' as your weapon during
a fight. When you cut strangleweed, you are given the option
of taking some for this purpose. However, strangleweed is
common only in the Upper Reaches, so you will need to collect
some before going down. Cresseaters have no treasure.

Fanged bats attack viciously from above, but if you have a
helmet they cannot fight well.

Tarantulas need to be killed with your first blow, or they
can destroy you. Tarantulas have venom, and you can take
this to fight with. During a fight, entering 'venom' as your
weapon will throw it at a monster.

The worst creature with the most treasure is the dragon.
You can protect yourself to some extent with a shield, but the
dragon will still be very difficult to kill.

TYPING IN THE LISTING

Add Addition 5 to Warrior Mage 5 to get the complete, fully
expanded Warrior Mage 6. Finally, delete the checking
routine, lines 7950-7980, once you are sure everything is
working.

EXPLANATION OF LISTING

1230 If there is a hole down to the Lower Reaches, describe
it.

2200-2210 The two new commands to get you down the hole.
2880 You can take some weed just after cutting down a patch

of strangleweed.
100-3120 Special effects of various objects on some Lower
Reaches monsters.

1550-3880 Venom and weed. You have a 70 per cent chance
of hitting with venom, which affects all creatures except
tarantulas and vampires. Offering weed to any other
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monster than a cresseater is useless, but the cresseater loses

1-6 resistance if it eats.
39111 If you kill a tarantula, you can take some venom.
5111&-5220 You try to go down to the Lower Reaches.
786&-7890 DATA for new monster pictures.
7950 The self-test routine is enlarged. Type GOTO 7950 to

carry out test after new DATA lines have been entered.
803&-9300 There are more objects now. The maze is di-

mensioned bigger to include the Lower Reaches.

h~~e is • d~.gonou .ust fight it.our Shield protects ~ou well

Warrior Mage 6: The Lower Reaches
LISTING

1 REH U~rrior Hage 6a REH ~ S.Robert Speel 198~
1230 I~ XDX~ AND Y=Y~ THEN PRINT"There is a hole leading down to the "-ower "-.",~l.": IF rop THENPRINT 'OR rope hangs down the ho
le •..
2200 IF a$ ( TO 3).n ti." THEN lilOsue 51BB: GO TO aBeB



3SS0 XI" .S( TO 4-)••••••••no ••OR as(
TO 4)"""Red" THEN GO TO 3e00+S0.
(a$ (1) .".")

3850 XI" t$(13)(" •.THEN GO TO 3560
38ee LET t$(J3) ••CHR. (CODE t$(13)-1): PRINT "You of'er the ";h.(TO 10-VAL h$(11));" so.e •••••chokellleed.",IF at()9 THEN PRXNT "Xtis not interested.", GO TO 37003870 PRXNT "Xt eats it hungrily,and is pOisoned."38a0 LET da=1+%NT IRNO*6): GO TO
3830

::Iee0XI" t$(14.){=" " THeN GO TO 3550
3610 LET t$(14.)=CHR$ (CODE t.(1~)-1': PRXN"t "You throw $Olle SPieler•••eno.": FOR '.1 TO 20, seEP ,,,200,4.0-f: NEXT ,; IF RND<.3 THENPRINT "You aiSS.": GO TO 37003620 PRXNT "You hit'''' LET da ••XNT (RND.S), IF at=7 OR .t=10 THENLET da"0: PRXNT "The venolllhasno effect ••: GO TO 370213630 Le:T h$(12).CHR$ (CODE "$(12)-da), XI" h$(12) {"1" THEN GO TO39003640 PRXNT "The "'h$( TO 10-VRL"$(11));" i. hurt'., GO TO 3700
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2210 XI" a$( TO 4-)="dese" THEN GOTO 5200
2SB0 PRrNT "You can tale lOo.e weed.": Le:T .".(x"2,y"2,S) ••••••••
3100 IF • t ••7 AND t S(11) )" •• THENPRXNT "It is wea).ened bV your c:I"OSS.": Le:T h $ (12)•••.S ..: Le:T h $ (15)::"3"3110 XI"• t••5 AHO t$ (lIiU ).. •• THENPRXNT "Your Shield protects youwe ll": LET h' (3.3)••"2"3120 XI" .t=11 ANO t$(9)" ••THENPRXNT •.Xt cannot attack wellldue to ."our hel •• t.", L.ET h.(:o.:3) •.• 1"
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3910 LET an=.n+1: LET yap=y.p+pmt, LET gS(x/2,y/2) =" ": IF at=10THEN PR1:NT "You can take some •••eno.'.": LET ..,.•(x/2,'ll/2.S)=")"
510. 1:1"t.•(,10){=" " THEN PR1:NT .•YOU "Bye no rope.", RETURN51181 1:1"x{>x4 OR Y(>\l4 THEN PR%NT "You tie your rope in a knot.Then ..,ouuntie. j t.": RETLIRN61281 PR1:NT "YOU tie ..,ourrope atthe top or the hole.": LET rop.1: LET t$(10)=CHR$ (COCE t$(10)-1): RETURN
5200 XF x()x4 OR Y()\:I4 THEN PRXNT "Theil! is nOllllheieto dftscend t
0''': GO TO 20005210 XF NOT rop THEN PRXNT "YouJu.P down the hOl •••••••.You br.ak

your neck ••••• : GO TO 4S0e5220 PR1:NT "You c liab down the rope into theLower Leye~.": LET l<=x5: LET y=yS: GO TO 1000
7660 DATR 13,4,4,150,B0,"R,K.-IIKZK.-rQaR&3=QRZftHiR?IV£SShQqLV&hqs£LH7LHV)HUXU.J99zoX_y:qd)"

~g~~[~~~)!~~~'~4~~az:~'JSf~~a{~aJJu3HGQZllJJ)FGZba£RQZUabaakkkUSBBBBC+5.7--=GGG»DS8-+74>VA[R.JQ~U.JUH('~U~U~U~U~U3>JUR2tJu~~rp1PLfJ~57A4P,VfL9BV fpqhi7'fe~)F[X56Ht)tH~zLU_a£[9[G?57-66764.Re7P~BUHLkS~Z~~li~tJkbXN"
7660 DATR 13~S.30, ••••wJ-i>rri~;~sRf@AiVZ Z5el5+6@ Issr'.~*!! !+6 UL,g R~4,-R9HaKHJ)[+66,-bH[Ffei)Q5R.; :caG-*(.J"

~~~~.J~~~fri~Kg~:f:f~V(~~1~~:~~R&D4?~fQwaU:47UV~['077=HN753:C4?Gk.eeZ/65GRa~zR9*4QRC~iO'7A4Z5

7900 DRTR 9,3.4,S0,6."NXuuJdl£L,IltZtUlZ,.ypFFH6X5NJH[lvULZGaKH5K~aL=RG6{"
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7950 LET c=ll: DATA 5722 6l48.S~32.7150.11676.6464.S3S9.is595.S064.8652.4116
6030 FOR '=1 TO 10: FOR g=l TO 1.6: XF RNO<.1 THEN LET Yt('.9L5)=CHRt XNT (4S.RNO.lOb-(gC1.1)-a»:BEEP .1,0
9020 LET X4=aa-x2: IF RND<.5 THEN LET X4.x29030 LET y4-22-v2: XF RNDe.S ANDx2()x4 THEN LET y4=y29040 LET ob=14: LET gO.l: PRINTAT 10,10."Please Uait ••9050 LET xS.6.(RNDc.S).10: LET Y
5=26

g100 DXM %'121.31): FOR '=1 TO 31: FOR 9=1 TO 31 STEP 10: LET %$Cf-l'-21).C,)aU.L1P-"R": LET %S(¥ -to* (9-31) •')."R': N!':XTg:: N!':X
9110 L.ET b'....BK.JKKBK'"'KL.KTL.KTKKVKZK1''':FOR -1 TO 21 STEP 2: L.ETz'(COO!':b'(')-64,COOE bSl'+1)-64)","2": NEXT ,
9170 FOA .=0 TO 1: FOA '=0 TO 2:RESTORE 9120+10.(RNDc.5): L.ET a-IRNDe.5).a+l: LET C=(RNDe.5): FOR gaa TO 10-a STEP 1-2.( ••9)
9300 DXM V'11061S.L5): FOR '.1 TO10: FOR g=l T 1~: XF RNOe.7S THEN LET ~,(',g)=CHR' XNT (49+AND
• (ob-a- (g C 11) ) )'

9420 DATA ••potion6 .••.•p.ddle6 •••.•hel•• te .., ••rop ••••...,..cross.S ..,..,Sh1eldS"#"weed ••4"#"veno •• S"
9510 OATA ••vaaei,.•••• 3 ••axs".L"d,..l.0n•••• '-A>13" L •C,..sseater0Ao01".ta,.antula.l~00"."ranged bat046
ea'"
9600 DXM 9'(10,L1S): FOR 'aa TO 2o : FOR 9 =2 TO i110:XF %. (,,g) «) ••••••" TH!':NGO TO 9650
9700 FOA ,=a TO 20: FOR 9=21 TO30: XF z. (r,g) )"1" THEN GO TO 97
30
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9710 XF Z' (r,IP••..0 ..THEN XF RND <.6 THEN LET 9'(f/2t9/a)=C~R' (37+XNT (RNO.S)l: GO 0 97309720 XF Z. (( ,g) .•"1" THEN XF RNO<
.4 THEN LET 9'(f/2,9/2)=CHRt (42
+XNT (RNo.a»9730 NEXT g: NEXT f

There is ~ f~nged batYOU .ust fight it.%t cannot attack well, due to
'dour hal-aat.

YoU attack .ith ~our axeYoU hit quite h~rdThe fangad bat tries to bite you
and .i •• as.YOU att~ck with ~our .wordYOU hit quit. hardTh. fanged bat is d.ad.Xt ha. no tr.a.ure.

HINTS ON PLAY
The Lower Reaches literally add a whole new dimension to the
system. You can now usc the Upper Reaches merely to find
the various objects needed to conduct more daring exploits in
the lower level passages.

The objects you will warit to have are:

rope, spike, helmet, weed, cross, shield, a couple of good
weapons and, ideally, some potions.

As this system has expanded so much, the various details on
play are rather dispersed. Here is a full list of commands:
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go north

south
east
west

take (object)
put (object)
look
rest
status
tie rope
descend
escape
spell strength

summonsword
teleport
disarm
weedkill
fear (does not work versus sabretooth or Lower

Reaches monsters)
feed stranglemoss
drink potion
pour potion

93



4. Mappingfor
Programmers
and Players

Apart from Tribe, all the systems in this book contain a map.
When going around a maze, island or forest, for example, it is
useful to draw a map of where you have been.

If the locations are the same shape, the map can easily be
drawn out on a grid, and this is the best technique to use for
systems such as Warrior Mage. If the locations vary in size
and shape, as in the Preset Systems, then mapping cannot be
done in this way. In this case, just draw locations as you come
to them, and be aware if two different routes lead to the same
place.

When there is more than onc lcvel to the game, start a map
for each level on a different piece of paper - marking clearly
which locations lead from one level to another. Each location
drawing should be large enough to contain several words -
details about the type of location, monsters and any special
objects. Exit directions are, of course, very important, and
you should also note which directions are blocked off.

In Warrior Mage, one of the first things you should do aftcr
an unsuccessful mission is to go to the place of your previous
character's demise, and you will probably find at least some of
his objects there. In Fangmole Tunnels, it is not practical to
draw a map as you go, but do keep a mental note of which
direction the map extends in.

For programming purposes, there are several ways of stor-
ing maps. The Preset adventures have a different set of line
numbers for each location, and a variable eru) holds the line
number where your location begins. A string holds the
numbers of the locations in each direction from a location, or
zero if a direction is blocked. This method uses very little
memory for variables and arrays, but is inflexible.
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For random-maze adventures, the map is stored in one or

more two-dimensional arrays. Each array-coordinate holds
one location, and the map is made up of small blocks - each
block containing, say, a room and a passage, or aT-junction.
These blocks are selected randomly, turned in a random direc-
tion or reflected, and placed in the array, giving many
different configurations.

Another method is to make a room consist of many
locations, as is done in Fangmole Tunnels. In both these
methods, there is no need to have a list of which locations are
connected to which - the computer can tell if you can go that
way just by examining the next location in the array. The
advantage of this is the tremendous flexibility of arrays -
locations can be easily altered and randomized, but at the cost
of using up huge amounts of RAM, and often a long setting-up
time, before the game can be played.

Anarchic System is midway between the Preset and Ran-
dom systems. The map is pre-defined, but the details of
locations are held in arrays so that they can be easily altered,
e.g., holes being dug. The use of strings to hold the
orientations of the locations in relationship to one another
means that very irregular maps can be formed.

Here is a typical example of the way in which you might
build up your map.
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5. Tribe System

•

Tribe is different from the other adventures in this
book. You are the elected leader of a band of
hunters and their families - the Tribe. Your aim is
to survive in power for as many years as you can,

or until a maximum of twenty-five years has passed at which
point you retire.

The most important features of an adventure are all present:
attributes which are altered (foodstocks, treasury, private
savings, people); interactions with the voters and their guilds;
a range of commands; 'treasure' (good harvests); and a score at
the end. However, rather than fighting monsters you fight
elections, instead of taking objects you help yourself from the
treasury, and instead of a status command there is an opinion
poll.

The game is in four parts, consisting of a core program
which fits into 16K and three additions, each adding new
features and increasing the complexity.

AI TRIBEl
_ CORE PROGRAM (fits into 16K)

The People, Guilds and Elected Chief
TO PLAY
You start as leader of a tribe of twenty hunters. At first they
are fairly content, but you were chosen to be leader on the
condition that you would give them a better life, and unless
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you do this you will soon be removed from office. Each year
you make several important decisions, and for each type of
decision you are shown a different screen of information. The
first scree,n shows how many there are of each type of worker
(initially only twenty hunters), and any retirements and new
recruits to the workforce. (Note that the workforce numbers
are given as they were beforeretirements.)

Your first decision concerns the occupation of the new
recruits - hunters, gatherers, fishers or farmers. Unfor-
tunately, your choice is restricted due to the workers' guilds.
There is a guild for each type of worker, and their aim is to
increase the numbers of their particular workers. Initially,
there is only the hunters' guild, and a confrontation between it
and you is inevitable. If you do not increase the membership
of each guild - or worse still, you reduce it - they will try to
force an election.

The next screen shows the situation after the harvest. This
depends considerably on the weather: hunters do fairly well in
warm weatht!r; gatherers prefer dry weather but always collect
something; fishers do well in wet weather, and farmers achieve
huge crops in warm weather, but miserable crops in the cold.
Out of the total crop, you must feed the people, sell some
produce abroad for money, and maybe store some for poor-
harvest years. You start with fifty sacks of food stored from
the year before your leadership commenced. First, you are
asked how much you wish to feed the people, and the mini-
mum acceptable is one sack each, i.e., a number at least as big
as the total number of workers. Second, you are given a
chance to sell food abroad, and the price offered varies from
year to year, from 1 to 4 ingots a sack.

The next screen shows the state of the treasury, and also
your hoard. You now decide whether to increase or decrease
the workers' wages, which start at 1 ingot per year per worker.
The treasury may go into debt to pay, but must never fall to a
debt of 200 ingots, at which point you would be automatically
acked. You are given a wage of 20 ingots (unless, again, this

would lead to the treasury dropping to a debt of 200 ingots).
Finally, at the end of the year, the living standards (food

N.A.S.s._6
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sacks per worker and wages per worker) are announced, and
the degree of contentment among the people and the guilds.
The people like to have constantly increasing living standards,
and the guilds want constantly increasing memberships.

If the people riot, due to an insufficient rise in their living
standards, or having less than the minimum of one food sack
per year per worker, an election is called. The guilds can also
force an election if their support for the government falls
below SO per cent. If no election is called, you proceed with
the next year.

When an election is called, you have to pay SO ingots from
your hoard (not the treasury) to stand for re-election. The way
the people vote depends only partly on their guilds' recom-
mendations, so the guilds may force elections even if you get
100 per cent of the vote! People care mainly about rising living
standards (i.e., 'are we better off than last year?' and 'are
living standards rising at a fast or slow rate?'). For you to los
an election, there must be a majority against you, so a 50/50
split means that you are re-elected.

Once you are defeated, thrown out of office, too poor to

t?X'YATXOB REPORt ~
~ork8rs:

voters 1
.therers 4

fisher:s 2farmers
IRe t ire III lit n t s I
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fight for re-election, or you have survived for twentyfive
years, your final score is given, which depends on how long
you surVived, the final population, and how much money you
received.

EXPLANATION OF LISTING

111&-1111 Introduction.
11111&-13411 First screen. This shows types of workers, new

recruits, retirements, food stored and the money available.
It allows you to input the number of recruits which turn to
each profession. Note that if when inputting the recruits'
jobs the recruits are not all placed, the routine repeats until
all the recruits do have work.

31111&-35511 Deals with the harvest, works out how many sacks
of food are gathered, and gets you to input how much food
is fed to the workers and how much sold.

4211&-42311 Deals with reduction of stored food, preventing
the amount of food dropping to less than zero.

425&-42811 This routine is accessed at 4250 when using
money. If you try to spend more than the treasury holds,
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your spending is reduced. The routine can also be accessed

at 4270 for uansactions which allow a debt - e.g., paying
w~ges- and if there is a debt the amount is printed flashing.

4308-4528 Allows you to alter wages. Once this is done the
treasury is altered and you are paid your yearly wages -
unless this would bankrupt the treasury. 4500 calculates the
final living standards, and 4510-4520 checks to see if the
treasury is bankrupt.

4688-4638 Calculates the satisfaction of the guilds depending
on whether a guild's membership has risen, stayed the
same, or fallen from the previous year.

5888-6188 The living standards screen. The satisfaction of
the people is calculated and printed along with the guild
satisfaction. If neither value forces an election, the year is
updated and the program loops back to the first screen,
unless you have survived for twenty-five years.

7880--7820 Announces election and decides if you can afford
to stand for re-election.

7830--7388 Election fought. Each trade is taken separately,
since the guild satisfaction is a factor in deciding how likely
a worker is to vote for you. For each worker in a trade the
calculated chance of voting for you is changed by up to 10
per cent. Finally, the worker's actual vote is decided by
checking if RND is smaller than his chance of voting for
you. This is repeated for all workers in all trades.

73211-7360 Tells you how long you lasted in power, how
much money you gained and your fmal achievement score.

75811-7528 At the end of each screen this subroutine is called,
which causes a small sound and instructs you to press
ENTER to continue.

82411-8288 You survive twenty-five years. The final score is
calculated in the same way as when you lose.

908~9948 Starting variables. Ye = year, st = food stored,
cash = treasury, rs = your hoard, Is and IsI are the total
living standards of the current and the previous years.
Arrays a and b show how many people are in each trade thi.
year and last, and array s gives the actual living standard i
terms offood and wage standards.



101Tribe SySlem
Tribe I: Core Program
LISTING

1 REMTri be2 REM ~ s. RObart Speel 1984
UI GO SUB 9000

100 PRINT AT a, 10; "The Tr i be'" •110 PRINT" YoU have been elected Chief of a small tribe. You.ust make thetribe prosper and become wealthYWithin 26 years. If~ou do not please the people, the..,Will dispose of you."120 GO SUB 71500
1000 INK 7: PAPER 0: BORDER 4: C
L51010 INK 1: PRPER 5: PRINT SRIaHT 1; PAPER 6; "SITURTION REPORT:start Year ''';'::Ie;TAB321020 LET lsl ••ls
1030 FOR (:J TO 4: LET ~r(J=aCf)
: NEXT f1050 PRINT AT 2 3; "1.10'"ke•..s: "; TAB16;RT 3,S;TRB i5
1060 DRTA "hunters","gath£"rers","fishers" ufarmers"1070 RE5T6RE 1060: FOR f=l TO 4:READ b.: PRINT PRPER 0;TRB 3; PF1PER 5;b$;TRB 13;a(f~;TRB 16: HE
XT f1080 PR:INT FIT 2,20; PAPER 5; "T •..elIsury ";AT 3,20;TAB 31; FIT 3,26;cash,
1101' PRINT AT 9,3; PRPER 5; "ReUralll8:nts "': iF ye =1 THEN LET c =0; GO TO 11201110 LET C=0: RESTORE 1060: FOR'=1 TO 4: READ b$: LET a=RND: XFa<a(f)/30 THEN LET b=:INT (RNO*a
f f) / 14-3* 1<'1(f) <5).1) +:1.: LET b=b- rb>4).lb-4)-fb>alfJ)*laCfJ-b): PR:tNT PAPER 0;TRe 3; PRPER 5;b;" ";b$( TO LEN b$-(b=l.l);TAB 15: LE

T II Cf) =a Cf) -b: LET c =;11120 NEXT f

1130 IF NOT c THEN PR:INT PAPER 5;AT 10,3;".**.none****"
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1140 PRJ:NT AT 5,20; PAPER 5;""'00d storad";AT 6,20;TAB 31;RT 6,25
-"ti150 PRJ:NT AT 8,20; PAPER 5; '"You
r hoard ";AT 9,20;TAB 31;AT 9,26; ,.s

1200 LET tp=0: FOR fel TO 4: LETtp=tp+a (f): NEXT f1210 LET np=J:NT (RND*tp/9)+21220 PRINT AT 15,2; "Recr-oits- nae
dIng lIIor-k: "; np;" "1230 LET tp=tp+np

1300 RESTORE 1060: FOR f=l TO 4:
READ bS1310 J:NPUT ("new ";bS;"? ");a: LET aeJ:NT ABS a: IF a>np THEN BEEP ll0: BEEP 1,0: BEEP 1,0: GO TO
13101320 LET np=np-a: LET a«(,=a«()+D: PRJ:NT AT (+3,13;a«();TRB 15;RT 15,25;np: IF np>0 THEN NEXT (1330 7F np THEN GO TO 13001340 PRINT AT 15,2; FLASH 1;"ALL.RECRUITS PLACED"; FLASH 0; PAPE

R 0;TAI9 301350 GO SUB 7500
~000 PAPER 2: CLS : J:NK 1: PAPER
53010 PRJ:NT AT 1,3; "AFTER THE HAR

\lE5T"3020 PRJ:NT AT 3,5,L""'ltat.her-:";3030 LET we ••J:NT (wND*4'+1
3060 DATA "Uar-. & dr-II","Uar-.& •••et" "cold & dr-y" "cold &0 Witt"3060 RESTORE 3060, FOR (=1 TO IIIIt: READ bS: NEXT f: PRXNT b$;" "
3100 PRJ:NT AT 5,a;"Food r-.calved";AT 5L2;"'r-OB IIIor-ker-s," ;AT 7,a;TAB 1~
3200 DATA "2514030:0103","4-624-24-:01314-","0236022500","364-7130201"3210 LET ha=0: FOR (=1 TO 4: XFa(f)=0 THEN GO TO 32503220 RESTORE 1060: FOR 9=1 TO f:READ b.: NEXT g: PRXNT PAPER 2;TAB 2; PAPER 6;bS;TAB 12;
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~230 RESTORE 3200: FOR 9""1TO (:RERD b.: NEXT g: ~ET a~0: FOR 9a1 TO a(f): ~ET a=a+INT (RND*(VRL b$(We.2)-VR~ b.(we*2-1»)+VA~b'(we*2-1): NEXT 93240 PRINT a;TRB 15;TRB 15: LET
hOI =h;a +a3250 NEXT f

3300 PRINT AT 15,2;"Total harves.
t ..••• ";ha; u "3310 ~ET 5t~st+ha3320 PRINT • PAPER R;TAB 2; PRPeR 6;"Total (OOd available: ";st;
;3;~' ';RINT AT 5,2S; "To tal ..;ATS,SS'''workers ";AT 7,23;TAB 26;tP;TAB 313340 PRINT AT 9,23' "Treasury";RT10,23;" ";caSh;TAB 31
3600 INPUT "How mUCh (ood (or workers7 ";a: GO SUB 42003510 LET s(1)=INT (a/tp)~5a0 LET sp=INT (RND*4) +1: INPUT"~ellingprice for food is"',(
sp);" ingots/sack •••••HOhlaany sac
ks fOOd sold? ";a3530 GO SUB 42003640 LET cash=cash+a*sp3550 PRINT AT 10,25;cash;TAB S1
4.110 GO TO 4300
4200 IF a)st THEN LET aast4210 ~ET st=st-a
42S0 PRINT AT 17.24;St;TRB 2a4230 RETURN
4250 IF a>caSh THEN LET a=cash4260 ~ET cash=caSh-B~270 PRINT AT 4,4L F~ASH (cash<0);CaShL F~R5H 0;TRB 10;AT 4,23;rs;TAB ;;s042B0 RETURN
4300 GO SUB 7500: INK 7: PAPER e: C~5 : PRPER 1: PRXNT AT 1,12;"WRGES"4.310 PRINT AT 3 2; "Treasury";AT4,2;" ";cashiTRB 10;AT 3,20'''Your hoard";AT 4,20;" "irs;TRB:;;l
o
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4320 LET "i ••e4330 PR:INT FIT eI2i"~age5 cu •..•..ent
ly cost ~LS(3)*~PiTFlB 284-34-0PRJ:NJ-AT 9 2i"A wave inc •..esse would .ak.";AT Ut.2i ••this •.; tp*(s(3)+1)iTFlB 28
4.360 PR:INT AT 20.0; J:NK 0; PAPER4-;"00 YOU 1)inc •..ease. 2)deCrease 0"'3)not change the wageS?"iTFlB 32: LET as-:INKEV.: :If'••$<"1' 0R a$>"3" THe:N GO TO 43504360 PR:INT AT 20.0i PAPER 5iTAB31;" ";TR8 31;.1 o.
~370 LET a~VAL as: PR:INT RT 12.4.
i "\Jages "i ("inc •..eased" RNO a=1);("decreased" AND a-2) i ("unChanged" AND a-3)4.360 LET 5(3)=5(3)+C.-1)-(a=2)4390 LET caSh-cash-s(3)*tp
44.00 GO eUB 42704410 LET ._20-lca5h<-179) *(-179-cash): :IF a<1 THEN LET a=0.420 LET cash=cash-B4430 PRJ:NT AT 14-.2;"You take you
r ti the.": LET rs=rs .•.••: GO SUB 4.
270

4600 LET ls~0: FOR (=1 TO 3: LETl5- ls+5 ((): NEXT (4.510 :IF cash>-200 THEN GO TO 46mo4-520 PR:INT AT 16"lg;"The trea;su•..yowes too much";KI 17.2i".oney to continull. and YOU"iFlT 16,2;"ar
e th •..own ou t 0 for fi Cll! ": GO TO
7:300
4600 LET U5-l0e: POR (=1 TO 4: rF NOT all) THEN GO TO 46204610 LET us=us-:INT (a(r)/tp*100*
( (b ( f) >a 1f) ) •• 76 .•.(b 1n ~a ( f) ) *.2)
)
4.620 NEXT (: LET sb=04.630 J:F us>55 THEN GO TO 5000
5000 GO SUB 75005010 :INK 2: PRPER 1: CLS : PRPER
?5020 PR:INT RT 1,2; "L.:IVINGSTRNOR

RDS"5030 DATA ••'Ood..••."'ages ..
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3040 LET a=l: FOR f=1 TO 3 STEP.: ZF S(f) >a THEN LET a=slf)6030 NEXT f5060 RE&TORE 5030: FOR f=l TO 3STEP 2: READ bS: PRZNT AT 3+'.2,S;bS;TRB 13;5('): NEXT f

6000 LET sata(lS-lS1).a+ls+sI31_
(s (1) -e) *50-wi + f ls-ve) /a6010 LET satasat+lsat<-1).(-1_Sa
t) - (sat )oS)•.(sat -S) -Sb
6020 ZF us<0 THEN LET us.0
6100 PRXNT AT 1a.2;" GUild suppa,..t = u;us;"""
6110 DATA ••,-ioting••,.•annOyed •.•••,.
est less" "satillHed" "happy"6120 REStORE 6110: F6R f=-l TO sat: READ bS: NEXT ,6130 PRINT AT 14.2; "The peOPle a
re "; bS8140 IF sat<0 OR us<60 THEN GO To 70008150 LET ye=ye+16160 GO SUB 7500
6170 IF ¥e>as THEN GO TO 60006180 GO 0 1000
7000 PR:INT AT 16.2;"The "; ("guild" RND us (60); I"peop le" AND sa t <o AND us>=50);" force YOU to hOld";TAB 30;AT 17,a;"an election'";TAB 30
7010 IF rS(50 THEN PRXNT AT 18 a;"You do not have enoUgh";TAB 30;RT 19.2; "ingots to fight an el.etion.": GO TO 73007020 PRINT AT 18.a'''you have tospend 50 ingots ";AT 19.2;"to stand •..
7030 LET rs=rs-S0: GO SUB 750e7040 LET vtV=0: LET vtO=0
7060 :INK 1: PAPER 4: CLS.~.PAPER7: P~ INK 2;AT 1.5; •......,..ELEC
TION ••
7060 P J:NTRT 4.2; "PEOPLE FORYOU AGAINST YOU"
7100 RESTORE 1060: FOR f=l TO 4:RERD b$: :IFa(f)-0 THEN GO TO 7
19121
7110 PRINT AT f.2+4.2;b.;TAB 13
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7120 LET v\=50-40*ls(1)=0)-25*€s1~)=0)+5*sI1)+e*S€~)+20*llS)lS1)-25* IlS <ls 1) -5* Ils'"ls1) -40+ (a (f )< b (1))-10* (a (f) =b (f) ) +20* (a(f) ) b
If) )7130 LET vt=vt+(lS-ye*4/5)*47140 LET vo=0: FOR 9=1 TO alf)7150 LET vu=vt+~NT IRNO*10)-XNTIRNO.10) -IIIi .107160 LET vo=vo+(RNP<vu/100): PRXNT AT f.2+4,13;vO;TRB 25;g-vo;TR
B 30: NEXT 97170 LET vty.vty+vo: LET vtn=vtn
+a ( f) -YO7.180 PRINT AT f*2+6,2;TAB 307.190 NEXT f

7200 PRINT RT 15,2;"Total votes
for you a ";vty ..• 1.

7210 PRINT AT .17,2;"Total votesagainst YOU = ";vtn;" ..
7220 IF vty>=vtn THEN PRINT AT .19,2b'''YOU have been ra-elected!."
: G TO 6150
7300 PRINT AT 20.l-2;"YOU have been sacked."; TAB 3iJ7310 GO SUB 75007320 INK 1: PAPER 5: BORDER 2: C
L5
~~g00~R~~RA1;EiG~i, PAPER 6; "THE
7340 PRINT AT 4,2;"You wera Rule
r' 'or "'ye;" years","7360 PRXNT AT 6 2; "during whiChtime YOV";TAB ~0;RT 7 2; "amassed
";rs'" ingots.";TAB ~07360 PR:INT AT 10 .10;"Scol"e:";50i!oye+ltp-201 *5+1"5*2: 5TOP

7i~~~TE~RP~R-~!;,p';~;~,,~TFE~s~;
~;"ENTER"; FLASH 0;" to continue
75.10 :IF INKEY$<CHR$ 1 THEN GO TO75107520 RETURN
6240 :INK 4: PAPER 0: BORDER 3: C
L58250 PRINT AT 2,6; "25 YEARS OF POWER"6260 PRJ:NT AT 4,2' "You have successfull\l rUlEld";At 5,2;"the TI"ib
e fOl" 25 ~ears!"
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8270 PRJ:NT AT 7.~i."YOU are rewarded with lands";~ 6,2;"and 500ingots by the graterul";AT 9,2;"
peopla."62130 GO TO 7360
9000 RANDOM:tZE9010 LET we=1: LET st=50: LET cash=0: LET rS=10: LET ls=0: LET l
51••09020 a:tM a(~): aJ:H b(~): LET a(1
)=209030 aIM 5(3): LET 5(1)=1: LET s
(3)••3-

SlSl90RETURN
HINTS ON PLAY

The main problem initially is the dominance of the hunters'
guild. As soon as you reduce the hunters they will force an
election, therefore it is in your interest to build up
counterforces of other workers as quickly as possible. The
ideal situation is when no single guild can force an election on
its own.

Increasing living standards is not necessary at first, but has
to be done at some time. Increasing the food standard (i.e., to
2, 3 or more sacks per worker - no fractions) reduces your
income as there is less food to sell. Increasing the wages
increases your expenditure. As reducing living standards often I
forces an election, don't be too nice to the people too quickly II
as you may regret it later! i

ADDITION!
gives TRIBE 2
Developments

This addition expands the program beyond 16K, giving you
Tribe 2. To make it easier for you to improve the people's
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living standards, a new 'housing standard' has been intro-
duced. This has the advantage over other living standards of
being,a one-off expense. Unfortunately, builders do not work
on credit, and so the treasury must hold enough money to pay
them to work, or they get angry. A new screen, 'develop-
ments', has been added to cope with the builders.

After wages have been paid you now have the opMon of
requisitioning money from the treasury, which is morally
quite fair as your wages are now only 10 crowns per year.
Again, this only works when the treasury is solvent. The guild
leaders now give you warning when the guilds look like forc-
ing an election, and for a suitable bribe they can swing the
guilds into a less destructive attitude. Be warned, though;
occasionally the guild leaders try to get you to bribe them even
if there is no chance of an election being forced!

The other major change is in voting. People now take into
account not just the current and the immediate preceding
years, but also the year before last. Although this is not as
important to people as events nearer the present, it is still a
significant factor in their chances of voting for you. This also
affects the attitude of the guilds.

TYPING IN THE LISTING

Load Tribe and type in Addition 1, which adds new lines and
replaces a few existing lines. SAVE the result.

EXPLANATION OF LISTING

HUll RS2 is the total living standard the year before last.
41lllIl--4ll91l The new 'developments' screen. This allows you

to hire builders if the treasury has sufficient money avail-
able. The more the people, the greater the expense of
improving their houses, but there is a considerable random
factor in the cost.

44511-4478 You take money from the treasury: di is set 50 per
cent of the time if you take more than 20 per cent of the
treasury, and represents the people learning about your
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greed. This affects their satisfaction with you as leader.
4640-4680 The guild fathers (leaders) say they will force an

election and you can bribe them. Note that line 4630 lets
them try for bribes even if fifty-five per cent of the guilds
support you. Bribes are taken out of your personal hoard,
not the treasury.

7120 The voting system is more complex now, taking into
account living standards and guild size both last year and
the year before.

DEVELOPHENt51

rrrlt~uryl rou~ hoardl
iring uilder~ to .prov~the people's housing WOUldo t 66 in ots.

ffpu 5jr, bUj'~ers.1
Sew byildin~ standard; 3

Tribe 2: Developments
LISTING

1 REH Tribe 2
1020 LET ls2=ls1: LET ls1=ls1030 FOR f=1 TO ~: LET C(f)=blf): LET blf)=aCf): NEXT ,
3560 GO SUB 7500
4000 PAPER 6: INK 1: CL5 : PAPER

7
4010 PRINT AT 1,a; "I>EVELOPHENT5 ..
~020 PRINT AT :32; "Treasury";AT4.,2;" ";cash;TAB 10;AT :3,2e'''y"~r hoard";AT 4,29;" ";rs;TAfJ:3
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4030 LET bmls(2)+2+INT IRND.3».tp: PRINT AT 6L2;"Hirio9 builders. to i.proye";~ 7,2, ..the peopLe's ho,.•s.in9 WOUld";At a,2;"cost
... b"" ingots ...4.04.0PR:INT AT 23.,,0;"DOyou hirebui lders.? lu/n) ': LET a$=:INKEYS: :IF a !IH ) ••..," AND a$<>"n" THEN GO

TO 4.040
4050 PR:INT AT 21,0; PAPER 6LTRe31: IF a••••.n ..THEN GO TO 4.11'04.050 PR:INT AT 10,2;"YOU hire buiLders.", IF cash<b THEN PRINT FIT
10L2; "The bui Lders, finding thEJt";RT 11 2;"YoU cannot pay the~.
sfllash"; AT 12,2; "up aLL ex.sUn ••houses! ..: LET s(2)=0: GO TO

4.1004070 LET s(2)=s(2)+1: LET cas-hac
aSh-b
"-080 PRINT AT 12.2('"New bui ldin9standard: ";s(2)" ..••.090 LET a=0: GO Su~ 4250
4.••.10 LET a=10-lcash<-169).(-189-cash): IF a<l THEN LET a=0
••.••.••.0 LET di=0: IF cash<1 THEN GO

TO 4-500
••.••.50 INPUT "Holllmuch 0 f the treasury do you divert to your own ,unds? ";a: :IFa)cash THEN LET a.
cash••.••.60 IF a THEN LET cash=cash-a:LET rs=rs+a: :IF .)lcash+a)/5 ANDRND<.5 THEN LET di=2
"'470 GO sue ••.270
••.610 LET us.us-:INT lalf)/tp.100.
( (b ( f) ) a ( f) ) + (c ( f) ) b ( , ) ) *.76 + (b (
f) ••alf) •• 2»464.0 PRINT AT 16 2; "The QUild 'athers say that";AT 17.2;"thell "'iIl force an electiOO."
4.650 PRINT AT 21,0;"Do you trv to bribe the",'?1..,/0) .•: LET a$=INKEY., IF a$< ) ....,.. AND a.< )"n" THE
N GO TO 46504660 PR:INT AT al,0;TAB 31: :IF a$<>"y" THEN GO TO 5000
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4.670 INPUT "HOI\!.UCh7 ";.: IF a>rs THEN LET a=rs
4680 PRINT FIT 18.S;"You bribe th
elll."; LET rs_rs-s: LET us.us+INTCa.10~tp): IF RND(.3 THEN LET s
b'"1
5030 DATA "fOOd","hOusing",""'i1glil
s"5040 LET a=1: FOR f=1 TO 3: IF $(f»a THEN LET a=sCr)5060 RESTORE 5030: FOR r=1 TO 3:

READ b': PRINT AT 3+f.2,5;b$iTAB 13isC ); NEXT r
6000 LET sat.Cls-ls1)*2+ls-ls2+s(3)-(sC1)=0).50-wi-di+cls-ye)/2
7060 INK 1: PAPER 4: CLS.~.PFlPER7: pm: INK 2;FlT 1,6;".....,.. ELECT:ION "70l!\0 NT FIT 4,2;"PEOPLE FORYOU AGAINS,T YOU"
7120 LET vt.50-4.0*Cs(1).0)-S.CsC2)-0)-25*CsC3).0)+S*sC1)+5*sCS)+e.s 13)+20* (ls) l,51)+10;tt lS1) lSS) -SS. I ls (ls:1.)-6. ClS1 (lsS) -5* t ls.ls
1) -401"'. (f) (b (f) ) -30l1-1b t f) (C Cf) )-10.I.cr).b(r)-S*CbCr)=cCr)+20
* Ia If) b ( f) ) +10* Cb (f) ) C Cf) )

9020 DIM .(4): DIM h(4): DIM cr4
); LET • (,1) =20

HINTS ON PLAY

The addition of a 'building standard' is very useful, as raising
it means a single payment, not a permanent expense. Taking
money from the treasury is useful for remaining rich enough
to fight an election, but do not take too much as this can ruin
the whole economy.

Bribing the guilds often needs a large amount (more than 20
ingots) to be effective, and is worth doing only if you want to
avoid an election. Remember that bribes come from your own
hoard, so be careful not to put yourself in the position where
bribing the guilds means you cannot afford to fight an
election.



ADDITION 2
gives TRIBE 3
Opinion Polls and Inflation

Your main new option now is polling. If you want to know
how people would vote if an election were called, you can have
a poll. This takes place after food has been harvested and
allocated, but before developments, so you can still do some-
thing to placate the people if they are against you. Polls are
paid for out of your personal hoard, and come in three types.
The quick poll is the cheapest, and considers about one-third
of the voters. The large poll costs twice as much, but polls
two-thirds of the population, and the in-depth poll, which
costs three times as much as the quick poll, takes all the
workers into account to give a fairly accurate idea of your
popularity.

A new type of weather, drought, has been introduced, but it
occurs only rarely. When it does, the results can be calamitous
if you have insufficient stores. A new bonus, however, is
increased food prices. This means that, due to increased
population of neighbouring countries, the average food price
occasionally increases by 1crown per sack.

The presentation has been improved by altering the display
of living standards from single numbers to a row of user
defined symbols.

TYPING IN THE LISTING

MERGE with Tribe 2. SAVE the result.

EXPLANATION OF LISTING

3040-3959 Drought has been incorporated. Note that on
average this occurs only once in ten years.

3529 ic is the provision for inflation, i.e., prices can increase
from a 1-4 range to 2-5,3-6, etc.

3560-3579 A poll option is offered.
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4100 Food prices have a 10 pel' cent chance of increasing from

the fifth year onwards.
5069 Display of user defmed graphics alters the printing

routine slightly.
7606--7930 Polls. Note that prices vary (for the cheapest poll)

by up to 11 ingots. You have the option of declining the poll
if you think it is too expensive.

9506--9540 User defined graphics data.

25 YERRS OF POWER
You hav~ 5ucc~ssfU~~Y rU~~d
the Tribt for 25 ytars!
You are rewarded with landSand 500 ingots by the grateful
P410P lOa.

Score:
For tiae in power ••••••• ~300
For LiVing standards ••••346
For popULation grouth •••210
For your hoard ••••••.••• 540

TOTAL POrNTS ••••• 2396

Tribe 3: Opinion Polls and Inflation
LISTING

1 REHTri be 32 ReH ~ 5. Robert Speel 1QS4
3040 rF RND<.1 THEN LET w£=5: BEEP .5~15: BeEP .5,10
3050 DATA"IJar. a. drll","IJar. a. •••
et"~.'cold & drv","cold •.• et",,"drought"
3520 LET sp=rNT (RND*4)+1+ic: 7N
PUT "Se lli n9 P'" ce lor lOOd .i ~"
" (lOP)i" ingots/sack" "'How .an..,sacks food SOld'? ";a

N,A.8.8'-1
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;3560 PR:INT AT 21,0; "Uould 1I0U like a po ll7 (",,.n)": LET a.=XNKEY.: :IF a.<)"Y~ AND a.<,"n" THEN G
O,TO 35603570 PR:INT AT a1L0LTA~ 31: :IF .$
="\1" THEN GO TO ,61110
4100 :I~lIe)4 AND RNO<.1 AND iC<4THEN BEEP .5,15: BEEP .5,10: PR:INT RT 16,2; FL.ASH 1;"BONUS";: PR:INT " lood prices increase''': L.ET ie=ic+1
4500 L.ET ls=0: FOR 1=1 TO 3: L.ETls=lS+s (I): NEXT I: LET z (ye)••l
s
5060 RESTORE 5030: FOR 1 ••1 TO 3:RERO b': PR:INT RT 3+1.2,5;b';TA6 13': FOR 9=1 TO sCI): PR:INT :INK 0;CHRS (143+1);: NEXT 9: PRINTTAB 14+a;RT 1.2+4,5;TRB 14+a: NEXT I

7600 :INK 7: PRPER 3: 80ROER 1: CLS : PRPER 27610 PRXNT RT 1,7;"ELECTORRL. POLL"7620 L.ET a=:INT CRNO.11)+107630 PRINT RT 4 2;"Priees:";AT 6,2;"1) Quicl Potl •••••.. ;a;AT 7,2
;"~n large pOll •••••.. ;a .•2;AT 8,2;"3) :In-depth pOll ••.•;•• 3; .• ingo
ts II

7640 PRINT RT 3,20'''Your Hoarc!";AT 4,20;" ";rs;TRB 30
7650 PRXNT AT 21.(2,"press 1, :il,3 or 0 lor no po l'7660 L.ET as.XNKEY.: :IF •• <"0" OR.')"3" THEN GO TO 76607670 PR:INT AT 21,0; PRPER 3'TR831;" ": XF a$="0" THEN GO Tb 400o7660 ~OR 1=1 TO 3: PRXNT AT 5+1,2; PRPER 3;TR8 4+(VRL •• <)1).27:NEXT I7690 XF rs<a.VRL •• THEN PRXNT RT 18,2; PAPER 0;"You cannot allof"d this poll!": FOR 1=1 TO 5: BEEP .5,20: NEXT I: GO SUB 7500: Go TO 4000
7700 L.ET rs.rs-a.VRL. ••
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7710 PRINT RT .,23;rS;TRB 307720 LET vtyu0: LET vtn=0
7800 R~5TOR~ 1060: FOR f.l TO 4:RERD b': IF a(f)=0 THEN GO TO 76907810 PRINT AT f.2+8,2;bS.7B20 LET vt=50-40*ISll)=0)-30.IS(2)=0)-6.(5l3)=0)+6.5(1)+6*5l2)+B.S(3)+20.llS)lSl)+10.1l51)l52)_2S.llS(lSI)-S.llSl(lS2)-6*lls.ls1)-40.ra If)(blf» -30.Cblf) (C Cf»-10*lalfl=b(f)I-B*lblf)aClfl)+20.Calf) )bCf»+lll.t.lbCf))clf)7830 LET vo.0: FOR g.l TO alf)/l4-VRL a')7640 LET vu.vt+INT CRNO.10)-ZNTlRND*10) -.1
7650 LET VO=vo+lRND(vu~100): HEXT 9: LET vo=INT IVO*14-VRL as»7660 LET vty=vty+vo7670 LET vtn=vtn+alfl-vo7660 PRINT TRB 13;vOLTRB 26iaCf)-vo;TRB 30iAT f*2+9,AiTRB 30-zege NEXT f
7900 PRXNT RT 18.$2i"Esti•• tttdVOte. for you=";vty7910 PRINT RT 19.a;"Est. votes against YOu="~vtn7920 GO 5UB 75007930 GO -rO 4.000
9010 LET ye-l: LET st=50: LET cash-0: LET rs=0: LET lS=0: LET ls1=0: LET iC=09020 DZH z(30): DZH al"'l: DZH bl4): DIH Cf4): LET all)=20
9500 DRTR 0,60,2 •••,60,126,1$26,60.o
9510 DATR 16 ••••0,68.124,68.8 •••,12••••0
9620 DATR 0.0.30,38,7"',2"''''.162,24.0
9530 DRTR 265,129.129.129,129.129,129,255
9640 DRTR 0.0.60,60.60.60.0.0
9600 RESTORE 9500: FOR f=144 TO148: FOR 9=0 TO 7: RERD a: POKEU5R CHRS '+9,.: NEXT 9: NEXT ,
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HINTS ON PLA Y

The introduction of polls makes it possible to 'fine-tune' the
economy. The quick poll is suitable for getting a rough idea of
how things are going, but neglects minorities. The large poll
gives a good idea of how particular worker-types will vote and
the in-depth poll is useful when you think an election might
give a very close result. The cheaper polls often miscalculate
the total numbcr of voters, which is what you should expect if
you opt for second best!

Droughts mean you have to exercise a little more prudence
in storing food, or risk riots if the crops fail totally . Gatherers,
being somewhat drought-resistant, are a useful failsafe.

An increase in food export prices may provide a welcome
boost to an ailing economy but cannot be relied upon to occur.

ADDITION 3
gives TRIBE 4 (The Full System)
Progress Graph

The main new feature is the progress graph. This screen
comes up at the end of the first year and every third year
thereafter, and gives an indication of your position regarding
total living standards. It is also to help you improve your play,
as the prominent peaks and troughs in the graph can usually
be identified with particular decisions you have taken.

Another addition is an occasional demand by the guilds for
wage increases. Although this can be ignored, it makes the
people more dissatisfied and prone to vote you out of office.
Like droughts, wage demands are nuisances which can some-
times disrupt a tottering economy, but they can be brushed off
if the situation is healthy.

A detailed breakdown of your final score is also provided,
and this can help you decide on ways of improving your play.
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TYPING IN THE LISTING

MERGE with Tribe 3. SAVE the result.

117

EXPLANATION OF LISTING

43211 A 10 per cent chance of workers demanding wage in-
creases. wi is a measure of how important they think it is
that you agree.

61711 Every third year, living standards subroutine is called.
73611-73911 Breakdown of your fmal score. Note that your

hoard is not as important as the time you spend in power
and the living standards achieved.

811111l-82311 Living standards screen. Shows ideal and actual
living standards total for the years you have been in power.

Tribe 4 (The Full System): Progress Graph
LISTING

1 REI1 T r i be •••2 REM @ 5. Robert Speel 19S'"
4320 LET ~i=0: XF RND<.~ THEN LET J~i=1+INT (RND*3): BEEP .5,15:BEEP .5,~0: PRINT FIT 6,liiIi"The""0
rl<.er:;. de.and that "iAT 7,2i"t..,ei r wages be increased. "
6170 IF (ye+l.)/3=INT «ye+1)/3)THEN GO SUB B000
73621 PRINT AT ~0,10;"Score:"iFiT
:l .2 ••2; ..Fo... t i IIIII!: j n po •••e r •.•...•• ,. ;50*ye: L~ po=50*ye73721 PRINT AT ~4.,2;"For living standards ••••••i: LET a=0: FOR '••1TO 321: LET a=&+z('): PRINT AT 1.
~,26ia*2: NEXT 1: LET po=po+a*27380 PRINT AT 16,2i"For population 9ro~th •••"i (tp-2B) *5: LET pOepo+(tP-20).6: PRINT AT 16,2i"For'Jour hoard ••••••••.• ";rs .•2+(!Dte>2~)*5B0: LET po=po+rs*2+(ye>24.).
5:007390 PRINT AT 20,6; BRXGHT 1i"TOTAL POINTS •••••..iPO: STOP
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8000 BORDER 5:: PAPER 5: CLS
~?~~Rb5i~O~TLiVi~G7~~A~bA~~~~R
6020 PRINT AT 3,20; PAPER 7; "Vea
(" t.; ye-1
a~00 INK 0: PLOT 31,130: DRAU 0,-111: ORAU 212,06110 FOR (=1 TO 12: PRINT AT 17-
f, 1; f*2: NEXT r8120 FOR (=1 TO 25 STEP 3: PRINTAT 16,(+3;f;AT 17,(+3; OVER 1;",": NEXT 16130 BRIGHT 1: PR7NT AT 4.6; INK3; PAPER 7;CHRS 147;: PRINT "=i
dea l L. 5. ",0 AT 6,5; J:NK2; CHR$ 14-6;: PR:INT '=actual L.S."614.0 PRINT OVER l°AT 3 0°"L.S."8150 PRINT AT 20,ae;"VeAA": BRIG
t-IT 0

8200 FOR 1=1 TO 2S: FOR g_l TO ,~2/5: PRINT AT 17-9,1+3; INK 3;PAPER 7iCHRS 147: NEXT g: NEXT (B210 FOR (=1 TO ye: FOR 9=1 TO z(()/2: PR7NT OVER 1; INK 2;AT 17-9,'+3; PAPER B;CHRS 146: NEXT 9
: NEXT (8220 GO SUB 75008230 IF ye<25 THEN GO TO 1000

GROUTH OF L:tV:INGSTRNDRRDS
L.S.

24-22
2016
1.6
14-12
10
8e
4-
2

O=ideal L.S.
-=actual L.S.

1 4- 7 10 13 16 19 22 25
VERAPcess ENTER to continue
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HINTS ON PLAY

The addition of the living standards screen is a useful aid to
improving your play. If you find that what you've achieved in
living standards lags behind the ideal level all the time, you
will probably be facing riots and the sacking fairly soon. If you
are constantly ahead, you may be expanding too fast and could
find later that you cannot afford to keep going. You will then
be forced to reduce your economy.

Judging the gravity of wage demands is not easy, and if a
wage increase is demanded you would do well to check recent
polls and the expansion rate of the economy before refusing.

In the complete game, you must be willing to take risks to
improve your position and achieve your aim of lasting twenty-
five years. There are several distinct stages in a typical game.
The first stage is demolishing the superiority of the hunters'
guild. Periods of rapid growth are ended by years of non-
expansion, often with guild-bribing to forestall elections. At
some point there is generally a cash crisis, when you are in
danger either of bankruptcy, or of not being able to feed the
people due to having sold your stores.

There is a fair amount of luck involved in this game, but it
needs a skilled player to take advantage of good fortune and
survive bad luck, and complete a twenty-five-year reign.



6. Saving Memory
in Adventures

On the 16K Spectrum, the screen uses up about 7K, leaving
only 9K for programs. Even with 48K, an adventure may
easily expand to fIll all available space. Here are a few ways in
which memory can be conserved.

1. Use string arrays ralher Ihan numeric arrays. String arrays
consume much less memory than numeric arrays because they
store each element as I byte, without the need of a mantissa,
or numbers outside the range ~255.
A 20 by 20 numeric array occupies 2034 bytes, whereas a 20 by
20 string array only occupies 435 bytes. It is well worth
putting large amounts of information into string arrays, and
keeping numeric arrays small.

2. Avoid long lislS of numeric daw. These use a surprisingly
large amount of memory. It takes less memory to enclose each
piece of data with quotes than to leave them as numbers, and
take these strings' VALues. It is even better to take all the
strings and put them together in one long string, saving on all
the commas and quotes, e.g., instead of

DATA 1, 2,18,0,36,92

less space is occupied by

DATA "}", 1/2", "18", "0", "36", "92"

and even less by

DATA "010218003692"
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Notice that extra zeros have been added so that a piece of
DATA can be used by READing the string, then extracting 2
bytes at a time from it.

3. Use small strings with DATA, rather than multidimensional
string arrays. When a multidimensional string array is filled by
information in the listing, e.g.,

DIM A$ (20,12)
LET A$(l) = "13A416B6PQRS"
LET A$(2) = "LMNOPQRSTUl2"

etc.

the information is stored when the program runs, once in the
listing, and once in array A$. It is often better to use DATA
statements instead, Le.,

DATA"13A4l6B6PQRS"
DATA"LMNOPQRSTUI2"

etc.

and then READ the desired one of these into a short string
when needed. This only applies when the information does
not change as the game is played.

4. User defined graphics, and DRAWn pictures can be efficiently
coded into fonns where they take up little memory. This is dis-
cussed in the chapter on 'Adding Graphics to Adventures'
(pages 174-9).

S. Ina large adventure, theremay be dozens of lines GOTOing or
GOSUBing particular routines. By replacing all destination
numbers with a variable, hundreds of bytes may be saved,
e.g., if there are fifty GOSUB 1000 statements, replacing each
by GOSUB a, and by having one initial LET a = 1000,
approximately 200 bytes are saved.
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6. Do not create new variables and arraysforevery task, but tTy to
use the same ones again and again. Most of the FOR-NEXT
loops in my programs are f loops, and nested loops will be g, h
and i loops. Similarly, a, b, c, d are used in many parts of a
program.

7. A void making arrays and string arrays larger than you need to.
A map of a Random adventure may be, for example, 40 by 40
locations, with the border ones being a wall. The array of
objects will therefore only need to be 38 by 38 locations, as
there will be no objects in a wall location. This leaves 156more
bytes than if a 40 by 40 object array were used.

8. Tidy up finished programs. In a long program like an
adventure, many variables and strings are initialized and di-
mensioned. Some of these will be made redundant as the
program is built up, and spaces at the ends of strings may be
left for data which is never used in the end. Odd REM
statements may be scattered through the program. Looking at
the finished listing and trying to remove all the redundant
material can be a large space-saver.



7. Preset Future System

•

The format of this adventure system is similar to
Preset Fantasy System. The initial foundation
program is derived from Foundation 1 from Pre-
set Fantasy System and the same program

structure is used throughout. However, the vocabulary is very
different and the game develops in new directions.

The system is set in the future and you are an explorer of
new worlds who gets into various difficult situations. There is
no magic in this system, but you are aided by some of the best
futuristic technology - spacecraft that cannot fly, communi-
cators that won't communicate, blasters that get used up, and
many others!

IIFOUNDATION FI
and SCENARIO I:
Crater on Archelon One (fits into 16K)

While flying on a reconnaissance mission, on an unmapped
planet, you eject from your planet hopper before it crashes
into a crater. Although you have a communicator it will not
work through the side of the crater and so you must get away
from the crater before you can use it. Another problem is that
your communicator has a flat powercell, so you will have to
find the wreck of your hopper to get a spare.
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TO PLAY

Your aim is to get out of the crater with your communicator,
its antenna and a powercell. The basic command set is: go
north, south, east, west, up and down, which can be ab-
breviated to n, s, e, w, u and d. Look repeats the description
of the place you are in, take and put are as normal, and status
gives a list of which objects you have. Other commands have
to be worked out by yourself, as in the Preset Fantasy System.

TYPING IN THE LISTINGS

Type in Foundation FI and SAVE it for use with later
scenarios. Then type in the Crater on Archelon One listing and
SAVE it. LOAD Foundation FI and MERGE Crater on
Archelon On'e to get Scenario I. The complete scenario can
then be SAVEd. Note that I have used inverse stops for the
picture in the Crater on Archelon One listing, which makes it
easier to count the graphic characters. When you type these
in, use CHR$ 143 (the all-black graphic) instead.

EXPLANATION OF LISTINGS

Foundation FI
This listing is based on Foundation 1 from chapter 2, and
lines 6000-6840 are similar to those of Foundation 1. How-
ever, there are many small but significant alterations, and it is
easier to type in the new listing from scratch than to alter
Foundation 1.
100-320 The simplest vocabulary set. This is very different

from Preset Fantasy, as the emphasis is less on rooms and
corridors, and more on outdoor locations.

700-710 Removes leading spaces from inputted words.
750-840 Vocabulary decoder. Note that provision has been

made for a larger vocabulary than that of Preset Fantasy, by
using the character for a zero (CHR$ 48) to access a further
list of words. Although not needed for Foundation FI, this
will be used in the next scenario.
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600~840 The input and act on command routines. The

treatment of monsters has been changed from that in Preset
Fantasy, and this means that many lines have GOTO 6580,
instead of GOTO ru eru is your location). Although line
6580 does not exist yet, this will be important in the other
scenano.

690~990 You win.
7900-7050 Status routine.
7900-7940 You die, and a new game is offered, without hav-

ing to re-run the program.
9010 The setting-up routines are now subroutines, so that a

new game can b~ played without re-dimensioning all the
arrays.

9650-9820 The object list, special action list and monster list
. are taken from code, the same as in Preset Fantasy.

Scenario 1: Crater on Archelon One
330-370 Words specific to this scenario.
1100-2450 Locations. As in Preset Fantasy, z$ is the coded

description of a location, and d$ is the list of exits.
690~930 You win. A picture is drawn of you on the top of

the crater using low-res printed landscape and a high-res
DR-AWingof a little man.

8000-8330 Special circumstances which occur in the various
locations.

9110-9680 Set up variables. Note that there are no monsters
in this scenario, so line 9680 skips the 'set up monster array'
line!

9910 Introduction. Expand as desired.

Foundation Fl
LISTING

1 REM Foundation F12 REM ~ 5.Robert Speel 1984
'"GO TO 9000
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100 DATA "You are","wall","abOve","top"110 DATR "there","all","too","m

v ch" I120 DATA "and","gf'ound","fall",
"he re"130 DATA "1IJE:st","xxx","crack","
Side":14.0DATA "east",""'hich","bl"ea~","lower"150 DATA "north","centre","exce
pt","ris.ing" .160 DATA "south","af'oUnd","h1gher-" "sur-race":L70 OA"TA "the","YOUf'", ••thiC"","
climb"

.160 DATA "on","by","throt..lgh","S.
catter"190 DATA "at","standing","of","
.-ocky"

200 DRTA "l&Iith","it","yOI..","covere:d"230 DATA "in","E:d","are"
240 DATR Its "
250 DATA "to"
260 DRTA ''is''
270 DATA "a "
260 DATA ",
290 DATA "

300 DATA ••
31.0 DATA "
320 DATA ••

700 FOR 1=.1 TO 6: :IF a$(.1)=" "THEN LET a$=a$(2 TO ): NEXT f710 RETURN
750 LET b=CODE v$: IF b=0 THEN

LET b=b+~20760 LET c=INT ((b+:1)/4)*:10+~0+{k=:1)*270: LET d=2+b-INT ((b+1.)/4
) *4-770 LET k=0: RESTORE c: FOR g=~TO d: READ b$:: NEXT 9: RETURN

600 LET %$=Z$+CHR$ 255: LET 1"0=0: LET a=0: LET k=0: FOR f=l TO
LEN %$: LET \I$=Z$ (f): IF v$=" ["
OR v $="X" OR \1 $=" 0 •• OR v "':: " So •• OR

v$="w" OR V$="-r" OR V$=""" OR v$="V" THEN PRINT CHR$ 6;
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610 .IF .•.$:"0" THEN LET k=1.: NEXT f
see GO SUB 750: PRINT CHR$ fCODE b$(1)-a)ib$(2 TO )i" ";: LET a

: (v $="0 ") *32
630 . .:rF V$:"9'. OR v$= ••k.' OR V$=.'

0" OR \#$=" [00 THEN PRINT CHR$ 8i840 IF z$(1+1) <CHR$ 255 THEN NE
XT f

850 RETURN

6000 POKE 23692~2S5: IF NOT ro THEN GO TO 61006010 GO SUB 600: PR.INT ": LET r
0=06020 LET &=0: FOR f=1 TO LEN 0$:

:IF q$ ( r) =••100 THEN IF (CODE o. (f)-96l*100+1000=ru THEN LET a=a+1; PRINT :INK 2; (" There is a" ANo a=1)iTR6 13; (CHR$ S+CHR$ S~CHR
$ 6+CHR$ S+"& a .. RND a) 1.) ; r" ( f)
6030 NEXT f

6200 .:rNPUT"What next? .•; L:INE a
$: LET C$=a$: PR:INT ~TAB 2; BRIG
HT 1;. PAPER 7 i a !Ii' ,621~ LET es$=a$+.'
6220 GO SUB 708: RETURN
5300 LET at=0: IF an THEN LET at=15310 DRTR "north","east","south"
, "1«1 e:s t ••, ••up ••, 00 do" n 00

5320 RESTORE 6310: FOR '=1 TO 6:RERD b$: I:F a$( TO 2)=b$(1)+" •.OR a$(4 TO 3+LEN b$J=b$ THEN LET rt=COOE d$(f): GO TO 6600
6330 NEXT f

&350 .:rFas( TO 4)="loot ..THEN LE
T ro=1: GO TO ru
6360 IF a !Ii ( TO 4) : ••sea roo THEN GOTO 66506370 .:IFa$( TO 4)= •.take" THEN GOTO 6700
6380 .:IF a !Ii ( TO 3) = ..pu t •• THEN GO
TO 66006390 IF a$( TO ~)="stat ..THEN GOTO 7000
6570 PRJ:NT "You canno t do tha t ."6590 GO TO ru
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6600 LET rt=(rt-96)*~00+1,000: IFrt<1. THEN PRINT "You cannot gothat ldayo": LET ro=0: GO TO ru661.0 LET ru=rt: LET ro=1: GO TO
6580

5650 LET a=0: FOR (=1.TO LEN 0$;
IF q$ (') ="2" THEN IF (CODE 0 $ (f)-96).100+1000=ru THEN PRINT INK
3; "You find a ";r$(f): LET a=a+1: LET Cl$(f)="1,": NEXT f5660 NEXT f: IF NOT a THEN PRINTINK 3; "You find nothing."

6670 GO TO 6580
6700 LET a$=a$(S TO ): GO SUB 70o671.0 FOR '=1 TO LEN 0$: IF at( Ta 3)=r$«(, TO 3) AND «CODE 0$«(
) -66) *1.00=ru OR q$ ( f) ="£") THEN
GO TO 674.0
6720 NEXT (

5730 PRINT TAB 6i"YOU cannot tak
e: that.": GO TO 6550
6740 IF 0$ (f) ="£" THEN PR:tNT TRB6; "You alread"::lhave that!"; GO
TO 65S06750 :tFq,$«() >"1" THEN GO TO 673
o6760 IF ob>oba THEN PRINT TRB 4;"YoU cannot carry any more."; GO

TO 65806770 PR:tNT TAB 8; "Okay": LET ob=ob+1: LET o$«():"£": GO TO 6580
6800 LET a$=a$(4 TO ): GO SUB 70o681.0 FOR (=1. TO LEN 0$: :IF a$( To 3)=r$(', TO 3) AND O$<,)="e" THEN GO TO 6840
6820 NEXT ,.6630 PRINT TAB 4i"You can't put.down soaething \IOU don't have!":GO TO 6560684.0 PR:tNT TAB 8."Okay": LET qS(
f) ="1": LET 0$ (1) =CHR$ (I"U /100+66): LET ob=Ob-1: GO TO 658e
6900 PR:tNT " .• You have succeeded in \lour aission. Yell done ....
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6950 INK 0: FOR f=5 TO ~0 STEP 2: FOR 9=1 TO 5 STEP 2: FOR h=1 To 5 STEP 2: BEEP .1,f*2: BEEP .1,f-9.h: NEXT h: NEXT 9: NEXT f6990 STOP
7000 PRINT" Objects carried:";7010 LET a=0: FOR f=1 TO LEN 0$:

IF 0$ f f) ="£" THEN PR.INT TRB .15;
r $ ( f): LET a =a +17020 NEXT f: IF NOT a THEN PRINTTRB 15;"none."7050 GO TO 6580
7900 PRINT ." You are dead. "
7910 PRINT "."•• Another try'? (y/n
) ,.
7920 J:F INKEV$="y" THEN BEEP 1,0: GO SUB 9100: GO TO 98507930 IF :I.NKEY$="n" THEN :tNK.0: PRPER 7: BORDER 7: CLS ; STOP794.0 GO TO 79.20

9000 RRNDOHJ:ZE9010 GO SUB 9100: GO SUB 9600: Go TO 9850

9100 LET .n=0: LET at=0: LET ru=1100: LET ro=~: LET ob=0: LET o~
m=39210 RETURN
9650 RESTORE 9500: LET e=0: GO SUB 9600; DIM r$(b,c): FOR f=1 TOb: LET r$(f)=t$(f): NEXT f9670 GO SUB 9800: OIM ~$(b,c): FOR '=1 TO b: LET S$(f)=t$((): NE
XT f9690 GO SUB 9800: DIM a$Cb,c): FOR f=1 TO b: LET a$(f)=t$(f): NE
XT f9700 RETURN
9800 LET a=0: DIM t$(b,c): FOR f~1 TO b: READ b$: FOR 9=1 TO c;
LET c$=CHR$ (CODE b$(9)+120+9*2~/2): LET t$(f,9)=CHR$ (CODE e$*
(c:$<>"fU)+3:2*(c$="£").': LET a=a+CODE t$(',9): NEXT 9: NEXT f9S10 IF a<>d THEN PRJ:NT "error in cOde.L-line ";9S00+e*50: STOP9820 L~T e=e+1: RETURN

N.A.S.s.-8
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9900 ~NK 1: PAPER 6: BORDER 4: C
L5
,9990 PR:tNT ": GO TO ru

Scenario 1: Crater on Archelon One
1 REM Scenario ~crater .on Archelon One2 REM ~ S.RObert Speel 1964

330 DATR •.•ud ••.••xxx .••.••~t •• "face" . "'... '"
340 DATR "crater" "c li r f" "dro'"n ..~.. ledge.. " " .•.
350 DATA .•••eight .."'•.••reck .. "harde:ned"","Planet hopper" '"
360 DATA ••roo t .•'""c reepe r" "power cell",,"froll" "370 DATA "hangs"

11.00 LET z$="UHCJS-[ ..kK~L/+;O'C
Flo{-C (0"
11.20 LET d$="bd0000": GO SUB 600
o11.50 GO TO 6300
1200 LET z $="UG'?Pr?i:S-$l4C_@IW /+7
o? rl' CNtJA.. [0 ••1.220 LET d$="0ca0n0"~ GO/SUB 600
o1230 IF a$( TO 3l=S$(2", TO 3) TH
EN GO TO 80001250 GO TO 5300
1.300 LET Z $="UHK 7s i:WL@7kK5",_; +3
k +=", ? /0"1320-LET d$::"0idbB0": GO SUB 600
131350 GO TO 6300
3.4.00 LET z$="UC91Xk"-t@)kKJ~: C (2 [
0"1420 LET d$="chea0e": GO SUB 600
C!)
1430 GO SUB 8200
14-50 GO TO 6300
1500 LET Z$="UG7r:t'?S -e-$4C_@-[; +/0
_@7i:C6",0":1520 LET d.="d(0000"~ GO SUB 600
o
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1550 GO TO 6300
1600 LET Z$="#CJ .•kKW~.:_C!i:30"
~620 LET d'="h0ge0e"~ GO SUB 600
o1650 GO TO 6S00
1700 LET Z$="'V-$[C(i:2t:IM977k't+7
,rY6.0" I171.0 :IFcu THEN LET Z$=z$+"9"'7
.{&o"1720 LET d •••••re0e.0 •.: GO SUB 500
o1730 IF caS( TO 21=CHR$ 1.1.7+" •. 0
R a$(4 TO 5)=5$(4 .•TO 2) THEN GO

TO 81001740 :IF a$( TO 4).5$(1 .•TO 4) AND a${7 TO 11)=~.(6 .•TO 5) THEN G
o TO 81501750 GO TO 6300
'1600 LET z $="#Y78:I?W-ItKc .0_,,3+; ke
.•s_/+70"1820 LET d$="ilfd0e": GO SUB eee
o1850 GO TO 6300

~~:It~ ~1:::~~~t~~=G8(~~~O~00
o1930 GO SUB 82001950 GO TO 6300
~000 LET Z $="#C4J.•KW~$ [:_1!7k /+30

2020 LET d$="00i00e": GO SUB 80eo2050 GO TO 6300
2100 LET Z$="#D"? :I@". kK • L,,7+30"2120 LET d$e:"00li0e": GO SUB 600

"2150 GO TO 6300
2200
2220o
2250

2300
2320o
2330
2350

LET Z. ="#C4J.•Kw •LI!; +30"LET d$="k00h00": GO SUB 600
GO TO 6300
LET Z $="UC"? .&kY.'? 110"LET d$="0000eg": GO SUB 600
GO sue 6300GO TO 6300
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2400 LET z$="UCg'\.o 'V-c.t4B_ ?&:I?O..
24.20 LET d'="00000b": GO SUB 600
'02430 :IF a$( TO 3\=5$(2) TO 3) THEN GO TO 80002440 ~F C$=CHR$ 117 OR a$(4 TO 5)=CHR$ 117+CHR$ 112 THEN LET Z.~"MB:k+'?'S-e-5tOH-O": GO SUB 600: r-R:INT : GO TO 80502450 GO TO 6300
5900 PR:INT #. "You have escaped (rom the crater. Rll YOu need to dO is call (or helP and

tl'ait •••••6910 :INK 0: PRPER 3: FOR f=1 TO5: PRINT TRB 31;" ": NEXT f: PRJ:
NT ,,' •••••• ; TAB 2.7." " :

FOR , =1 TO 2:. PR:IKT ~
••••. TAB 27'" NfXT f:, PRINT •• _,...
6920 FOR '=1 TO 32: PRINT ..•..;:NEXT f6930 :INK 1: PLOT 234,,40: LET a$=
.•0204-02 -4,.-1.04-000302 -3 -2040202 -30
002-2-3-3020200-4": FOR f=1 TO 4-
a STEP 4: DRAW VAL a$(f TO 1+1) ~VAL a$(f+2 TO f+3): NEXT r

8000 :IF 0$(5) (>"£" THEN PRINT "you have no ";1"$(5): GO TO ru
8010 :IF ru=1200 THEN LET Z$="7.C
Y)F:~_i:" :. GO SUB 800: PR:INT .• ••i s !Ii(2): GO TO ru6020 .:IFq$(6) ("3" THEN PR.:INT "Donot be vandal.": GO TO ru6030 PRl:NT " You ";5$(2" TO 3);"a ";r$(6): LET q$(6) ="1.": LET 0
$ (6) ." e": .LET 0 b=o b+1.8040 GO TO ru
8050 GO TO 7900

8100 IF NOT CU THEN GO TO 6580
81.10 LET Z$."HB?..o": GO SUB 600:PRINT : LET ru=2300: LET rO=1:
GO TO ru
8150 J:F o. (6) <) "£ •• THEN GO TO 6300
6160 PR7.NT " You ";S$(1.);" ";: L
ET ZSc"?.-G?s .&oLII' 0": GO sue 800
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S170 L.ET cu=1: LET 0$(6)="3": LET ob-ob-1: GO TO ru
8aee IF ob<4 THEN RET~9N
621.e LET Z$=""'c) .k?W~ [U"-wE+.0": GO SUB Se0: PRXNT : GO TO 8cD
50
8300 :IF 0$(1)<>"£" AND 0$(1)<> ••••
•• THEN RETURN
8310 FOR '=1 TO 3: :IF 0$(1) (>"£"AND o${f) (>•••••THEN RETURN
6320 NEXT f6330 GO TO 6ge0
91.10 L.ET It=0: L.ET lu=09200 LET O$="££k£ln": L.ET q$="11
11.23"9210 LET ob=3: LET oba=4.: LET cu
:::0

9500 DATA "H£j4.lZX<a6420"~"Lb,ZhXL>a'PT"~"fbp4.lb<@BNL2e"~"R,Dh)BDP
N420" ~",f::TLH ( : 86428" ~"LhL.J"tF1'B64
20"
951.0 DATA "nT f1' l" ~"Ln J@)o" ~ "nFX~ >

••• , "PdB@)"

9640 L.ET b=6: LET c=12: LET d=5B
659660 LET b=4: LET c=5: LET d=173
89680 GO TO 9700
9910 PRINT TAB 4;"Crater on ArChe lo n One ••, ••• Yo u r p l an e thO Pperhas crashed into a crater on a planet you are exploring. You need to call for help~ but your communicator battery is flatl and

it ~on't work in the .is~ tha
t fills the crater. Can you repa
ir your communicator and getout of the crater so you can ca
II for helP7"

HINTS ON PLAY

This first scenario is fairly simple to solve. Remember to use
'go up' and 'go down' or 'u' and 'd', as 'up' and 'down' will not
be accepted. There is no need to try and fit the powercell into
the communicator, or to attach the antenna - just getting the
three parts to the top of the crater will be sufficient.



•FOUNDATION F2
and SCENARIO 2
Mountains a/Sirius Two

TO PLAY

This scenario is much more difficult to win than Crater on
Archelon One. You have landed your spaceship and gone ex-
ploring in your planet hopper. After landing on the shore of a
large ocean, you fmd that your hopper does not have enough
fuel left to take off again - its fuel tank was leaking. Your task
is to get back to your ship which is somewhere to the west of
you. You have a small dinghy - not much use on the rough
ocean, but handy if you find a river. You also have a blaster,
which can be shot twice, and a powercell to recharge your
blaster once.

There are no special commands needed to use the dinghy -
if you go on water and have the dinghy with you, the computer
assumes you are in it. To use the blaster, type 'shoot',
followed by the target name; e.g., 'shoot icebeast' (a good
idea) or 'shoot powercell' (not such a good idea). To recharge
the blaster you must be holding both the blaster and the
powercell, and type 'recharge'. The charges in your blaster
and powercell are now given when you type 'status' .

There are monsters in this scenario and once you meet one it
must be dealt with immediately. Running away won't work,
nor will using your blaster solve everything.

TYPING IN THE LISTINGS

The Foundation F2 program consists of Foundation Fl plu
Foundation F2). SAVE this. Type in the listing for Mountai
of Sirius Two and SAVE it.

Starting with Foundation F2 in the computer, MERG
Mountains of Sirius Two to get the complete Scenario 2. Thi
in itself is playable and should be SAVEd separately.



Preset Future System
Foundation F2

go south
You are at the foot Of thecrater wall ~hiCh is to yoursouth and west. To your north
is lo~er ground.

search
You find nothing.

90 east
You are on rocky ground, Withthe crater.wall rising to your

east.

13S

218-318 Extra words.
6848 If a monster actually attacks, goto 'you get killed'

routine.
6858-6868 Check if you meet a monster.
6388 If a monster is there, set at = 1 allows you to attack a

monster only once before it kills you.
6488-6418 The new commands are 'shoot' and 'recharge'.
7838-7848 If you have blaster and powercell with you, they

are now included in the stat command.
7188-7198 You fire your blaster. cha is your current blaster

charge.
7288-7268 You recharge your blaster. Note that you can re-

charge a partially charged blaster.
7388-7318 You meet a monster.
7328-7348 The rather simple fighting system does not result

in wounds - just sudden death for you or the monster!
9118 New variable associated with the blaster and recharger.

I
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EXPLANATION OF LISTINGS

Scenario 2: Mountains of Sirius Two
330-398 There are more scenario-specific words now.
1180-3210 There are 32 locations now and this is a much

more complex scenario than Scenario 1. Location 32 is
different from all the others, as it includes the whole sea.

7180 Modification to 'shooting blaster' routine used against a
particularly tough monster.

8880-8118 Special circumstances routines. The routine at
8050 checks if you are going west, as this can introduce
many special circumstances.

9120-9918 Variables and array lists. t$ in line 9910 gives the
positions ofthe monsters. Note it has to be dimensioned, as
t$ is earlier used as a two-dimensional array while setting
up.

Foundation F2
LISTING

1 REM Foundation F22 REM @ S.Robert speel ~ge4
210 DATA "yalley"~"cayern"~"tra

il",udead"220 DATA ".ountain","passaga","tunneln,ning"230 DATA "in""ned","are",,"goes"
240 DATA "s ••~••up U ,. "see" , "has"

a50 DATA "to n " "go 01 " •• fro." , ",C an"
260 DATA ••is'' ~" lead" , "deep" ""OU

t" '270 DATA "a "~"end",nWide","fil
l"
280 DATR ••, ", una r row" , "down" , "

hole"290 DATA u. ","large","plainn,n
river"

300 DATA 01block"310 DATA "no"

","hi9h","roor","'
..,."have" ~"ex its n , 'f
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6040 IF at AND an THEN GO TO 733o6050 FOR 1=1 TO LEN t$: XF (CODEt$(I)-86).100=ru THEN GO TO 730o
6060 NEXT f

6300 LET at=0: XF mn THEN LET at
=3-

64-00 XF a$( TO S)="shoot ••THEN Go TO 71006410 :IF as( TO S)=",-eeha" THEN Go TO 72005560 IF an THEN GO TO 7330
7030 :IF bl ThEN :IF 0$ (bU ="£" TH
EN PRINT "blaster charge: "; Ch7040 XF ba THEN XF o$(ba) "e" THEN PRINT "Po"ercell charge: ";ch
b

7100 IF NOT bl THEN GO TO 6570
711.0 LET f i =0: :IF o.(b l) <)" £''' THEN PR:INT "You have no blaster.":GO TO 6S80
73.20 PRXNT "You shoot your blaster."; :IF NOT cha THEN PRXNT' "Nothing hapr,ens - it needs reeharging. ': GO TO 6S807130 FOR 1=1 TO 20: BEEP .02,-20: BEEP .01t10: NEXT f: LET eha=cha-1: LET rill:l
73.40 IF an THEN GO TO 7320
7150 LET '=a$l6 TO): GO SUB?00: FOR 1=1 TO LEN 0$: IF a$( TO
3) =r$(f" TO 3) AND (0$(1) ="£" ORCODE 0$«()-86=,.U/100) THEN GO To 71707160 BEEP .01,,0: NEXT f: GO TO eS8e7170 PR:INT' ••You blow up the "it"
$Cf>: L.ETo.Cf)= ••••
73.90 GO TO 6580
7200 I:F bAt THEN :IF 0 $ (bm) ="£" THEN GO TO 72207210 PRJ:NT "You have no PObJercell.": GO TO 65807220 I:F NOT chb THEN PRINT " You
i poweree II is f tat •.. : GO TO 656
IZJ
7230 I.F o. t b l) (>" f:." THEN GO TO 7
1.1.0
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724.0 PRINT "You recharge your bl
aster."7250 LET a=l+(chb>l)-cha: LET a=~*(a>0): LET cha=cha+a: LET chb=chb-a: FOR f=l TO a.3: FOR g=l To 10: BEEP .01,9: NEXT 9: NEXT'
7260 GO TO 6560
7300 LET mn=!: PR:INT INK 2;" Youmeet a ";m$(mn)7~10 GO TO (,u

73~0 PR:tNT ••You kill the ";m$(m
n}: LET t$ (JIm) =" ": LET I8n=0: GO

TQ ru7330 LET n$=m$(mn): FOR f=LEN n$TO 3 STEP -1: :IF n$CLEN 0$)=" •.THEN LET n$=n$( TO LEN n$-l): N
EXT f734.0 PR:INT '''The ";n.;" kills yo
U.": GO TO 7900
9110 LET bl=0: LET cha=2: LET bm:0: LET chb=2: LET fi=0

Scenario 2: Mountains of Sirius Two
LISTING

1 REH Futur Scenario 2Hountains of Sirius Two
330 DRTA "head land", "xxx", ",sea.'

,"flOW"
340 DATA"soon","slide","face",

"",ater"350 DRTA "beach"#"pl.ateau","gla
citr" "cliff"360 6FtTA "drown","sliPpery","spaceshiP"#"Dlanet hoppar"
370 DATR\'flra", "blaster","putu,utake"
380 DFtTA "0 r faring", "ignores" I r.(~ , TO 3) #.$(5# TO 10)
390 DRTR r$(3, TO 6),"nest",Uba

y"
1100 L.ET Z$="'1r8 [E9U+fC_9iqoHbl e
.ID'1{r2o"11.20 LET dS=uSbSS0Su: GO SUB 800
: GO TO 6900
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1200 LET Z$="#U@HkCgs l r4- Ia.,3_/0..
1220 LET d$="0C0a00": GO sue 600
o1250 GO TO 6300
1300 LET Z$="UU9PJXKe~9"'. [fL?/
k +9Ud [, 730" .1320 LET d$="0d0b0S": GO SUB 600
o1330 :£F 0$(3) <> ••£.•THEN GO SUB ~
0'50: iF a THEN LET Z $="HXZHk +MSr
0": GO TO 79001350' GO TO 6300'
1400 LET Z$="UUg lU4d [/0" CgJ"tG?3h4
d [110"14-20 LET d$="00'0c0''': GO SUB 600
o1430 IF a$( TO 4).S$~) AND .n THEN LET Z$••••'?0.•0(@s0 ": GO suese0: PRiNT : GO TO 30
1440 IF .n THEN IF as ( TO 3) =5$ (3~ TO 3) OR a$< TO 4)=s$(9) THEN

GO TO 6100"1450 GO TO 6300'
158a LET Z$:"UUgOKti:StC(2[o9Ud[3
0"1520 LET d$="0f0000": GO SUB 600
o1550 GO TO 6300
1600 LET Z ="UU9lTS4i"Y_i+S/O'cgn
\J7suI'?TO"1620 LET d$="00gedS": GO SUB 600

"1650 GO TO 6300
1700 LET Z$="UWgU4d [3+.I'O'cglT_'?7
0"1720 LET d$="fh0000": GO SUB 600o1730 GO SUB e0S0: IF a THEN LETZ$="?U-C.C&:IWMO": GO SUB B00: GO

TO 79081750 GO TO 6300
lB00 LET z.s="UW9iUKgn'-J?uG?3whO'?U
Z/kwi:dVU_7I to"1610 iF NOT fO THEN LET Z$-Z$+'"
c gllv VtL '? i:/0 "
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1820 LET d,="000gq0": GO 8UB 600o1830 IF HOT fo THEN GO SUB 8050:
I :IF a THEN LET Z$:"H-&J_7IIo": GOSUB 800: GO TO 79001840 FOR f=3 TO 5: IF a.e TO 3)=

S.(f~ TO S} THEN GO TO 8000
:1850 NEXT f
1.860 GO TO 6300
1.900 LET Z$="alGgRhkK9i:l_@7k +t"S [_/+;0":1920 LET d$="0J0000": GO SUB 600
o1950 GO TO 6300
2000 LET z ,="stCt ~0_7+; YStk +_739.
0"2020 LET d$="0k0i00": GO SUB 600o2050 GO TO 6300
23.00 LET z,="UC7/hIg.,. kKt ~_7/0'Y
I [_7+; 0"2120 LET d$="0p0j0S": GO SUB 600
o2:150 GO TO 6300
2200 LET Z$="UC73h:tgw.kKSL_7t;+9
• _ "?30"
2220 LET d$="Jl00k00": GO SUB 600o2250 GO TO 5300
2300 LET z .="UC'? /2:Igi:0-kK"1 ._@3' +
5 [_7/0"2320 LET d$="pVl000": GO SUB 600
o
2350 GOTO 6300

2400 LET Z$."UCgJiKSi:S[C(2tO'cgTE
'?S L@3k+9ls-'ldU/O"2420 LET d$="000000": GO SUB 600
12)2~30 GO SUB 8050: :tF a THEN LET
z$="H£/k+-.+-O": GO SUB B00: GOTO 7900244.0 IF a$( TO 4-)=5$(9) AND 0$(4-
)= ••£ •• THEN LET z'="LCt'?F+Zo": GO5UB B00: LET 0$(4)=" ": LET t$(1.)="0"; LET .n=e: GO TO i"U24-50 GO TO 6300
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2500 LET z'="-[~C9gE7S [oLd [3+$/0"2520 LET d$="Op0n00": GO SUB 600
o2550 GO TO 6300
2600 LET Z.="UC9~qkKi:S LCI",ogQcI tE
75 [0"2620 LET d$="q,ta00.": GO SUB 600
o2660 GO TO 6300
2700 LET Z$="UCt~kKW5[_@l'o"
2710 IF o. (5) =" " THEN LET Z$=2 S
+"90 "Cd [.0"
2720 LET d$="rsP00h": GO SUB 600
"2730 XF a$( TO 4)=5$(7) THEN LETa$=a$(5 TO ): GO SUB 700: LET dS=a$: LET a$=c$: XF d$( TO 4)=r$(5~ TO 4) THEN LET Z$="Lc)po": G
o SUB 800: GO TO ru2740 IF a$e TO 2):s$(611)+" .•ANo 0$(5) (>••" THEN GO TO 6580
2750 :IF a $ ( TO 2) ="90" THEN LETa$=a$(3 TO ): GO SUB 700: LET as
:::a. (1) +" ": GO TO 27402760 GO TO 6300
2800 LET Z'="~Ct ~kKwSL/+7k +91_~
3£VID_? IIogp :Ics •C? ~0"
2820 LET d$:"00q000": GO SUB 600o2850 GO TO 6300
2900 LET Z$="UC9~-[?_7+30"2920 LET d$="vvtq00": GO SUB 600
o2950 GO TO 6300
3000 LET Z$="i:UC?72:I9-£0-kK? ._@\\I;
0"
3020 LET d$="suvp00": GO SUB 600o::3050GO TO 6300
:3100 LET Z $="UCg~-tt!lro?c -t_?7k;+30"
3.120 LET d$="yvYt00": GO SUB 600o3150 GO TO 6300
3200 :IF 0 $ (3) ="£" THEN LET Z $="H
£: f -=- -Wf!": GO SUB a0~.i. PRJ:NT r $ (3 1

Tv 6);: LET z$="k +--f +Po": GO 5
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ue 800: GO TO 7900
3a10 LET z$="H£f_ek+Po": GO SUB
1300: GO TO 7900
7180 IF 1=5 THEN LET z$="HlgpndV
WMO": GO SUB 800: LET ro=0: GO T
o ru
6000 LET b$=a$(3 TO ): FOR (=1 To 5: IF b$(1) (>"S" THEN LET b$=b
$ (2 TO ): NEXT F6010 IF b$( TO 4) <)r$(6~ TO 4) THEN GO TO 6300
8020 IF 0$ (6) () ••£,. THEN PRINT .,
you do not have a ";r$(6): GO TO

I"U6030 LET 0.(5)=" ": LET fo=l: PR
:INT "The "; r$(6~ TO g);: LET Z$=
•• fit (f '?IIo": GO SUB 800: LET 0 $ (6) =
II ": GO TO ru
8050 LET a=0: IF a$( TO 2)=S$(6~1)+" " THEN LET a=1
8060 IF a $ ( TO 2) () "go" THEN RET
URN8970 LET b.=~'(3 TO ): FOR f=1 To 6: :IF b$(1)=" " THEN LET b$=b$(2 TO l: NEXT f808e IF b'(1)=S$(6~1) THEN LET a
=18090 RETURN
8100 :IF 0,(4)="£" THEN LET Z$="70*0& [(!0)w+ZO": GO SUB S00: LET 0
$(4,)=" ": LET t$US):" ": LET an=
0: GO TO ru
6110 LET Z$="?Ge@sOo": GO SUB Be0: GO TO 7330
9120 LET ru=3100: LET oba=29130 LET bl=1: LET bm=2: LET fO=
o
9200 LET o.="uuurqni": LET q$="1-
1.11111.

II

9500 DATA u"',D"'F1'e6"#"'bP~bBDPN.. "NV1'NNn:stS",,"PRP@>(:86",,""'blXFF;.ee" "l££nB>RP5" "Lhtff>R8e"
9510 DATA UlT£,." # !'lNDd"" ~••fnj@",,"
£NZh U # "nT f '" II ~ " tNhh" ~••nFX,J" ~"Nbp ••..
" "RN1..H"9520 DATA "X..JLDH>££6420"#"l££nBF
( .•l' 420" ••J bHUBF (,. l' 420" , ••RNDhNFl' <e6xx..~"tl£'H@D:"20"
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c=9: LET d=5S6
C=4: LET d=364-

c=1.2: LET d=54

LET

LET

LET

b=7:

b=S:

b=5:

Preset F uture System

9640 LET
9
9660 LET
II'
9680 LETge
99113 01:H t$<S): LET t$="nJprd"
9920 PRINT" THE HOUNTA:£N5OF S:IR:IUSTWO"99313 PR:INT " •.You are on a scouting .is5ion on the planet Sirius 21 when yoU lind th t your planet hopper hasrun out Of fuel. You recall flying east froa your spaceship~and gOing over SOM
Q aountains# befora YOU landedon the coast Of an oce n. Can you find your way back# past the
mountains~ toyour spaceship,,? ••

HINTS ON PLAY

Yon will fmd several false trails, and will need to draw a map.
The locations are on more than one level, so the map you draw
may have to be in various parts.

It is important to take advantage of the objects you find, but
do not feel that there must be a use for every object.



8. Fangmole Tunnels
System

•

This moving graphic system is based on an under-
ground city - a maze of passages and rooms be-
neath the earth. The city was abandoned by its
inhabitants when it was invaded by huge

carnivorous burrowing creatures - the fangmoles. The original
name of the city being forgotten, it is now known as the
Fangmole Tunnels.

The adventure system builds up in several sections, from
the initial 16K version where you are just exploring the maze,
through to larger programs which involve you avoiding pits,
snakes and bats, and the final version where you meet the
fangmoles themselves.

TO PLAY
The screen is divided into three parts. The top left shows a
picture of your present location, and a small part of the
surrounding area. You can see three locations in each direc-
tion, although this can altcr in the more advanced versions.
You can also see if there are any objects in the location
directly adjacent to your position, i.e., in the eight square
around you. You move around the maze by pressing th
cursor control keys, which are held down to move you in
desired direction. As you move, the picture is scrolled left
right, up or down, so that your figure stays in the centre.

There are a number of objects, monsters and location type
which you will come across, and these are shown below fo
easy identification.
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KIl •.., to
!Iv.bo ls

1\ •• '=IOU

• •• .all
• • •• passage• •

iii •• £tair"'ll'll

II •• closed
door

n •• open
door

• •• pit

m •• ladderover pit
9 •• goldbar

II • lacicie.r

i' •• explOder

• • foodsack
T •• torch

• •• fan9aole

'" •• sna •.e.
,r. bat

N ••••••••• _g
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You open a closed door by pressing the '0' key. However, you
must be facing it - Le., you must have been moving towards
it. So when you are next to a door, hold down the key that
would 'move you on to it for a second or two, then hold down
the '0' key to open the door.

To escape from the maze, you need to go on to a stairway
location and press the 'U' key for up.

The second part of the screen is the panel in the lower third
of the screen. This gives accompanying messages to your
commands, such as 'You open the door' or 'You find an
exploder'. It also gives details of any approaching monsters.
After each message it scrolls upwards, so that only the latest
few messages are displayed.

The third part of the screen is the panel in the top right of
the screen. This gives your resistance, the number of gold bars
(ingots) you have found and the time that you have been in the
maze. This panel is updated continually and does not scroll.

ir"~..••

Your res. : 4-

Gold faun6- •. 13

ti.at = ~0

au have found a gold barou have foun. an tx~lodtrFangMole has scenltd vou •••au have found a ladderhe Fang.ole tires, an4 goes.



FANGMOLETUNNELS-CORE PROGRAM
The Maze (fits into 16K)

TO PLAY

The people who built the underground city fled when the
fangmoles attacked, leaving vast quantities of gold lying
around. As the fangmoles returned to lower depths, the
tunnels were left unguarded for a while.

You are an explorer in search of gold. You have made your
way into the tunnels, and your aim is to pick up as many gold
ingots as you can find. Movement is with the cursor keys.
Note that you have to hold the keys down for a moment before
there is a response. The only objects are gold ingots, and you
pick up an ingot by moving into the location containing it,
then holding down the 'T' key (take) until you hear a short
blip.

You must exit the tunnels within 300 seconds, and you do
this by moving on to a stairway symbol and pressing 'U' (for
up). Doors can be opened by moving towards the door and
pressing '0' (for open) when you are adjacent. Note that just
being next to a door is not enough, you have to move towards
it. Pressing the correct movement key for a second, as if to
move on to the door, ensutes that it will open when you press
the '0' key.

You score 50 points for each gold bar you find, but if you
fail to get out within the time limit, you lose 300 points.

TYPING IN THE LISTING

The Fangmole Tunnels listing should be typed and SAVEd
before testing, because if the machine code routine data in line
9710 is incorrectly entered you could crash the system.

The lines 9100-9145 and line 9200 contain user-defined
graphic characters, not normal capital letters. When you run
the program, the listing will alter to leave these lines as solid
graphics.
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EXPLANATION OF LISTING

10 CLEAR space for the machine code scrolling routine and
, goto initialize variables.

1000 Print man symbol and surrounding part of maze. To
stop you going too near the edge of the maze and crashing
the routine, there is a three-location thick wall around the
perimeter of the map.

uno Print any objects in nearest eight locations.
1050 Calls the machine code routine to scroll the lower third

of the screen, and prints on the lowest line.
1200-1290 You take a gold bar. y$ is the object ~rray, and

(y,x) your position. K is 1050 and so GOSUB K scrolls the
lower third of the screen and prints on the bottom line.

1800-1830 You move. This routine stops you walking into
walls and closed doors. b$ is the direction you last moved
m.

2000-2150 Enter command routine. 2050 deals with opening
doors, which are held in z$, the map array.

2200-2230 You try to exit the maze. If you are on a stairway,
you succeed. aim = 0, but in later expansions it can change
its value.

4000-41190 The main routine. All other subroutines are called
from this when play begins. ta is the time since you entered.
If ta > tb, the maximum time allowed (tb = 300), then the
game is ended with you losing 300 points.

7000-7050 Set up screen and assign starting values to
variables.

7500-7690 Print introduction and gosub set up maze pro-
cedures. a and b are the length and width of the maze in
'blocks'. See explanation of lines 9000-9220.

8000-8010 Setting up control routine. This gosubs all the
routines before the game starts.

8280-8508 Game ended, your points calculated, and a de-
duction of 300 points is made if you were over the time
limit.

9000-9228 Set up maze routine. The maze is constructed 0
square blocks, held in lines 9100-9140. Each of these con
tains a short section of corridor, or perhaps a room, an
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they are planned so that the corridors tend to join up
when two blocks are placed next to each other. Note that
the lines 9100--91'"' contain UOG letters, not normal
capitals. Lines 9000--9080set up a maze using a x b blocks.
Each block can be rotated in any direction, and reflected in
any direction, so that it has a maximum of eight
orientations. Blocks with lines of symmetry have fewer

Haze BUildjn~ Sections



Fangmole Tunnels 1 (Core Program): TheMaze
LISTING

10 CLEAR 32499: GO TO 8000
~000 INK 0: PAPER 5: PRINT AT 0,0;; FOR fmy-s TO y-1: PRINT zS(f,x-s TO x+s); NEXT f; PRINT ZSC!.I,x-s TO X-1); XNK R; PAPER 6;CHRS 148; INK 0; PAPER 5;zS(y,x+1 To x+s); FOR f=y+1 TO y+s; PRINTz$Cf,X-s TO x+s): NEXT f: RETURN
1010 FOR f.y-1-(S)4) TO y+1+(S)4
): FOR \;J=x-1-CS)4) TO x+1+(S)4):

IF ZSCf,9){)CHR. 149 THEN IF y.(f,9»" "THEN PAXNT AT s-y+f,s-
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orientations. With sixteen block spaces used, each filled
with anyone of eight blocks with up to eight possible
orientations, there is a very large number of possible
variations in the maze. Lines 9200-9220 put a border
around the maze of three characters thick to prevent you
escaping.

93110-93711Data for UDGs and routine to POKE them into
position. Some memory could be saved by removing the
commas, but it is easier to read the data in the format used.

94110-94511Puts ingots of gold throughout the maze. y$ (the
object array) could be smaller than z$ (the map) to miss out
the border, but this was found to unnecessarily complicate
printing the maze, taking of objects, etc.

95110-96111Some variables are initialized. Id and exp are the
number of ladders and explosives you have collected, and
are not used until the program is expanded. rs is your
resistance, again not used in the 16K version.

97110-97211POKEs machine code routine into RAM. This
routine scrolls the lower third of the screen up by one
character.

The Fangmole Tunnels~ 1984 5. RObert 5peel1 REM2 REM
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x +9 ; PAPER 7; rJ\lK1+ I..,~ Ir ,9) (..•..); BR IGHT (y$ I,,g) (..•..);CHR $ ICO
DE Y$ I' ,g) +100* (yS I' ,g) ( •••••»11320 NEXT g: NEXT I: RETURN
1050 LET a=USR 32500: PRrNT AT 21,O;: RETURN
1200 LET J~=COOE Y$IY,x): IF J~(151 THEN RETURN1210 GO SUB ~: PRINT "You have round ilgOld bar.": BEEP .1,101220 LET gOld=9old+l: PRINT AT :3
129;gold
121010 LET Y~IY,x)=" ": RETURN
lee0 LET b$=INKEY$: LET m=1: LeTx=x+'INKEY$""S" AND z$'\I,x+1) (CHR$ 146)-(rNKEY~="6" AND z$ly,x-l) (CHR$ 3.46)1610 LET y =Y + CINKEY$="6" AND z" Iy+:I.,x)(CHR$ :l.4-6)-IINKEY$="7"ANDz$(y-1,x) (CHR$ :1.46)1630 RETURN
2000 LET 1Il=0a1310 IF :INK~$>"4" AND :INKEY$("9..THEN GO SUB 1600: RETURN
2050 :IF :INKEY$="o" THEN LET Y1=.+lb$="6")-lb$="7"): LET x1=x+(b••..e ..)- Ib$="5"): :IFz$(y1,x:1.)",eH
••150 THEN LET z$(yl,xl)=CHR$ 145: GO SUB ~: PR:INT "You open thQ

door"2110 IF l:NKEY.="u" THEN GO SUB li22002120 IF INKEY •••..t•.THEN GO SUB :I.
200aU50 RETURN
2200 :IF Z$(Y,x) ()CHR$ 147 THEN Go SUB k: PRl:NT "You look lor anexit, but cannot ..: GO SUB k: PRl:NT "'ind one.": RETURN2210 GO SUB k: PR:INT "You use astairlllay to escape": GO SUB k: PRINT "'roil the subsystell."2220 FOR '.3.TO 20: BEEP .05,r:
NEXT I2230 l:NK 4: PAPER 0: CLS : GO TO6500+a iII.100



:INK5: PAPER 0:GO SUB 9300: ao
GO SUB 7500: GO T
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4-000LET "<I =0: LET ,.,.•=4-;LET s=3
: GO SUB 7000~010 LET ta.ta+1: GO ~UB 1000: I
F ta)tb THEN GO TO 8200+100*aim4040 GO SUB 1010: PRINT AT 5,25;
ta4060 INK 0: GO SUB 20004090 GO TO 4010
7000 LET tte=0: LET k=10507010 INK 0: PRPER 0: BORDER 0: C
L57020 FOR f=16 TO 21: PRINT AT f,0. PAPER S;TAB 31;" "; NEXT f7030 FOR f=0 TO 5: PRINT PRPER 4;AT f 1S.TAB 31: NEXT f704-0PRINT PAPER 5; INK l;AT 1,16,"Your res, = ";rs,AT 3,16, "GOld found = ";gold,AT S,18,"time -

'";ta7050 RETURN
7500 PRINT TAB 6; "I"ANGHOLE"••" Your aiJD:u

#7510 LET aill=0
7600 PRINT "You IIlUSt collaetas••any gOld ingots as you can, and escape before dawn, in 300
sees.'"7510 LET a=4: LET b=4: GO SUB 90
007620 GO SUB 94-007630 GO SUB 9500764-0LET tb-300
7660 FOR (=1 TO 6: LETz$(:I.S.RND.16,16+RNO.1S)cCHR$ 147: NEXT f7670 LET x=23: LET y=23: FOR f=lTO 5: IF Z$(Y,x) >CHR$ 147 THEN
LET x=x+l: NEXT f7690 BEEP ,01,20: NEXT f: RETURN
8000 RANOOHIZEBORDER 2: CLSSUB 97006010 LET ta=0:a 4000
8200 FOR f=l TO 20: BEEP .0S,r:BEEP .05,-f: NEXT f: PAPER 0: IN
K 3: CLS62:1.0PRINT" Your tillleis up, and you did not escape."
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6220 PR.INT "You get -300 pointsfor not escaping,": L~ pt.-
3008230 PR.INT '''Yoo (oond ",goldi"gold bars ..•..and ge.t "igold.50;"
pOints", LET pt"'Pt+gold;l-50824-0 PR.INT "Total Points = "iPt:STOP
6500 PRJ:NT ..You e.scape.dfrom tl>e SUbsllstelll.":LET Pt,.0: GO TO e
230

9000 RANDOHJ:ZE : DJ:H Z$la.?+6,b.7+6): PRJ:NT AT S,10,"Setting op
maze"9010 FOR (=0 TO a-I: FOR 9=0 TOb-1: PRINT AT 10,0ifi9: GO SUB 9100+5*J:NT (RNO*4-)+30.(RNO<.5)9020 L~ x-l+6.(RND>.5): L~ yc1+&.(RNO>.S)Q030 LET to=l: L~ r(=(RNO>.S)
~a4-0 FOR h",xTO X+6*5GN (2-X) 5TEP SGN (2-xl: FOR i=y TO y+8*SGN(2-y) STEP SGN 12-y): :IF rf THEN LET SW=I>: LET I>-i: LET i=sw9050 LET Z.(f*7+1>+3~9*7+i+3),.x.(to); LET to:tO+1: J:r rf THEN LET

SIII-h: LET h-i: L~ iaSw9060 NEXT i: NEXT I>9070 BEEP ,05,1090S0 NEXT 9: NEXT f9090 GO TO 9200
9100 LET x$."FFFAFFFFFFRFFFFFFAFFFRRRAAAAFFFAFFFFFFAFFFFf<FAFf"F" :RETURN\;)105LET x$="FFFRFFFFRRRFFFf<RFFF"FRAFAAAAFFFRFFFFFFAFFFFFFRFFF",

RETURN9110 LET .'l($="FFFGFFFFFARRFFFFFFFFFAAAAAARFFFAFFFFFFAFFFFFFRFFF" :RETURN9115 LET x$c"FFFAFFFFRFRFAFFRGRFAFFAFAGAFFRFRFRFFFFAFFFFFFAJ"FF":RETURN
'il130LET x$="FFFRFFFFRRRFFFFRFRAAFAAFFFRAFAFARRFFRAAFFFFFFAFFF" :RI!TURN9135 LET x$="FRARFFFFAFFFFFFAFRAAFAAGARAFFAFAARPFA!Ef'FFFFAAAFFF" :RETURN
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914.0 LET X$="FFFAFFFFFARRRRFFFGFFAFFAARFAFFRRAFFFFFGFFFFFFAFFF",

RETURN91.4-5LET x.="FFFRF~FFFRGFFFFFFRAFGRAFARFFRAFARFFRGAGFFFFFAFPP":
RETURN

9:'00 LET a$="FFFFF": LET bS=a$:FOR 1=1 TO b*2: LET b$=b$+a$: NEXT I: FOR '=1 TO a*7+3: LET z$ll, TO 3)=a$: LET Z$(I,b*7+3 TO ).as: NEXT f: FOR 9-1 TO 3: LET Z$(g)=b.: LET Z.la*7+7-g)=b.: NEXT
9~20 BEEP .5,5: RETURN
9300 RESTORE 9300: DATA "195,129,000,000,000,000,129,195,219,219,1.95,090,066,21.9,195,219,255,196,129,129,129,129,195,255,127,0669g~~'g~fA0~~5g~~5g~iig~~2~,1e~,1
a5,040,108,219,255,118,223,261,110,255,219,"9320 DATA "255,19i5,11!19,11!1Sl,11!19,169,195,256,000,000,063,067,253,134-,262,000,000,036,060,036,060,036 ,060 ,036,•.
9350 LET a.=..••: FOR '=1 TO 3: READ b$: LET a$=a$+b$: NEXT f: LETb$=u .,
9360 LET h=l: FOR 1=144 TO 152:FOR 9=O TO 7: LET a=VAL a.(h TOh+2): POKE USR CHR$ 1+9,a: LET h=h+4-:NEXT 9: NEXT f9370 BEEP 1,10: RETURN
9400 PR:INT AT 10,4;"Filling ••zttwith obJects": DJ:MY$(a.7+6,b.?+6): FOR 1=4 TO a.7+3: FOR 9=4 To b.7+3: :IFRNDf.B THEN NEXT 9:
NEXT ,9430 LET Y$(f,9)=CHR$ 151: NEXT9: BEEP .01,0: NEXT ,9450 BEEP 1,30: RETURN
geee PR:rNT "rn itia l va I iables":LI!Td•••••••: LI!T go ld=0:
96ae LET ld=0: LET It=0
ge30 LET expa89660 LI!T Is.4: LET .a=09600 PRP~ 0: BORDER 0: CL$
96Ul RETURN
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9?00 RESTORE 9710: ~ET ha1: RERD
B$: ~OR f=3Q580 TO 32530; POKEr,VAL a.(h TO h+R}: ~ET h2h+4: N

EXT f9710 DATA "033,032,080,017,000,080,062,008,001,224,009,237,176,O14,032,237,074,079,062,000,006,032,018,,019,016,0-4,121,061,032,-
S~2~01i~RN
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HINTS ON PLAY

It may take you a little while to get used to the movement
system, and to opening doors. Remember to keep an eyc on
the time, and remember also in which direction the nearest
exit is. When exploring rooms, you do not have to look all
around for objects, but can stay one location away from the
walls, and thus save time.

ADDITION!
gives FANGMOLE TUNNELS 2
The Miners

Sincc thc tunnels were deserted, many people have been there
to collect and mine the gold. The new situation is that there
are fewer gold ingots around, but quite a lot of exploders being
used by the miners to excavate.

TO PLAY

Your objective is the same as before - to get as much gold as
possible and exit within 300 seconds. However, exploders are
now lying around, and these can be taken in the same way as
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gold. Exploders are used to get you to places which would
otherwise be difficult or impossible to reach.

To use an exploder, you put it down by pressing the 'P' key.
There will be a message telling you to run, and you will hear a
high-pitched bleeping. This is the warning for you to get
away. You may have between two and ten seconds to escape
before the exploder blows up. When the explosion occurs, a
random blast will be produced, destroying walls and corridors
and objects alike. If you are hit, you die, and you not only end
the game early, but also lose 400 points. However, with a bit
of luck and skill, you can blast your way through to anywhere
you want to go. But do not try to use explosives near the edge
of the maze - if you could go into the border the program
would crash, and if the exploder destroys any of the border,
the blast kills you too!

By pressing the '}' key for inventory, you are told how many
exploders you have. You are also told that you have 0 ladders,
which are used in the next version of the game.

You may notice that the mazes have even more variety now,
as an extra two possible blocks have been added.

Your res. = .•.
GO let found ••.•.

t1.e • 87

ou ha",. found an ttlCPloettrOU ha",. found • ~old barou h.",. foun •• a 90ld barou open the doorau 5et an 4I:xPloder
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TYPING IN THE LISTING

Type in Addition 1 and SAVE it. LOAO original program,
Fangmole Tunnels, and MERGE Addition 1. SAVE the
complete program. Note that you must not RUN the original
program before MERGEing Addition 1, as the original pro-
gram CLEARs the memory to an area too small to run the
expanded program.

Remember that lines 9120 and 9125 contain UOGs.

EXPLANATION OF LISTING

10 This program now needs a 48K Spectrum, so CLEAR is
no longer used.

1050 The machine code is now stored at address 60000, to
prevent it being overwritten by the basic program.

1218-1240 You may find explosives as well as gold.
1508-1570 You set an exploder. This routine takes over from

the one at 4000 while there is an exploder getting ready to
blow up, so you can still collect objects. If you are destroyed
in the blast, you lose 400 points.

1708-1720 Inventory. Tells you how many exploders and
ladders you have.

2108-2138 Extra commands 'po for put exploder, 'I' for in-
ventory.

7628-7690 Addition to starting routine to include exploder in
the maze, and extra gold.

8918-8958 Another game offered. This means you do not
have to wait while the machine code is re-poked and the
UOGs defined.

91188-9288 A thicker border is included as a preparation for
the next addition. Two new maze block types are included,
and the block selector modified. Remember to type graphic
characters for lines 9120, 9125 and 9200 statement 1.

9338-9368 New UOGs are needed.
9488-9440 Exploders as well as gold are put in the maze.
9788 The machine code has been moved to address 60000.
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Fangmole Tunnels 2: TheMiners
LISTING

1 R~M The ~.n9.ole TunnelSAddn 12 REM ~ 1984 a. Robert Speel10 GO TO S000
1080 LI!T .••USR 600ll1ll1: PR l:NT FrT 121,0;: RETURN
1210 GO 5UB k: PRl:NT "You have 1ound .";("n" AND c.(Jk-150,1) •..•
~~k;~~c~~~l5t5'~~NBE~ 9~(~~90l
d+1: PRl:NT FrT 3,29;90ld: GO TO 129011240 l:~ Jk-183 TH~N LET exp.exp+
1

1500 :EF exp.0 TH~ GO 5UB k: GO&ue k: PRJ:NT "You can"t do that.": GO SUB k: RETURN1510 GO 5UB k: PRJ:NT "You Slrt anexploder": LET exp"exp-1: LET epx.x: LET ePY"II: LET tte=B+J:NT (l;'!ND.S):GO SUB 1050: PRJ:NT "Run I
1520 GO &UB 100.: GO &UB 1010: Go &UB a.00: B~~P .1,40: LET tte.tte-1: LET ta.ta+1: :EF ttt>. THE
N GO TO 1520 '~~?r,~~~gE ~~1P~~~:A[ef1a~b~10
60000: NEXT f: FOR f-~ TO 20: BEEP ,05 -20: BEEP ••6,-3.: NEXT ,1640 F6R I.epx-1 TO epx+1: FOR g.epll-1 TO epu+1: J:FRND<,~ THENLET %'(9,1)." ": LET ..,'(g,I)." ..
1550 J:F '.x AND g.y OR 1<6 OR ,>b1.7+5 OR 9<6 OR 9>a1.7+5 THeN ~OR 1.11-1 TO y+1: PRJ:NT FrT 541+' L
5-1'" ", NEXT f: GO SUB k: PR;a;NT ~YOu are destroyed in the bl.st,": BEEP 2,0: LET pt ••-400: J:NK
2, PAPER 0: eLl!>: PRl:NT """'8\0.n up, ••-400 points": GO TO 823e1570 NEXT g: NEXT f: RETURN

1700 ~OR ,=1 TO 5: LI!T a=USR Be0
1i10:NEXT I
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1710 PRINT AT 16.l;Ii"INV~NTORY"'"You have: ";exp;" txPlosives"iTAB 15;ldi" laddtrs"1720 GO TO 1000
2100 IF INKEV ••••i••TH~N GO SUB 17008130 IF :rNKI!Y••••p ••AND NOT .a THEN GO TO 1300
7620 L~ e••2S: LET J1.151: LeTJ2.2: GO SUB 9~00?6~0 LET tb.300: PRINT AT 10.10;"Uait • bit .or ••••
7680 FOR '.IS TO 30: FOR 9=6 TO 30: IF RND(.05 THEN ~ y.I'.9).CHR. 1517690 NEXT 9: BEEP .01.20: NeXT ,: RETURN
B2~0 GO TO Sg0.
8910 PRINT ••"TOTAL POINTS: ..•i P t8920 PR:rNT ••••Another ga••? Iy/n)..
8930 L~ a$.:INKEY.: :IFa••"y" THEN CLEAR : GO TO 801069~0 :IFa••"n" THEN PAPER 7: :rNK0: BORDER 7: CL5 : STOP89150 GO TO 8930
9a00 RANDOH:IZE : D:IH Z.la.7+10fb.7+10): LET a1-.: LET b1-b: PR NT AT 8 10;"Setting up .aze"9010 F6R '=0 TO .-1: FOR g-0 TOb-1: PR:INT AT 10L0i'i9: GO SUB 9100+5*:INT IRND.1~)9020 LET x=1+6*IRND>.(5): LET y.1+6* IRND> .5)9050 LET Z.I'*7+h+5L9*7+i+51-X.Ito): LET to-to+l: J:r rf THEN LeT~.-h: LET h-l: LET l-SW
9120 L~ x••••••FFf'FFFFF••FAAFFFFFAAFAAAFFGFFPAAAAPFFFAFFFFFFAFFF":RETURN9125 LET x••••FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFAAAAAFGAAAAAFFAAAAAFFFFGFFFFFFAFFF":RETURN
9:200 LET a••••,.••••FF ••: LET b•••• :
FOR '.1 TO b.2: LeT be-b.+a.: NEXT ,: FOR (.1 TO a.7+~: LET Zal(, TO 5).a.: LET z.lf,b.7+6 TO ).
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a.: NEXT ,: FOR g-l TO 5: L.ET z.(g)-b.: LET zS(a*7+11-9)=b.: NEX
T 9
'>1330DATA "000, 011il,0UI ,048 ,048 ,048,048,000,000,068,056,056,056,036,068,0l!l0,000,040,000,084,016,016,016,000,"
9330 L.ET a••.•.•' "OR '-1 TO 4: READ b*: LET a.=a.+b.: NEXT ,: L.ETb•• :r ••
9360 L.ET hal: "OR '-144 TO 155:FOR g_0 TO 7: L~ a-VAL a.(h TOh+2): POKE U5R CHRS f+9,a: L~ h-h+4: NEXT 9: NEXT f
9400 PRXNT AT 10.l4; ••••.i IIi ng •• z.
lII1th ObJects": 1)1'" IIS(a.7+10,b*7+10): "OR f=6 TO a.7+3, "OR 9-6TO b.7+S: XF RND(.8 THEN NEXT g: NEXT I9430 LET yS(f,gl-CHRS (lil*rNT(RND.J2)+Jl): NEXT 9: 8EEP .01,0: NEXT I9440 DXH C.(5I.BI, LET C.lll="gold ba •..••: L.ET c.(3) =.••xplod ••...•

Q700 RE5TORE 9710: L.ET h-l, READas: "OR f_60000 TO 60030: POKEf,VAL. a.(h TO h+S): L.ET hah+4: N
EXT f

ADDITION 2
gives FANGMOLE TUNNELS 3
Pits and Snakes

Time has passed and the fangmole tunnels are becoming less
hospitable. The ground is less steady, and using explosives is
more dangerous. There are bottomless pits in the corridors.
Rattlesnakes have moved in and lurk in wait of prey.
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TO PLAY

There are pits now, and if you try to move on top of one you
fall down it and die. To get over a pit, you need a ladder.
Ladders are now scattered around the mazes, and can be taken
as normal. The put command has altered slightly. Type 'P'
and you are asked 'Put down what?' Then type 'E' for ex-
ploder, or 'L' for ladder. If you put down a ladder while
adjacent to a pit, the ladder will automatically be placed over
the hole. If not adjacent to a hole, the ladder will be put down
in the location that you are in. If you are next to more than one
hole, north has priority over east in the placing of ladders, east
over south and south over west.

Using an exploder can now lead to an earthquake, which
produces pits randomly over a fairly wide area. These pits may
be filled in by more explosions, but be wary of getting
trapped!

A new hazard is the rattlesnake. These can be seen at the
same distance as objects, and unless stepped on they will
ignore you. They tend to block your way down a passage or
across a room so that you cannot avoid them. If you step on a
rattlesnake, your resistance (shown on the top right of the
screen) decreases by 1. If your resistance reaches 0, you die.
Fortunately, sacks of food left by other adventurers are dis-
tributed around the maze, and when you take one of these
(same command as for gold, etc.), your resistance is increased
by 1.

Another change is your ability now to carry on even after
being killed. If you die, either from an explosion, falling down
a pit, or from a snakebite, you are resurrected. Your resistance
goes back to 4, but things are otherwise unchanged. However,
you are penalized by the loss of 160 points for each resurrec-
tion.

TYPING IN THE LISTING

Type in the listing Addition 2 and SAVE it. LOAD Fangmole
Tunnels 2, and MERGE Addition 2, to get the new version.
SAVE it.
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EXPLANATION OF LISTING

1239-1250 Taking ladders and food. 1d is the number of
ladders you have, rs is your resistance.

1309-1340 Put routine modified to cope with both ladders
and exploders.

1409-1420 You put down a ladder. If there is a hole next to
you, put a ladder over it. If not, put the ladder down where
you are.

1559-1590 If you are killed by blast, go to resurrection
routine. 20 per cent chance exploder starts earthquake.

1820 You fall into a pit.
3009-3030 You walk on a snake. Your resistance is reduced

by 1, and if0, you die.
4050 Check for presence of snake.
4230 Resurrection.
7609-7680 Various variables changed to give larger maze, and

longer playing time.
8900 Points lost for resurrection.
9349-9360 Extra UDGs.
9419-9430 Alterations to put different objects in y$, and pits

in z$. Also puts snakes in y$.

Fangmo1e Tunnels 3: Pits and Snakes
LISTING

1 REM The ~ang.ole TunnelsAddn aa REM 0 1ge~~. Robert Speel
1Q30 rF Jl.1SQ THEN LET ld-ld+1;GO TO 1ag01280 r~ Jl.184 THEN LET rs=rs+1;GO SUB k: PR%NT "You eat, and 9at stronger."iAT 1,28; rs

1300 GO SUB l: PRXNT "Put do.n "
hilt7"1310 X~ XNKEY ••..l..AND ld)0 THEN

GO TO 14001320 XF XNKEY ••••l" RND lel.1ll THEN
GO l:>UB l; PRINT "You can' t dO thilt."; GO TO 1e0e
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1330 :IF :INKEY•••.e .•THEN GO TO 15
001340 GO TO 1310
~400 LET ld.ld-1: BEEP .1,-5: GO5UB k: PR:INT "You put dOlilna ladder.": GO SUB k1410 L~ a••••1SS11001 ••: FOR 9.1TO 7 5TEP la: :IF z.(y~VAL a.(g+1J-1,x+VAL a.(9) -1) <>..•.•THEN NEXT9: LET y.(y,x)-CHR. 152: RETURN
1420 L~ Z$(y+VAL a$(g+1)-1,X+VAL a.(g)-l)=CHR. 146: LET Y$(y+UAL a.(g+1)-1,x+VAL .$(g)-1)=-" ":RETURN
1550 :I" , -x AND 9 -y OR , (6 OR f>b1*7+5 OR 9<6 OR 9>a1*7+6 THEN FOR '=11-1 TO 11+1: PR:INT AT s-y+' Ls -1" .• ": NEXT ,: GO SUB k: PR;a;NT ~You are destrolled in the blast.": BEEP 1,0: GO TO 42301570 NEXT g: NEXT ,: XI" RNO<.e THEN RETURN
11580 fEOR '=1 TO 3: LET a=USR 60000: NEXT ,: PR:INT AT 18 0; "You have started a •• all t.rth- quakeI Ch~S.S appear in the groun
d •••1590 FOR '=1 TO 2+RND.10: LET a=:INT IRND*7): LET b-:INT IRHD*?):LET Z$ leplI-3+a,epx-3+b) =••••.: LET
:y!~~~N3+il ,epx -3+b) "," ": NEXT ,
le20 :IFZ.(V,X) ••••.••THEN GO suek: PRINT AT 20,0;'You fall intoa chas. and plunge to your death•": BEep 1,0 : GO TO 4S30
3000 BeEP .S -503010 GO sue k: PR:INT "You step 0n it rattlesnake''': GO SUB k: PRXNT ":It bites you ••••.30S0 LET r.-"5-1: PRXNT AT 1,28;rs: IF r5<1 THEN GO SUB 1050: PRXNT "You di••••: GO TO 42303030 RETURN
4050 XI" 1I.IY.x).••.g••THEN GO SUB3Q100
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4230 GO SUB k: FOR f.1 TO 50: BEEP ,01,': Nl!XT ,: PRXNT "Press I!NTER for ressurection": XNPUT .,.:LET rt=rt+1: LET ztly,X) =CHA$144: LET IItly,X)=" ": GO TO 4000
7500 PRXNT "Vou .ust collect .s.any gold nuggets as you canLand escape before dawn, in B0~
.acs.'.71510 LET a=B: LET b=5: GO SUB 90
007620 LET c=.25: LET J1-161: LET
J2=4: GO SUB 9400
7540 LET tb=500: PRXNT AT 10,10;"Uait a bit IDore,"7ee0 FOR f.e TO 40: FOR 9=15TO 40: :IFRND<.06 THEN LET y$(',9).0
HR' 151
e900 PR:INT ••.. ";rt ••• resurrections, ••.•.-1150*rt;"pts. ": LET pt.
pt -16liHri

9340 DATA "000,034,028,126,126,0215,034,000,000,064,192,033,073,08S,0eS,034,000,03B,109,024,066,~00 064 032,000,"9350 LET a.= ....: FOR '=1 TO 5: AI!AD be: LET a$=a'+b': NEXT ,: LETb••••••
93150 LET h=1: FOR f=144 TO 158:FOR 9=0 TO 7: LET a=VAL .elh TOh+Q): POKE USR CHR$ f+9,&: LET h=h+4: NEXT g: NEXT f

9410 :IFRND<.05 THEN LET Z$lf,9)
= "''': NEXT 9: NEXT f940 XF RND<c THEN LET V'lf,9)."9": NEXT g: BEEP ,01,1: NEXT ,9430 LET 1I$lf,g).CHRS (XNT IRND.42}+JU: NEXT 9: BEEP .01,0: NEX
~4~:r~~HL~(~.'~i=~d~::~~=~~l
c$(3)=".XPlOder": LET c'(4)="foOdsack"

illNTS ON PLAY

The easiest mistake in this version is to step on a ratt1esnak
and watch while your resistance goes 4 . . . 3 . . . 2 ...
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I ... 0. If you have to step on a rattlesnake, do get off it
quickly. The addition of earthquakes should make you more
cautious in your use of exploders.

With 500 seconds, you have plenty of time to move into
most parts-of the maze, and it is a good idea to try to move in a
wide circle, never retracing your path. This means you will
come across more objects.

ADDITION 3
gives FANGMOLE TUNNELS 4
Bats and Torches

Gradually, bats have colonized the Fangmole Tunnels. These
bats hate light and will attack anyone carrying torches. With-
oui a torch, you can only see two locations in any direction.

TO PLAY

Torches are now strewn around the maze, and when you find a
torch your view of the maze increases by one location in each
direction. The maximum seeing distance is five locations,
when you can also see objects and snakes at a distance of two
locations away.

Bats pursue you in order to capture your torches, one at a
time. A bat pursues for ten seconds, and emits a high-pitched
squeak. If the bat fails to catch you in ten seconds, it will fly
off. Bats have a distressing ability to fly through cracks in the
walls, but as tltey have difficulty in turning corners they may
just hover a little way from you without attacking.

The new aim now is to get out of the maze via a single exit
somewhere to your southeast. You must do this in as short a
time as possible. You start with five exploders to help you get
through, and you get extra points for each exploder you escape
with - including those which you find on the way. The com-

IL,\.•.••-IO
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puter chooses randomly between the two possible aims, and
alters the size of the map and the objects on it accordingly.

TYPING IN THE LISTING

Type in Addition 3 and SAVE it.
LOAD Fangmole Tunnels 3 and MERGE Addition 3 to get
the new program.
SAVE it.

EXPLANATION OF LISTING

12611 You pick up a torch. s is the number of locations that
you can see away.

411311 Check ifbat attacks.
431111-43911 A bat attacks. The bat is initially placed some

distance away from you and its attack path is calculated so
that it will follow a straight path without hesitation but be
poor at turning corners.

441111-44511 The bat grabs a torch, the top left of the screen is
cleared, and redrawn one size smaller. The minimum dis-
tance of sight is two locations in each direction, as this
corresponds to unaided vision.

7510 Select one of two possible aims.
762&--76511 m2 is the possibility of a bat attacking. j2 is the

range of objects, and j1 is the character code of the fIrst
object.

770&--77911 Alternative aim. A single exit is in the southeast of
the map, which is extended in the east-west direction, and
you start in the northwest corner.

8816-8620 Your points are calculated. You get 2 points for
every second less than 500 you took to escape (negative if
you took longer), and 20 for each exploder you are carrying.

9440 Complete list of objects.
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Fangmole Tunnels 4: BalS and Torches
LISTING

1 R~H The ~angaole TunnelsAddn 32 A~H e 1984 S. RObert Speal
1260 I~ Jk-155 THeN IF .<6 THeNLET ••• +~: GO sue k: PR:rNT "Youcan ••• 'urther now."
4030 IP RNO<a2 TH~N GO TO 4300
4380 "OR '.1 TO 10: LET X4=X+INTt2+RNo*2J.SGN IRND-.5): LET ~4.Y+INT 12+RNo.a).SON lRNo-.S): IFZ.I~4,X4)CHR. 147 THEN NEXT ,:GO TO 4040
43111100 SU8 k: PRINT "A bat sa.syour light & attacks"
432111"OR '-1 TO 1111:8~~P .lllS,40+RNo.20: N~XT ,
4330 FOR •• 1 TO 10: LET d••Z$ty4,X4): LET Z.ly4,X4).CHR. 158: GOSU8 10111111:Co SU8 111110434111PRINT AT 5,25ita: INK 0: GOSUB 2000
4350 LET Z.IY4,X4).d.4360 LET yS.~4+1~4<Y)-IY4)Y)+IRNO<.1)-IRNO<.1): LET x5.x4+IX4<x)-lx4)x)+tRND<.1)-tRND<.1): XI"'"ZSly5,x6) <CHRS 149 THEN LET y4=INTyS: LET X.•.••INT XS: IF x=x'" ANDyey4 TH~N GO TO 44004370 ee~p .06,50+.: N~XT It4380 GO sue k: PR.xNT "The bat ,inalLy 'Lie. 0"."4390 LET ZS(Y4,X4).d.: GO TO 401o
4400 00 SU8 k: PRINT "The bat graba a'torch & 'lies": GO SU8 k:PRINT "o"triu.Phantly"4410 LET 5.5-1.(s>21: GO sue 4460: 00 TO 4818
4450 FOR '.lllTO 10: PRXNT AT ',0, PRP~R 0;" ": NEXt ,: 00 SUB 1000: GO SUB 1010: R
!!TURN

7510 LET ai•• INT IRNO.2): GO TO7600+81_.180
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?e20 LET e_.2S: LET J1=151: LETJ2.S: GO sue g400
7ee0 LET a1-.01: LET a2-.02
7700 PRXNT "You au••t reach the exit, to the south •••t, as qUiclLy .s you can ~ith alF.,.any exploders as vou can."7710 LET ••4: LET b.7: GO SUB 90
887720 LET c=.2B: LET J1=152: LET
J2=4: GO SUB 94-007738 GO SUB gBee: LET exp.5: WETtb.1ee
7740 LET .1 ••01: LET .2 ••017750 LET z.C30,S1)aCHR. 14777S0 LET x.g: LET V.g7790 RETURN
8500 PRXNT " You have fina llv esC.D.d."~#" YoU tOOk ..;ta;" sees ••• "0 1000-t.a.2;" pts.": LET pt=1e
00-ta.28eUIL PRXNT "You have ";exp;" exp
lode rs •••.. ; a)(p .am; up ts • II: LET P t.pt+exp.208620 GO TO ag0e
9440 DXH c. (S Ell: LET c. (1)."go ld bar": LET C$(SI."ladder": LETc.(3)."eXPloder": LET c.(4) ••..fOOdsack": LET c.(S)."torch"

HINTS ON PLAY

The best way to avoid bats is by keeping a thick wall between
you and them, so they will just flutter in one spot. The game
slows down a bit when you see further, because more of the
arrays z$ and y$ have to be printed each turn, but the ability to
see over long distances gives you a much greater scope for
intelligently planning your explorations.

With the new aim, you may find yourself in a cut-off
portion in one corner of the maze. You will need to use your
exploders to blast your way through to the main section of the
maze. Seeing long distances is especially useful in deciding
which paths will take you furthest east.



ADDITION 4
gives FANGMOLE TUNNELS 5
(The Complete System)
F angmoles Attack

Finally, the fangmoles return to the maze to feed on the rich
crop of adventurers who wander in search of treasure. There is
no known defence against a fangmole; flight is your only
chance. The fangmole has a short attention-span, and often
gives up a chase fairly soon. If it does not give up, you are
doomed, for a fangmole can dig a tunnel through solid rock as
fast as you can run ....

TO PLAY

This is the complete Fangmole Tunnels program, and at last
you will meet the fangmoles themselves. Fangmoles start to
pursue you from a distance away, and you hear them before
you see them. A fangmole may give up pursuing you almost
immediately, or it can follow you for more than thirty seconds.
If you flee up a dead end - tough luck. You may stop to take
objects as you flee, but this is not usually worthwhile.

The computer can now select three possible aims for you.
The first two are as for the game so far. The new one gives you
800 seconds in an extra-large maze to collect as many gold
bars, ladders and exploders as you can lay your hands on.

One other addition is a help command. Pressing the 'H' key
gives you a list of all the commands. This is useful when you
return to the game after a long absence!

TYPING IN THE LISTING

Type in the listing Addition 4, SAVE it and LOAD Fangmole
Tunnels 4. MERGE Addition 4 and finally SAVE the com-
plete program.

List the program and see how long it has become - you may
be surprised!
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EXPLANATION OF LISTING

16116-16111Help command.
21411If 'H' key pressed, do help routine.
411211Checks if fangmole attacks.
41116-4180 A fangmole pursues you. The fangmole gives a

warning beep each go which is useful as it starts off-screen.
Otherwise you might not notice it before being pounced on!
The fangmole routine takes over from the routine at line
4000. Although the time is updated, it is not printed, so
that when a fangmole gives up the chase, the time display
will jump several seconds while the routine at line
4000comes back into control. The fangmole has a 5 per cent
chance of giving up the chase each go, so there is roughly a
40 per cent chance that it will depart within the first ten
seconds.

4206-42211 The fangmole gets you. A message is printed, a
nasty noise made - the victory cry of the hunting fangmole
- and you go straight to resurrection.

75111There are three possible aims now.
78116-78911The new aim. A 36-block maze- the largest used-

and extra gold is put in. There are less snakes than usual,
but there is a good possibility of being attacked by
fangmoles and bats.

84116-87111Your points score for the new aim. You get 40
points per gold bar, 15 points per ladder and 25 points per
exploder found.

Fangmole Tunnels 5 (Complete System): FangmolesAttack
LISTING

~ REM The ~.n9.ole Tunnels
Addn 4a REM e ~QB4 S. Robert Speel

1600 FOR 9~ TO 6: GO SUB 1050:NEXT 9: PRXNT AT 1e5,0;"Co••• ndS:5,6,7,8 to .ove"-"o to open adoor, t to t.ke'" "p to put; fOIIowed bV the first letter 0 the
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obJect.s n••••.••.•u '0("up, .•• i '0
i" invan."1610 GO TO 1000
2140 J:F J:NKEY$="h" THEN GO SUB 1
e00

4020 J:FRND<.1 THEN GO TO 4100
4100 LET .a ••1: GO SUB k: PRJ:NT "A Fang.ole has scented you •••••:FOR '.1 TO 6: BEEP .06,10: NEXT,
4110 LET x3=x+4.SGN (27.5-xl: LET y3=y+4.SGN 127.B-V14:120 LET z$ly3,x31 =CHR$ :156: GOSUB 1000: LET ta=t••+14130 GO SUB 1010: PRXNT AT B,2B;
ta4140 XNK 0: GO SUB 2000
4:150 LET zSIY3,x31-eHRS 1••.••.41&0 J:FRNO<.9 THEN LET y3=y3+(\13<W AND x.xSI-(y3>y AND x=xSJ: LET x3=x3+IX3<xl-IX3)XI: J:Fx-x3AND Y.Y3 THEN GO TO 42004170 BEEP .01f10: J:FRND<.9B THEN GO TO 4120+40.(RND<.1!4180 GO SUB k: PRJ:NT "The Fang.ole ti("es and go.s.": LET aa-0:LET ••USR 60008: LET Z$ly3,x31=CHRS :144: GO TO 40:10
4~:'y;~.~~~~3i~g~.g~:u~4t~0~
GO 5U~ 10:104210 GO SUB k: GO SUB k: PRXNT RT 20,0;"The Fang.ole springs onyou & riPS you in t.o."4220 FOR '=1 TO 3: FOR 9=1 TO :10: BEEP .05,-B0: BEEP .05,30-g: NEXT g: NEXT f
7310 LET al.-ZNT IRND.3!: GO TO7600+ai •• 100
?S01l1PRXNT "You .ust find as .any obJects as YOU can, and escape.ithin 800 secs."7810 LET 01=6: LET b=6: GO SUB 90
007820 LET C=.15: LET J1=1B1: LETJa-5: GO SUB 94-0078318 GO SUB 930fl1
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7840 L~ tb.800: LET .1 ••02: L~.2=.0a
7650 ~OR '-1 TO 10: L~ z$(21+RNO*21,21+RNO*21)=CHR$ 147: NEXT ,7860 LET x_21+XNT (RND*21): LETy=21+XNT (RNO.21): XF zt(Y,x)CH
RS 148 THEN GO TO 76607890 RETURN
8••.00 PRZNT " You did not e.sc.P.in ti•• , a. you gat "i: LET pt.-10e-lta+tb) .5: PRl:NT pt; "pts."8••.1e PR:J:NT••••You found "'gold'"go ld bars •••...go ld.40; ••Pts": Lf!!.
T Pt.Pt+90ld •••.ee.•.a0 PRXNT 'TAB Si ld;" ladders •••••.ld.15' "pts": LET pt.=pt+ld*158••.30 PR:INT 'TAB 5;exp'" exploder
s •.... ;.xp.as;"pts": LET pt=pt+ex.p.as8••.••.0 GO TO 6900
8700 PR:J:NT••You have exited t.h.TunnelS within t.he.required
tl •••..8710 LET pt.•• : GO TO 8410

HINTS ON PLAY

Fangmoles are easily your greatest threat and it is sensible to
know where to flee to if you are suddenly attacked. Having to
stop to open doors when trying to run can be fatal. One good
point is that fangmoles eat snakes like normal moles eat
worms, so the snakes will not bite you if there is a fangmole
nearby.

The fangmoles often expose treasures as they dig, and it is
worthwhile backtracking along a fangmole's freshly dug
tunnel after it has given up the chase.

The new aim of collecting as many objects as you can means
that you should be less eager to 'waste' ladders on holes and
exploders' in order to reach tiny, isolated rooms. As the maze is
very large, you will need to keep a rough idea of the direction
in which exits are found, so that as the end of the 800 seconds
approaches, you can make a dash for a stairway.

Rather than the game just stopping when your time limit
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expires, you lose 100 points immediately, and 5 points per
second thereafter until you reach a stairway. Be very sure not
to strand yourself 10 passages away from the nearest exit with
only 5 seconds to go! I



9. Adding Graphics to
Adventure Programs

Adding graphics to a text adventure makes it more enjoyable
to play, and they can be used to make winning a special
occasion. Graphics may be informative - 'You meet a
glitchcreature' does not tell you much about it, but a picture of
it may give some clue as to whether you want to attack it or
not. Graphics can also enhance numerical data, as in Tribe,
where the addition of graphics to show living standards and a
graph of progress look better than just lines of figures.

There are three main types of graphics - user-defined
graphics, low-resolution graphics (block graphics) and high-
resolution graphics. They each have their own particularities
and are good for certain types of pictures.

1. User-defined Graphics
UDGs are used as symbols, small pictures, and in large blocks
to give a textured appearance. In the Fangmole Tunnels, the
picture is made entirely of UDGs, with different symbols for
objects, monsters and passages.

When using numerous UDGs, there are simple ways of
conserving memory. Never store UDG data as BIN
statements, as this is extremely wasteful.

Convert the binary forms of a UDG into decimal- just use
PRINT BIN l011l0 to give its decimal value. Even so, each
number in a DATA statement will occupy 5 bytes, not includ-
ing the commas, and therefore remains expensive in memory.
If you increase the length of each number to 3 digits by adding
leading zeros where necessary, and adding quotes at the begin-
ning and end of the list, the data becomes a string. This string
consists of groups of 4 bytes (3 character digits and a comma)
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which can be easily manipulated, and there is a substantial
saving of memory.

A further saving could be made by removing the commas,
but the listing becomes rather difficult to follow and to check
for errors, so this is usually avoided.

2. Low-resolution Graphics
Low-res or block graphics have the advantage of being easy to
form, easy to colour, and very suitable for landscapes,
buildings and backgrounds. The disadvantages are their
'chunky' appearance and lack of fine detail, which makes
them unsuitable for drawing monsters. They consume a
significant amount of memory - a picture covering half the
screen typically occupies between 250-350 bytes.

Low-res pictures are appropriate for use at the end of
adventures - as a 'reward' picture when you win. They can be
milled with UDGs or high-res DRAWing. However, having
dozens of low-res pictures in one adventure would be costly in
memory and lack the fine detail of high-res drawings.

3. High-resolution Drawings
Using high-res drawings, accurate pictures can be drawn of
monsters, buildings and objects with all the detail required. It
is time-consuming to colour in such drawings, and so I limit
myself to outline drawings - it hardly seems worth while to
wait three quarters of a minute for a picture to colour itself in
for the tenth time in one adventure.

The usual form of a line drawing consists of lines of DATA,
which is read in pairs of figures by a FOR-NEXT loop, e.g.,

DATA 1,2,3,-2,1,4,0,2,-3,1

etc.
LETa = I: FOR f = I TO 30: READ x,y: DRAW a • x, a
.y:NEXTf
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In this example, the variable a is 1 for the normal drawing. If
Let a = 2 is used, the drawing is doubled in size, if a = 3, it is
tripled, and so on. This is a very useful facility. Note however,
that non-integral values of a will not work, e.g., a = 3/2, as the
odd values of x and y will be rounded down in length.

The pictures can be moved around on screen simply by
changing the initial plotted position where the first line starts.
If necessary, using DRAW a • x, b • y with differing values of
a and b can elongate or compress a picture in one dimension.
Negative values, a = -1, b = -1, give reflected pictures.
This versatility of high-res drawings is one of their main
attractions.

One problem is the memory space occupied by a drawing. A
typical picture of a monster might involve 60-90 vector lines,
i.e., 120-180 numbers. If stored as numeric data, this means
each picture will take 500 bytes or more! This can be reduced
as for UDGs by enclosing the data in quotes. However, it
would be useful if a whole drawing could be represented as a
string just a few lines long.

For every picture, each line drawn is stored as x vector, y
vector. With most pictures, these lines are very short to give
the curves and details of the monster, landscape or object
being drawn. It would considerably reduce the memory con-
sumption if each pair of coordinates could be represented by a
single character. The following routines are a coder- convert-
ing DATA x,y pairs into single characters - and a decoder,
converting these characters into lines on the screen. The
routine has the advantage of being very short, so occupying
little memory itself. A typical picture becomes a string of
about three lines of characters - about 100 bytes. A more
complex picture may be five or six lines of characters, but this
still represents a considerable saving of memory.

The coder converts a DATA list starting at line 1000 into
characters in a string, n$, which is then printed. The DATA
list contains x and y vector pairs which may be numbers
between -4 and +5. The restriction is done to keep away
from unprintable characters and UDGs. In practice, there are
few straight lines longer than this in a drawing of a typical
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monster, but where necessary, two or more shorter lines have
to be drawn.

e000 REH Graphic Decoder800~ REH @ 5.Robert speel 1964
8010 RESTORE 2000: READ a,b,c,nS
: PLOT a,b8020 FOR f=l TO LEN n$: LET a1=CODE nSff): DRAW fINT fa1/10)-6)*c, (a1-(INT (a1/10)*10l-4l*c: NEXT f

9000 REM Graphic Coder9001 REM @ S.Robert Speel 1964,
9010 RESTORE 1000: LET nS•....; RE
AD a9020 FOR 1=1 TO a: BEEP .01,1: READ a1,a2: LET nS=n.+CHR$ Ila1+8
}*10+a2+4l: NeXT f
9030 PR.:INT Un$=ft"uin$; •••••.•.•

My decoder converts the string n$ inlO a drawing on the
screen. The parameters, a, b, c, are respectively the x and y
initial plotting position, and the magnification.

As an example, here is some data for a picture of a penguin,
shown below (perhaps suitable for the Island of lhe Penguins
scenario). 1010 is the uncoded data, and 2000 the coded data.
The string which is the fourth piece of data in line 2000 is the
one outputted by the coder as n$. The saving in memory is
obvious, and is even more than it looks due to changing from
numbers to string characters.

1000 REM PengUin data
1010 DATA 34L4,0,0,3,2,-3,0,4,1,
~,0,5~-~~4,-2,3,-~,2,-2,0,1,-2,-
1~0,1~1~-1,1,-1,-1,-S,-2,3,1,0,-
a,2'-~10,-4,1,-4,2,4,0,3,0,-3L-2
1-4,-1,.,e,4,-2,~,-~,-4,0,-4,2,-
4/1,-2,0,-3,-2,-1
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2000 DATA 100,80,4,"'YQXbYNCL@,.J
_K:r4sR9PZ UJIiI<NXAFPd,Q,?"

If you work out a picture, code it and then use a decoder, but
do not get your picture back, this will be because you have
inadvertently used a vector pair outside the -4 to +S limit.
The character produced by this vector pair will be decoded as
a different vector pair, and hence the drawing will be wrong.

When making your own drawing, it is easier to draw the
picture out first on blank paper, and then, when it looks right,
draw it on suitable scaled graph paper. A fairly rough outlined
drawing can be done on paper with ten or twelve lines to the
inch, more fmely detailed ones on paper with ten lines to the
centimetre.

When drawing on graph paper, it is not necessary to try to
fit the contours of the picture to the edges of squares - just
draw it naturally. When finished, make dots on the picture
wherever a drawn line crosses from one square to another.
These will be the points you use as your coordinates. Finally,
start at an easily recognized dot (typically the snout of a
monster drawing) and write down the x, y vectors to get you
from point to point on your picture.

These are the data for line 1010 (for a large drawing the data
will continue over several lines). Note that the first number in
line 1010 should be the total number of (x,y) vectors in the
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drawing. Run the coder to get n$ for line 2000, and put
suitable values at the beginning of line 2000 for a, band c,
e.g., 100, 100, 2. It is worth checking the decoding before
wiping out line 1010 and the coder to make sure you have
copied n$ correctly, and your vectors are in the -4 to +5
parameters.

The last thing to do is to adjust the first three numbers in
line 2000 to get the picture to the desired size and position,
and to make sure it does not go off-screen.

Typically, a simple picture such as the penguin shown takes
10-20 minutes to design, draw, input and code, making it easy
for you to add line drawings to any adventure.



10. Anarchic System

•

This system consists of three types of programs.
The first is the Player Program, which deals with
your inputted commands, fighting monsters and
describing your locations. The second is the

Scenario, of which there are four types, each containing the
data to set up the map, objects, and crearures for a particular
game. By MERGEing a scenario on to the Player Program,
you get a complete game. The final program is the Scenario
Maker. This lets you create your own scenarios, which can
then be used with the Player Program.
The Player Program is very long and complex. This is due to
the emphasis being on the adaptability of objects. All objects
can be used for fighting with, throwing at monsters, digging
with and even eating. This allows great freedom to the player
in the way in which he tackles the adventure.

Once you have typed in the Player Program, the scenarios
are very short and quick to type in. Various descriptions are
given in uncoded form in the scenarios, as these, being out of
context, will not in any way spoil the novelty of the adventure.
The. important part is mainly in the DATA in lines
802~310, which gives very little away except for the names.

The Scenario Maker need not be used until you want to
write your own scenarios. It asks a series of questions about
the places, objects and monsters in your scenario, and ends
with a list of the lines which you then have to type in.



_ ANARCHIC SYSTEM
_ PLAYER PROGRAM

TO PLAY

The Player Program cannot be used on its own, but has to be
MERGEd with one of the scenarios which follow or one of
your own scenarios. However, once MERGEd, all scenarios
will use the same command set.

Go north, south, east and west are as normal and can be
abbreviated. On entering a location, you are given its de-
scription - e.g., grassland, mountaintop - and a list of the
possible directions in which you may go. Sometimes there is a
special description for that location, which is also printed, and
you can repeat the description of where you are by using the
command 'look'. Any objects found there are also listed.

The 'take' and 'put' commands are more complex than
usual. A"maximum weight and volume of objects is given, so
you cannot take an object if it will overload you.

You can look at an object using 'look' followed by the name
of that object. This will tell you its height and depth, together
with any special description there might be. The command
'open' lets you see what is inside an object, but this only works
with a few objects: 'Open box' has a good chance of success,
'open sword' does not. There is no close command since there
is no practical reason why you should want to do this.

You can dig using 'dig with [object]', e.g., 'dig with axe'.
Some types of location - e.g., rocky ground - are too hard to
dig in, but where there is soft ground you can dig in search of
buried objects. There are three depths of hole you can dig. A
poorly shaped digger will only go a few centimetres down,
which will not uncover deeply buried objects. A better in-
strument, typically a plank or sword, may dig lf2 metre deep,
and an ideal object, such as a spade, can uncover every buried
object in a location, going 1 metre deep. Widely excavating
holes is also a good way of knowing where you have been
before.
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To regain resistance lost while fighting, you can eat small

objects. If they are classed as edible, you will recover. Eating
,objects like spades, small rocks or similar will merely waste
them, and some may actually be poisonous ....

You have a status command which lists the objects you are
carrying, the amount of gold you have, and roughly how
strong you are at present.

Fighting occurs whenever you meet a monster: you usually
see it at a distance, and as it charges you can throw things at it.
In this way you can damage a monster considerably before it
gets close enough to retaliate. Once thrown, an object cannot
be used again until the monster is dead.

At close quarters, you can use your weapons in two ways -
hitting and stabbing. The commands are 'hit with [object)'
and 'stab with [object)'. Stabbing works best with long, thin
objects, whereas blunt instruments are more effective for hit-
ting. If an object is actually a weapon, it will do more damage
than one not designed to be a weapon. Thus, a club will be
better than a stick of the same dimension, as it will have been
designed to have a grip and proper balance, making it less
clumsy to use. Typing 'hit' on its own allows you to punch the
creature with your fist.

SUMMARY COMMANDS

north, south, west, east
object
object
look at object
dig with object
object

go
take
put
look,
dig,
eat
status
when fighting throw object

hit, hit with object
stab with object
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TYPING IN THE LISTING

This is a very long listing, and it is suggested that you input it
in several stages. SAVE the complete program on tape at least
twice.

EXPLANATION OF LISTING

The program consists of numerous subroutines, which are
mainly accessed from lines 5000-5290, although some of them
access each other.
1000 Input command, add extra spaces and change to

lower-case letters if necessary.
1018-1020 Check for movement in a direction, and if success-

ful print message.
1038-1050 Remove first word from a multiword command,

and go to beginning of next word.
1068-1070 Cycle through a$ until the command entered has

•been deciphered.
1108-1110 Check for object name being used.
1128-1180 Check if object you want to use is in your hand or

in your location. b$ = U1" when the object is in the
location, and b$ = "2" if you have it. This means, for
instance, that you can dig with an object if it is in the same
location as you, but in order to fight with it, you must
actually possess it.

IYOU have success fu lly
i YOUI aim!

i ••
!
!I j V
I
1200 No correct command found.

aChieved .!

I
I

l
!
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1228-1239 Decode length, height or depth of object from a

character to a number. These two routines are very useful,
allowing the size of an object to vary between lcm and
12.7m in each dimension, and to be stored in one character.
The mass, also stored as one character, can vary between
O.lkg and 127kg. This is done by giving less accuracy to the
larger figures, which is reasonable since it does not matter if
an object weighs 30kg or 30.2kg, but there is a significant
difference if it weighs .lkg or .2kg.

1398-1349 Print where you are, and if any holes are visible.
1358-1369 Print list of directions you may go in.
1378-1389 Print list of objects you can see.
1498-1499 Main command list. Where a command involves an

object, a routine to check if the object is available, is first
GOSUBed, before going to the 'carry out command' routine.

1598-1529 Check for monsters.
1698-1630 Check for 'sudden death' location, e.g., if you

walk over a cliff. Special message printed, and then GOTO
end of game routine.

2908-2110 Take routine. Note that most of this routine is
concerned with when, for one reason or another, you
cannot take an object. This is typical of most such routines
- the program has to check for several conditions to be
fulfilled before you can do something. In this routine, the
actual 'taking' is done in two lines-2100 and 2110!
tc is the total volume you are carrying, and tu is the volume
of the object you wish to take. Similarly, wht is the mass of
the object and wgt the total mass carried.

2169 Work out the volume of an object by multiplying its
length, height and width together, and also find its mass.

2208-2230 You put down an object. This is shorter than the
take routine because it only has to check if you have the
object - not if it is too big to carry, or broken, etc.

2398-2440 You try to open an object. If you succeed, any
objects inside the one you opened are listed.

2598-2579 You look at an object. If it is open, the routine
continues at the 'open object' routine to tell you what is
inside.
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26119-27511 You dig. If you dig with no object, you are
assumed to dig with your hands. Any objects dug up are
listed out, and they are 'brought to the surface' - which is
important to stop them burying themselves when you put
them down elsewhere!

28119-28111 This routine checks if you are using a legitimate
fighting command.

2859-29711 You eat something. You cannot eat something too
big or heavy. Objects may be poisonous or merely inedible,
wasting the object, or edible, restoring your resistance.

3011t-41111 The fighting routine.
30119-311111 A monster is there.
311211Check if it has reached you, or is coming towards you.
3109-31411 Check if you throw an object, or hit or stab a

monster.
33119-33511 Check if you can actually hit or stab a monster.

You may be using a broken or non-existent weapon, or you
may be trying to hit a monster 10 metres away, or not be
using an object at all.

3369-3390 You hit a monster. ya = your attack strength,
dependent on the attack value of the object and its mass,
and a random factor.

34119-34411 Check if a monster has treasure. The GOSUB
7000 lines found here and elsewhere are to check if you have
won the game.

3459-34611 If this type of monster is common, resurrect it
after death in a new location.

35119-3540 You stab the monster. Good if you attack with a
long, thin object, but not necessarily a dedicated weapon.
So stabbing with a sword or a pointed spike will have a
similar effect while stabbing with a wide object such as an
axe will do little good even though the axe is a weapon.

36119-37111 The monster attacks you and the effect of its
attack is commented upon. att is the monster's attack value,
and this is deducted from your resistance rs if it hits.

38119-3830 Check if you hit. There is a 70 per cent chance of
you hitting, and this is increased if you use a dedicated
weapon.

I<.A.I.S._[I
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3858-3869 The resistance of your attack object is reduced,
and if zero, the object breaks.

3998-3949 Check for effect of your attack on monster, and
comment.

49911-4119 You throw an object. The object may fall short if
too heavy to throw far. Whether it hits depends on the
range and a random factor. If it hits, the damage caused is
affected by the weight, and if the object is a weapon, it is
increased. If you are throwing from right next to the
monster, the impact is reduced, as the object will have less
momentum - you are almost 'battering' the monster rather
than throwing an object at it.

45911-4569 Status.
5998-5299 Main routines, which gosub the rest of the pro-

gram. This format makes it easy to access routines from
different places, and modification of a routine is simpler to
control - you do not have to worry about affecting the rest
ofthe program.

6998-6929 You fail in your mission. If your task required
several objects and achievements, and you acquired some,
then the percentage score will show you are on the right
track.

7998-7869 Check if you win, by seeing if you have the money
required, the objects required, and that you are in the
appropriate place.

7198-7199 You have won. A small picture of a treasure chest
is drawn, but this routine can be replaced by the picture of
your choice to suit the scenario.

8998-9998 The scenario DATA fits in here. All the variables
are read and the arrays filled.

Player Program
LISTING

GO TO eeee

1
Ii

10

REH
RI!H

AnarChic S\lst•• :
P lillie ro S.RObert Speel ~ge4
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1000 POKe &3692,255: :INPUT "whatdo ':Ioudo? ";a.: BEep .1,0: L.ETa=LEN as: LET as=.'+" ": FOR 1.1 TO LeN as-5: L.eT a'(I)=CHR
It CCODe .SCf) +32;t(COOE a'H) {91AND CODE .'(1)64-)), NEXT I: RET
URN

1010 OATA "north" ".ast •. "south""west ..: RESTORE 1010: F6R g=l T6 4.: ReAD b$: IF (b' (1)+" •."as ('TO 1+1) OR b,-aS(I TO I+L.EN bS-1» AND US(g»""" THEN LeT pl=CODE U'(9)-4.8: PRINT "You 90 ";b$:LeT t ••l: ReTURN1020 NEXT g: LeT t-0: ReTURN
1030 L.eT a'.a.(2 TO ): FOR 9=1 To LEN a', :tF aa(l) ()" •.THEN LETaa=aS(2 TO ): NEXT 9104.0 FOR 9=1 TO LeN as-B: IF as(1)•••••.THEN LeT as=a$(2 TO ), NE
XT 91050 ReTURN
1060 FOR 1=1 TO L.EN a$-5: POKE 2369aL255: GO SUB 1010, GO SUB 1400: ~F t THEN ReTURN1070 NEXT I: ReTURN
1100 GO SUB 103": FOR 1-1 TO LEN.$-4.: LeT 1=1: FOR g=l TO Ob: LET b•••••••: :IFO$lgi TO 4) ••a$U TO

&+3) THeN GO TO 12"1110 NeXT 9' NeXT I: LeT b••.•••.
LET nS="1234.5678ee1234.567S90.": ReTURN
1120 LET"i.': LET qa.a'(g); LeTnt.qs: :IFq (24) )"0" THEN LeT I.LEN a': GO 0 11101130 tF q,(Q21."1" AND ~a(a31=CHR' Ipl+481 THEN LET baa'Q": LETns=o$lil: RETURN114.0 IF q.(2Q) ••••a •.AND q$(Q3) {)O ••
0" THeN GO TO 1170 .11150 IF q;(23).""" THEN LeT b••••1": LET n _0 a (i I: RETURN1160 LET -LeN as: GO TO 111"
117" rF o.(CODI!q'(23) -48t21) () ••Y" THEN LET I=LEN a.: GO 0 11101180 LET qa.O$(COOE qaI231-4.81:GO TO 1130
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lli1:00PRINT "You try to do .so.eth:lng, lind 'lIil.", FOR 9=1 TO 5, BEEP .3,20: PAUSE ~O: NEXT g:RETURN
1a20 LET 8 _CODE ca/1ee : :nr II),1•a7 THEN LET .-a-1.liI:7:LET a=a.101230 RETURN
1240 LET aaCODE c./le: IF 8)12.7THEN LET ••• -12.7: LET a ••• 1012158 RETURN
1300 LET u ••r.Cpl): LET vaat.CCCDE U&CS)-48): PRINT '''You ara ";C"on;'\"AND v.(13) a"1"); r"in" ANDV$(13l."S")j" • ";va( TO 12)1310 GO BUB 7800: XF v$C1I5l)"0"THEN GO SUB 115001320 IF USCSl)" " THEN PRINT sS(CODE u. USl-48l1330 :IFu$(7)"0" AND u.(7l<""'''THEN PRINT "So.eona has bean dig9i 09 ,.•("sha llo•••" AND u$ r7la" 1" j; r"S8c. deep" AND u$ (7l."2") . (".Ittre deep" AND u.(7)."3");" 'Ole
So he:re.'~1340 RETURN
1350 RESTORE 1018: PRINT • "You.ay go:": FOR ,a30TO 4: READ b.:
IF user) )"0" THEN PRINT bS13150 NEXT ,: RETURN
1370 FOR '=1 TO obI IF oS(I 24)."0" THEN XF 0fU 22)."1" AND 0*(f,liI:3l.CHR$cp +48) THEN PRINT ~T
here :is a ";o. ('L.TO 10l: PRINT(":It is broll.en"AND 0$ cr 17) ("1"
): IF 0$(I,S1) ("1" THEN GO SUB a
.4.001360 NEXT ,: RETURN
1400:IF a.(' TO '.3)."t.ake" THENGO SUB 1100: GO TO 20081~10 XF as.' TO '+2l."put" OR a$
(f TO '.3l."drop" THEN GO SUB 1100: GO TO 2200
3.420 XF at.' TO , .5l ."look "THEN LET tor: RETURN14.30 XF as (f TO '+3l ."loOk" THEN
GO SUB 1.180: GO TO 25801440 XF afc, TO '.3) c"open" THENGO SUB 1 00: GO TO 2300
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1~50 ~F as' I TO 1+2) ."djg" THENGO SUB 1100: GO TO 26001460 IF as" TO f+2) ="eat" THENGO SUB 1100: GO TO 285014.70 ~,. .S" TO '+3) ••••tat" THENGO SUB 4600: RETURN14.90 RETURN
1500 LET a.a: XF NOT ao THEN RETURN1510 FOR '.1 TO aD: IF a$lf,16).CHR. Ipl+48) AND a$",17):)"a" THEN LET a-l: RETURN1520 N~XT ,: RETURN
1600 IF CODE v.(18)-48<_ob THeN:I~O$fCODE v.(18)-4.a,R2 TO 123) ••"10" THEN RETURN1610 XF v. (16))"0" THEN PRINT INK 3;'SfCOO~ VS'16J-48J1620 FOR f.l TO 30: BEep .0~L10:BEEP .01,20: BEEP .02,-': ~XT,
1530 GO TO &000
2000 LET taa: :IF b•••••••THEN PR:rNT "You trw and take soa.thing that i£n't th.,-•• ": RETURN2010 LET tu~l: FOR f.la TO 14.: LET cs-nSffJ: GO SUB 1220: LET tv",tulIa:NEXT r
2020 LET C$an$(16J: GO SUB 1240:
LET .ht-a

<;1030 IF n.(23)-"0" THEN PRXNT "You already have the ";n.' TO 10):.RETURN2040 ~F tu+tC)1 OR .ht+.gt)28 ORlIlht)15OR tUhe THEN PR:INT "You
try to take the "on$f TO 10)2060 ~,. III" t>18 THEN PR~NT "YOll Cannot carry soaething thiS heavy.": RETURN2060 IF "'ht+1III9t)25THEN PRINT "You cannot carry this without dropp i.ng SOMe th i n9 • lse.": RETURN

2970 IF tU).8 THEN PRINT "You COlnnot carry So•• thjng this big.":
RETURN2080 IF tu+tc>.1 THEN PR:INT "Youcannot carry SOM.thing this bUlky without dropping SOMething else.": RETURN
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2090 :IFn$(17) (":1" THEN PRXNT "You try .ith no success to piCk up the hundreds of pieces 01 broken ";ns( TO 10): RETURN
2100 PRXNT "YOU tllke the "in'l To 101: LET tc=tc+tu: LET .9t-.9t
+lIIh t2:110 LET 0'(!..L21i!TO 23) ••..10 •.: GOSUB 7000: ReTURN
2150 LET 0$1i ,22) •••.1•.: LET 0'1i,2~)=CHR$ (pl+46): RETURN
2150 LET tu=1: FOR f=12 TO 14: LET C$-n$(f): GO &UB 1220: LET tv••tu*a: NEXT f: LET c$••n'(151: GOSUB 11i!40:LET w9t"1II9t-8: LET tc=tc-tu: RETURN
2.200 LET t••2: :IF b••••.•.OR n$(23)()"0" THEN PRl:NT "YOU trv to pu tdown so.ething that YOU do not haye.": RETURN2210 PRXNT "You put down the ";n
$( TO 1012220 GO SUB 1i!1502230 GO SUB 1i!1S0:RETURN
2300 LET \=2: :IF b._ ••••THEN PRXNT "You try to open so.ethin9 \hat isn't there.": RETURN41319 XF nS (21) ."n" 'THEN PRXNT PRPER 7."You try to open the ";ns(TO 101'''bU\ fail •••.: RETURN2320 XF n$ (2U ••"Y" THEN PRXNT ••Xt is already open.": RETURN2330 PRXNT PRPER 7;"You open the";0$( TO UH: LET OSU,2U."Y"2340 GO SUB 2400: RETURN
~"'00 LET •• -••••: FOR 1-1 TO ob: XF oS (f/221."2" THEN XF oS (f,1i!3)"CHRS (1+46) THEN LET as=aS+"a "+
o$(t, TO 101+"••
2410 NEXT I2420 XF LEN a$)1 THEN PRXNT "xns
i de: is" i a.li!430XI'"a.- ••••THEN PRXNT ":It i5ElIIptV."2440 PRXNT ": RETURN
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~500 LET t=2: :IF b.= •..•THEN PRINT "You try to look at soaethingthat \IOU cannot see.", RETURN
2510 PRINT "You loot at the "in.
( TO 10) #' ,.. rt is:"
25Q0 IF n$(17) ••"Y" THEN PRINT "broken into aan", pieces.": RETURN
2530 DATR U lOng II utili ide" , It th i ck"
"high": RESTORE 2530: FOR '.12 to 14: LET cs-n'I'): GO SUB 1220:: PRINT TRB 3.0;8;". ";: RERD a$:.IF '.14 RND n$(14»" ..THEN RER
o a$2540 PRINT TRB 16;.$: NEXT'
2550 IF n.(ll) )"0" THEN PRINT 'p• (CODE n.(111-4812560 XI"n$ (21)••..Y •.THEN PRINT ..I
t is ope~": GO SUB 24002670 PRIN' ": RETURN
2600 LET t=2: :IFv.(14)="n" THENPRINT "YOU try to dig, but theground i5 too hard.": RETURN2610 :IF b•••....THeN PR:INT "You di9 with your hand!>": LI!T hol.l: G
o TO 27""2620 PRINT "You dig "'ith your .•;
n$1 TO 10)2630 :IFn$(17) ••"e" THEN PRINT ":It is brOkenL-and you cannot dig",
i thit. ": Rc-,URN2640 LET n.(17).CHA$ (CODE n$(17
)Ii~~ ~••t;!r'TM~ipg~n!iF~~e~~s~!
0": GO SUB 2160: GO SUB 2150: RE
TURN

2650 IF n$(16)."n" THI!N PR:INT "X
t is use less for digging''': RETU
RN2650 XI"n$(12»CHR. 148 OA n$(l~
J )"-" OR n$(14) )CHA$ 2 THEN PRINT ":It is too big to dig with •••••
: RETURN2670 XI"n.$(15) )..I" THEN PRXNT .•X
t is too heavy to dig with •••.•'RETURN2660 LET hol=2: IF n$(12) <CHR$ 1
III OR 0$(13) <CHAt 5 OR n$(14»CHR
$ 2 OR n$(15) )"a" OR n$(15) <CHR$2 THEN LET hol=l
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2690 IF nS(2»"E" AND n$(12)< •.••" RND nSC13) )CHR$ 7 RND n$(13) <CHR$ 31 RND n$C141 <CHRS 3 RND ns(15»CHR$ 4 RiolOnS(15)<" •.THEN L
ET ho l ",3
27'110PRXNT "You dig "; ("a 'filiiem..AND hOl":U; C"1/2 • aRtrfl" AND
"'0 l••;;!) ; (" a a. trQ" AND ho l=3) ;" d
eep •.•
2710 FOR 1=1 TO 5: FOR 9=1 TO 5:SEEP .1/9,-20-9*2: NEXT 9: FOR9=1 TO 20: BEEP .0001*9,9: NEXT9: NEXT I27~0 IF rSCpl,7) <CHR$ Chol+4B) THEN LET rS'Cpl,?).CHR$ Chol+4B)
2730 ~OR 1••1 TO ob: IF O$CIL22)a"1" AND o !Ii (I,23) ••CHR$ cpl+41:1)ANo O$CI,241<=5TR$ hol AND O.(IL241 )"(/1" THEN FOR g=l TO 10: BEEF' •01,1'11:BEEP .01,20: NEXT i: PRINT "You lind. ";0'(1, TO 0): LE
T 0$ (I 24) ."0"2740 NEXT I2760 RErTURN
ae00 LET b••••.••:: FOR 1.1 TO LEN.$-4: POKE 23e~2.28S: GO 5UB 310
'II: :IF b').... THEN RETURNa610 Ne:XT ,: Re:TURN
2£150 LET t.2: :I" b•••••.THEN PRINT "You try and flat 50a.thing that is not thltr•• ": RETURN2Bee LET tu=l: FOR (.12 TO 14: LET b.-nSCI): GO 5UB 1220: LET tu",tufla: NEXT ,2670 J:~ tU).02 THEN PR:INT "You cannat eat so.ething that big,": RErTURN2860 PRJ:NT "You eat the "jO.C TO10): LET oSH ,a2 TO a3). '3 ": Go SUB 21602690 IF n$(:teu•••.:t•.THEN RETURN
~900 J:F n$'181."0" THEN GO TO 29
502910 PRJ:NT "You 'e. l lid c ••••• it was pOisonous": FOR '.1 TO 18: BeEP .1.RND*60-RND*50: NEXT ,2920 LET rs.rs-INT CRND*6)-1: IFr$<l THEN PRJ:NT "YOU COllapse and die.": GO TO 6000
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2930 IF rS<4 THeN PRINT "You fee
l ver\l In,a'',''2940 ReTURN
~950 PRXNT "Xt tastes ver..,good.
2960 IF rsc10 THEN LET rs-10: PR:tNT "You feel stronger and refreshed."2970 RETURN
3000 LET l•••• (f): LeT .1-': LeTk$=l'( TO 10): ~OR g=10 TO 1 &TEP -1: Xl" l.(gl ••.•.•THEN LET k'"l• ( TO g): NEXT 'iI3010 LET dis=1+INT (RND1I3): PRINT "There is a ";"$: RETURN
3020 PRINT (":It is'' +STR' (dis.10) +"•• lta..,fro." AND dis >(11);("Ithas reached" AND di£(1);" \Iou.,,": ReTURN
3030 LeT a=1: tF RNDc.6 THeN PRINT "It has not seen ':Iou•••••: LET
•••03040 RETURN

3100 LET ..,a.0:LET b•••••.•: IF •• (f TO f+al ."h it" THEN GO sue 1100: GO SL~ 3300: GO TO (disc=0 ANDt )0) 1I(3360+10. (b••••••))+ (dis>0 0R t(.0).3130311111IF .$ (f TO f+3) ="stab" THENGO sue 1~00: GO SUB 3300: GO TO(disc=0 AND t)0)1I(3800+.10.(b$.""))+(dis)0 OR t<.0)*31303120 ZF a$" TO '+3) ••.•thro .•THEN
GO SUB 1100: GO TO 4001113130 Xl" a.) .••.•THEN LET b••••.•: G

o sue 1100: GO sue 3330: LeT 1..-1: RETURN3140 RETURN
3300 LeT va-0: LET 1..-1: IF dis)" AND ~b',,"" OR n,Uit3))"0") THENPRINT "You ".ve \lour fist at it,": RETURN331111IF diS)0 THEN PRINT "You ".ve ..,our "onS( TO 10)'" in the a
ir": RETURN3320 IF b••.•••AND a<S THEN PRINT"YOU punch it.": LET 1.-1: LeT Va ••1+(RND).~)+(RND>,9): LET rs-rs
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- IRNO( .21 .C,.s>11: L.ET n •••••••••••••• 81112'1nn88 •• 1 ••: RETURNS33ll1 XF b$ (>"1" THEN PRXNT "Youtry to use a weapon that youarenot holding.": RETURN3340lll:IF n$(17) ("1" THEN PR:INT "You try to use. broken weapon.":RETURN335111L.ET t-1: R~URN
336111PR:INT "You t.ry to hit the ••
; ••••••• It i t h 'IOU r ••. n. 1 TO 11!U337111L.~ cs.n.1151: GO SUB 12408:L.ET ~ •• a •• 6+1+VAL. ntC191: :IF n.C161 •• n" THeN L.eT ",a-XNT l",a1'313381118EEP .2,38: L.ET ya-XNT CRNO
*1181'2+'IaI'21339111RETURN
3 ••.e8 LET t-3: XF l.1115) >"0" THENPR:INT "YOU fi nd its hoe rd 0' ••;CODE lSI1S)-408;" crowns."3 ••.10 FOR '.1 TO 18 STEP 3: FOR 9••10 TO 1 STEP -1: eEEP .1,': BEEP .06,9: NEXT 9: NEXT ,3428 LET cash=cash+COOE It(15)-4a34.30 XI" •••••.THEN XF •••4-•••1 THEN L.ET •••4.••-134-48 GO sue 70ll1ll1
3"'15ll1L.~ •• 1.1.17).CHRS ICOOE .Sca1.L!7) -1): XF .S 1.1,171 )"8" THEN L.~T •• (.1.16) ••CHR$ C4-8+XNT IRN
D*locl): RETURN3460 LET •• 1.1.16) •••.8 •.: RETURN
350111PRXNT "You try to stab the•.;••.••••••ith 'lour ";ntC TO 18)
3510 LET c.-nfC1SI: GO SUB 124-8:LET "'•• B*.2+ +VAL n.(19), :IF n$(18)."n" THEN L.ET "'8.XNT IV•.••4)3528 LET ..,a=va-va.••a.cn.(12) (CHR.10 OR n$(13»CHR. 5 OR n.I14-»CHRS liU+V."'3ltln.(12»"2" RNO n$C13) (CHR$ 3 RNO n.(14) <CHRS 3)3538 BEEP .4-,28: LET va=%NT IRNO
*"' ••.••a+~T Ga)31540 R RN
3608 LeT dis=dis-1: XF dis>-0 THEN PRXNr "The •..k.;" approaches •
• • ": GO SUB 3e28: RETURN
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~6:l0 1.eT Btt=0: PRINT "The ";AS••.attac •.s ••.
3620 Lf!T a=RNO: IF a<.3 THEN PRrNT "but 'IIou•••••a•••oid it •••: RETURN
3630 IF a(.3+VRL nS(20'/20 THENPRINT "but you •••••parry .ith your".n'l TO 10): Rf!TURN
3640 LET att.INT IRNO.VAL l'(111)-VAL n. (20)3550 :IF att(~ THEN PR:INT -but onl\l•.••.bruises \IOU.": RETURN3660 :IF att(3 THEN PRINT .•and •••..
wounds you."3670 IF att>2 THEN PRINT •••nd ..•..
d~~ageS YOU badl'll."3680 LET r5ar5-att: IF r5(1 THENPRINT "You die froa your .ound!>.": GO TO 60003690 IF rS(2 THEN PRINT "You .revery .ea •. indeed.": RETURN3700 IF rs(S THEN PRINT "You .rer.ther battered.": RETURN3710 RETURN
3800 IF RNO(.3-VRL n$(19)/20 THEN PRINT "Your bad ai. causes youto aiss.": Lf!T 'IIa&0:Rf!TURN3810 IF ..,a(1THEN PRINT "You aerel..,graze it.": ReTURN3620 IF ya <3 THEN PR:INT ":It ishu r t •": RETURN3830 IF ..,a>2THeN PRINT ":It is 9rie •••iousl..,.ounded.": Rf!TURN
3850 1.ET O$(i,17)aCHR' (CODe 0$(i,17)-1): LET n$=O$li): IF n$(17) ("1" THEN PR:INT "Your ".nS( TO10)." brea •.sl ..•••You discard it.
": GO SUB 2160: GO SUB 21503e60 Rf!TURN
3900 Lf!T l$(13).CHR' (CODe l$(13
I -'IIa)3910 :IF l$(13) (."0" THEN PRINT ..You have "illed the ".k$: GO TO34.003920 IF lS (;13)("3" THEN PR:INTt is \/er.., .eak.": Rf!TURN3930 :IF lS(13) ("5" THEN PRINT
t is in bad Shape.": RETURN3940 -RETURN
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4000 LET t.-1: X" b."'••..THEN PRXNT "You look for soa.thing to throw. ": RETURN4010 XI"'n$(23»"0" THEN PRXNT "Yau try to throw soaething that you are not hol6ing.": RETURN4020 PRXNT "YoU throw your ",ns (
TO 10)4030 FOR f.1 TO &0: BEEP .00S.r.a0-f: NEXT f: SEEP .2L-14040 GO SU8 2~80: GO ~U8 2180: LET va-0: XF (6is)0 AND 8)10) OR(di5)1 AND 8)5) OR (61$)2 AND a>2) THEN PRXNT "Xt falls short.":GO TO 40604050 LET 9=.8-A85 (6i5/101: XF di$<1 THEN LET 9-.64060 X" RND<g THEN PRXNT "You hit''': GO TO 4100

4070 PRXNT "You .iSS."40e0 LET 0'(i.17)-CHR' (CODE 0.(i 17) -1): :r.. 0f (j , 17) ("1" THEN PRiNT "On i.pae \lour ",nsc TO 10
)'''' breaks up."4090 RETURN
4100 LET va.a+ca<11.S+UAL n'(19)/2-dis~2.(dis-e): LET va-INT IRND.ya): LeT V_-V8+(V8(1)4110 GO SUB 38a0: GO SUD 3988: LET t--1: RETURN
4500 LeT t_2: PRXNT "TAB 10, %NK 7' PRPER l' "5TRTUS'"4510 PRXNT TAB S'''Str.ngth: ••,("above " AND rIO) 1~U' I"below " ANDrs <10 AND rIO )15), (i'half" AND (rs.••5 OR r••4»j.("noraal" AND (5)3)
; ("feeble" AND r.(4)4520 PRXNT 'TR8S;"ObJeet ••:",4530 LET 1.=8: FDR f -1 TO 0b : %F0.$1',2:]) ••'0" THEN PRINT TAB 18,0.('~ TO 10): LeT 9-9+14S4~ NEXT f: ZF NOT 9 THEN PRINT
TRB 15. "non •• U4550 PRXNT 'TAB 8; "Hon •..,";e8sh4.560 RETURN

5000 RANDOHXZE : INK 1: PAPER 8:BORDER 4: CL3 : PR%NT z$5010 XNK 2: GO SUB 1300: XNK 15020 GO SUS 1500: IF 8 THEN GO To 5100
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50:30 GO SUB 137050~0 GO 5UB 1:3685060 GO TO sallllll
511110GO 5UB :3ll1ll1e5110 GO SUB 30206120 GO SUB 10085130 INK 3: GO SUB 2800: INK 1:XF dis)0 OR t=-1 THEN GO TO 618051~0 INK 3: GO SUB 38ll10:INK 1:IF b•••.•.THEN GO TO 61605150 GO SUB 38505160 GO SUB 3900: rF t.3 THeN GOTO SllI1ll1518e GO SUB 36005190 GO TO 5120
5200 LET t=0: LET b.= •..•: GO SUB
1000521111INK 3: GO SUB 1060: INK 1:
IF t THEN GO TO 6010+190*lt82)5290 INK 3: GO 5UB 1200: INK 1:GO TO sallllll
6000 GO SUB 7088: PRINT "You aeh
i~y~d ";ys;"X Of your ..•..Dission.6010 PRXNT •.Better luek next t1
lie'"6020 STOP
7000 LET pV.0: %~ v1 AND caah).v1 THeN LET pv.pv+17010 XF ya THEN FOR 9.1 TO va: LET py =py+ (0' (y(9),23) ."0'.): NEXT

97020 IF v3 THEN LET Py.pV+(pl.v3
)
7030 IF v4 THeN LET py.pv+(y4.-1
)
704111LET ys=INT (pY/(Y1+va+(v3)0)+ (v4.-1) )*1110)7050 IF ys=100 THEN GO TO 71007060 RETURN
7100 PRXNT •••.You haye sutee.sfully.chiavad vour ai."'####I###
•
7110 FOR '=1 TO 5: PLOT 96+',30:DRAY 36,0: DRAY 6,16: DRAY -38,0: DRAY -6,-16: NEXT f7120 DRAY -4,0: DRAU llI,-a0:DRRU42,0: DRAU 0,20: DRAY 6,15: ORAY 0,-2ll1:DRAY -6,-16
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7130 PLOT 10~L~e: DRAU 0,a0: ORAU 42,0: DRAU ~6-a0: DRRU 0,a0,17150 FOR fK1 T 3: FOR 9=1 TO 7:CXRCLE XNK aL10e+~.9+,.a,30+~.'2: NEXT 9: NeXT ,7190 FOR '-1 TO fl: ~OR 9=1 TO 18: BEep .02,9+'.~: NeXT 9: FOR 1-11 TO 2 STEP -1: eeEP .02+9+'. :NEXT 9: NEXT ,: FOR '-1 0 10:BEEP .0a.La0: NEXT ,: STOP7990 STOp .
B000 REM ScenariO8030 RESTORE S000: READ loc,ob mO,Pl,dt,dO{dd,Y1,V2,V3,V4'.9t,{CIrs,cash,l
6100 OXH oS(ob,a~): RESTORE S100: FOR '.1 TO ob: READ o$lf): NEXT f: FOR f=1 TO ob: READ as: FOR9=12 TO 15: LET o$I"gl=CHRS VRL as(lg-12).3+1 TO (9-12).3+3):NEXT 9: NEXT ,8299 OXH rseloc,?l: RESTORE 8200; FOR f.1 TO loc: RERO r$(f); NE
XT f

5300 XF ao THEN OXH M$I.o,17): RESTORE S30e: FOR f=1 TO mo: RERO••$ If): NEXT f6400 IF dt THEN RESTORE 8400; OXM s$Cdt,50l: FOR f=1 TO dt: REROSSlf): NEXT f6S00 XF do THEN RESTORE SS00: OXM p$Cdo,S0l: FOR f=1 TO dO: REROP$ Ifl: NEXT f8600 RESTORE 8600: OXM t'Clt,1?): FOR f=1 TO It: READ ttl f): NEX
T f

8700 XF dd THEN RESTORE 8700: OZH f'ldd,60l: ~OR f=1 TO dd: REROf$ ( f); NEXT f6890 XF v2 THEN RESTORE 8e00: OXH v(val: FOR f=1 TO v2: RERD VCfI; NEXT f9000 LET c.=....
9999 GO TO 5090

HINTS ON PLAY

Every time an object is used to fight or to dig, its resistance is
decreased by 1. When the resistance reaches 0, the object
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breaks. It is therefore not a good idea to use a spade to dig
everywhere in sight, or to waste your best weapon on feeble
monsters.

Digging is a useful way of registering where you have been,
but do not expect to find objects buried all over the place -
clues to where objects are buried are given. Remember, too,
that digging shallow holes will not uncover deeply buried
objects.

You will probably get killed or break up the vital objects the
first few times you play, but do not get discouraged - you will
get a little further each time, and learn which objects you must
conserve, until you finally succeed.

The per cent success when you get killed off is only a very
rough guide - if the only aim is to kill a monster, and you solve
all the problems apart from killing it, then you may get 0 per
cent. To overcome this, where possible, the absolutely
necessary items have been added to the victory conditions. For
instance, if a special plank is needed to get over a deep chasm,
th'en possession of this object would be one of the required
victory conditions. The only problem here is that you might
cross the chasm, put down the plank, and then find the
treasure. Should this happen, the computer would not count
you as having won, as you do not have the plank! So if you
find an object is absolutely essential for one part of the
adventure, keep hold of it just in case.

ANARCHIC SYSTEM
SCENARIO!
Valley of the Swampbeast

TO PLAY

You have come to a secret valley where, it is rumoured, lies a
great treasure, guarded by a huge monster - the swampbeast.

Your aim is to find the swampbeast, overcome it, and take
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the treasure. You are somewhat ill-equipped, having mislaid
your weapons, but as the valley was once the scene of a great
battle, there should be plenty lying around ....
, To win, you must actually take the treasure - just finding it
is not enough. There are only a couple of monsters that you
will have to fight and a few simple objects, so this is a fairly
simple introductory scenario.

TYPING IN THE LISTING

Type in the scenario listing and SAVE it. LOAD the Player
Program and MERGE the scenario. The system is then ready
to play. Be careful when typing in the spaces in lines 8110 and
8610. Also note that the < > in line 8210 consists of two
separate characters.

EXPLANATION OF LISTING

8919 Introduction
8929 DATA for various variables used in the program -

where you start, your resistance, the aims, etc.
8119 Object list. The various monsters and letters after the

name give the dimensions of the object, whether it is rigid
or not, if it is a weapon, if it is edible, and where it is.

8129 Location list. The characters give the location in each
direction, what type the location is, and any special message
numbers.

8319 Monster list.
8419 Description list. Each description may be given at seve-

rallocations.
85111Description of objects.
8619 Types of terrain, with details of whether it can be dug,

and whether you will be killed if you go there without the
correct object - e.g., going over a cliff without a rope.

8819 Relates to the victory conditions.
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Scenario 1: ValleyoftheSwampbeast
LISTING

201

6000 REM Scenario:Valley of the Swa.pbeast
8001 REM @ S.Robert Speel 1964-
612110LET Z$="Valley of the Swaap
beast There are two legendS about the valley WhiCh you have entered. One is that a great

treasure is hidden there. The 0ther is that a huge monster - the Swampbeast - guards it. Can you overcome the Swampbeast andtake the treasure?"
6020 DATA 25,a#a,~,D,3,1,e,3,9,1
,0/0,1.0,0,3

8110 DATA ..treasure 00000yE100n
193". "spade 00000Y6100n160 ......cUdge l 00000yS140n 120 ..•..ra ft

10000y: 11210n1;0". "spear20000y:192n1H0 ..•..plank 0000eyD142n.1l?0..•..sword 30000y1.16
~n1E0 •.••.marro'" 00000y2000n110

6~2121DATA ..1215121021210212112120..•..12012108
00112113..•...14212120030025..•..14705001
121030..•...147012151211212020..•..1450200.10121~5 ..•..10012102001012..•..020010010010

8210 DATA •.4l!B2.110..••.31C0160 ..•..121420130 ..•..57131 0 •.•..0640230 ..•..7:7
51 0". "0660330" •"139=7130" •"0: <813121"•..0121.;9350" .'..:03:<150" •"9; G=320..•..a (>63 0 ..•..=GE7320" •..6 >l!4320" .'
"7EA11 0". "l!'D0B140"•"1A0C140" ,"2B001&0 •.•..E00A250 •.•..>FD~2 0","GH0
E240","<J:F>1 0","J:00F250",";0HG2
50"

8310 DATA "Swampbeast75D 591","Grizzly 52c 5HS"
8410 DRTR "Rll about you are pla
ins.","You have to use your rafthere •.••..To the north are high m
OlIntaios •..•"SOU thwardS is a hi 9hridge ..•..There are 1I0untains to
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the e~st-.-There is a Cliff to the lItest."
8510 DATA "xt loots sturdy yet lightweight ••.•.•Xt is Sharp. and loaks ViCiOUS ..,.oIt is rusty and b
tunt."

8510 DATA "grassy plain1y0 ..•..pla
teau 3.ne...."swaMp 2y41"
8710 DATA "You sloWllJ Sink intothe mUd and drown."
8810 DATA 1.2.4-99ge GO TO 500e

HINTS ON PLAY

You may find it difficult to locate the swampbeast at first, and
you may easily get killed by going into the wrong places
unprepared. It is important to draw a map as you go.

ANARCHIC SYSTEM
SCENARIO 2
Hoard of the Exile

TO PLAY

You have translated some ancient documents, which reveal
that an exiled king from a small country fled into the forests
with his hoard of treasure. He left word in these documents
that he intended to bury his treasure by a conspicuous land-
mark - a deep gorge - to be recovered by his relations at some
later date. Neither king, hoard, nor relations were ever seen
again ....

You have discovered a likely looking gorge from your
aeroplane and, as there is nowhere for it to land, you para-
chute down - intending to find the hoard and rejoin your pilot
when he can borrow a helicopter. Your objective is to dig up
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and take the hoard. Note that in the excitement of your
parachute jump, you left your metal detector and digging tools
in the plane.

There are no monsters in this scenario, so all you have to
worry about is digging up the hoard of the exiled king, wher-
ever it is....

TYPING IN THE LISTING

As for the previous scenario, be careful with the spaces in the
DATA lines. Again, this is MERGEd on to the Player Pro-
gram. If you have microdrives you can save the Player Pro-
gram and all the unMERGEd scenarios on to one cartridge,
and use LOAD."m";I;"Player":MERGE."m";I;"Scenario
name".

NOTES ON LISTING

It is worth noting that the Player Program can cope with there
being no monster DATA -line 8310, as long as the DATA in
line 8020 is correctly altered.

Scenario 2: Hoard of the Exile
LISTING

8000 REH Scenario:
Hoard of the Exile800~ REH @ S.Robert Sp£el ~9B~

30:1.0 LET z$=" Hoard of the EXile You have parachute~ into a clearing of a largeforest, ~here in the dista~
t past, an exiled king fled with his goldenhoard, and ~as neVE
r seen again. You have learned l~at he had intended to bury itb~ the side of a deep gorge. YoJr ai. is to find the hoard.--
8020 DATR ~0,760,28ISI~I~,0,2,0,
0,O,O,:1.O,O,5
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3110 DATA "sho,,'£I 10000y810~n~70","spade: 20000y2100n1G0",
"hoard 00000yE100n24-0","ches
t 00000y5101l,L1C3","box00000yG111y1H1"."plank 00000y3123n1<0", "sack 30000n1200y112"
6120 DATR "120009001015","080004.\1)01004-","020030010030","100050050020 ..•..147100020001 ..,..1410150020
20","030030030001"
62:10 DATR "62004.1:1","7313.:1.12",";34-
Zwa:a.211

I "950313" I": 004511
,. 00; 71011'" I"(826J.S"I"=9371",II):4813I1,"'?059S

II , ."€!I<60:1..1" , "A=7; :1.II , ••B) 8. {,ell ••C"?g =
23" I "D0: >5" ,'"EA; 0j,111

,1 "FB{t!)2,", IIGC
=A211

, uHD.l-B23u
I "I0?CSII I uJFe031." ,"KGAE3","LHBF1.","HJ:CG23","N0DH5:l","0KE014-",..0LF•...•14..,"0t1GK44","0NH

L 13" I "00IMS"

94-10 DATf'l"To th£ ",£st ar£ inpenetrable: thorn tr££s.","To the:
SOL.th is a lake","Ther£ is a de:ep gorge: to your east.","An un

cliMbable cliff is to the north.",,"All around YOu is forest •..
6510 DATA "It is strong and sturdy.","It is a little: on the:smal
l side","It is. old and djrt~ •.11

3610 DATA "dark forest 2y0","ope
n heath :1y0","grassy hill :1."10","Clearing 1y0","dee:p gorg£ 20%1"
87:10 DATA "YoL' fall down tt'YOL'rdoom on th£ rOCkS belo••••••88:10 DATA 1,3
9000 LEr C$= ••••
9990 GO TO 5000

HINTS ON PLAY

As there are no monsters, you do not need to worry about
finding anything to eat. You may be surprised at one of the
descriptions when you enter a particular location, but this is
not a bug in the program! Remember that objects may be
buried at more than one depth.
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ANARCHIC SYSTEM
SCENARIO 3
Island a/the Penguins

TO PLAY

The only survivor of a shipwreck in the far south of the Pacific
Ocean, you are swept on to the shore of a snow-covered island.
Looking around you can see to the northeast one of the ship's
lifeboats tossed up on a rock. Water and slippery icefloes lie
between you and the boat, but you think you could scramble
from floe to floe to the boat. A slip into the freezing, choppy
sea would be fatal.

To your west is the main part of the island, and at least the
ground is firm there. Apart from some large penguins staring
hungrily at you, and the distant howl of a wolf, the island
looks more inviting than the icefloes for the time being. Your
aim is to get hold of a paddle somehow, and get yourself to the

• lifeboat.

TYPING IN THE LISTING

There are spaces in Jines 8110, 8310, and 8510 which are
important. SAVE this scenario along with the others, and
MERGE as before with Player Program to use.

EXPLANATION OF LISTING

There are a larger number of descriptions and location types
than in the previous scenarios, and also a longer list of 'sudden
death'messages.

Scenario 3: Island afthe Penguins
LISTING
8000 REH Scenario:Xsland oi th~ PenguinsS00~ REM @ S.RObert Speel 196~

N.A.S.5._I~
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0010 LET z $.... :r.s. land 01 t he Pangu,ns After a terrificstorm, during ~hiCh your ship S1Oks, you are ~ashed ashore on a~arren, sno~-covered island. TOthe north~est you see a boat onthe rocks. There is water inthe way, but you think that bY scram~lin9 on the icefloes, you Can reach the boat. Your task isto find a paddle and get to t
he boat."
8020 DRTA 25.9,5,16,9,2,~,0,1,2~
.0.0.0.10,0,11
8110 DATR "paddle 00000y:100n160","stiek 10000y2144.n130" ,
•• <lX Ii! 00000y: 14.0n130",..iceplea. 00000y2131n110","rock00000YX100n1;0","sledge 00000',.1S100n160","narpoon 00000y<.17
<=::1' 180" ,..bread 20000Y1200n110","eg9 00000n1000n14.0"
8120 DRTA "158030010030","14.70100:l003e..•..1~00200010a0•.•.1000~00e2015••,..020020020080 •••.•i~9060015070..,•.169030003050•.•..03001001000:1
...'•.006004004.001"
6210 DATA •.20007..,..3~109•.,..0520e
•• " "5 <13a5"~"6; 4-39", "7050: 711 1"9000
4.6" ~uH9009u,I liE: 789", .•..H>H934..•I""'"<59"',"•.0~46 .•,.1(0006".,••HI?:3 .•,••)D
Ht320" , r.eR0;0" "BHH.a3". "HCRH32" ,..HHHH31 •.,..HFH?2~ ..,•.He9H62 .."J:G0D
5" ~uHHHF; •. , "'08001" , "H0F >35/.

6310 DRTR "penguin 426 04S","Panguin 537 063" "penguin 33e01>1..••."'olf "4a 093","sealion 55< 01:6"

64.10DRTA "YOI-'ricef l"e is dri f ting out to sea ••• "'~'"The sea is to ",est.nd north.","There is water to east and south","The sea i:st.oyour north and south •..•.
There is deep water to the north,."The sea lies to the east •.•"Asteep slope goes down to the north.","The slope to ""oursouth i:stoo steep to climb.","The boa
t is to your east."
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&510 DATA "Xt is long and heavy"
,"It is grltstn and pOllldery."6610 DATA CHR$ S+" f loat 4.A:l","icesheet 1y4Ji!","icefloe1y43","steep slope 1n64" "rocky crag 1n0","rocky shore in0","igloo QVIlI","pine forest Q',J0","rockllplain 1nlll","s.all hut2ne.',"boat anD"
6710 DATA "You drollln in the ic\,llIIater.","You lose your footing and slide to your dOo ••.•,••You slip, fa II into the sea and drolltn,","You fall down the slope andbreak your neck."
e811l1 DATA 1

HINTS ON PLAY

The footing is treacherous, and sudden death may come with.
out warning. For this reason it is more important than ever to
keep an accurate map. In your battered condition, even a
lJenguin is not afraid to tackle you, so finding a weapon should
be one of your priorities. Next you should look for an aid to
crossing the icefloes.

IIANARCHIC SYSTEM
SCENARIO 4
Labyrinth of theMinotaur

This scenario is larger than the others, with more locations,
more objects and more monsters. Even so, the listing is still
comparatively short, and there is room for much bigger
scenarios than this.

TO PLAY

The minotaur lives in its traditional home - a labyrinth -
guarding a huge diamond. You have gathered a small band of
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followers and arrive at the entrance of the maze. Your
followers have decided not to go in with you, and are grum-
bling that you had better find them some gold to pay for their
services up until now. So you venture into the tunnels, on
your own, to hunt the minotaur.

The minotaur leads a good social life, and you are likely to
meet some of its friends, but not yours - e.g., a centaur,
toadbeast and hydra. The labyrinth is also reputed to be the
last home of the nearly extinct dodo. Note that one monster
you may meet - the drago - is so-called because it is not quite
as tough as a small dragon.

Your aim is to kill the minotaur, take its diamond and
escape with some extra gold for your followers.

YoU are in a passage
You .ay go,north$outh
IllestYou try to dig, but the groundis too hard.You gO south
You are in a Junction
You .ay go:north
eastsouthYou go south
You are in a grottoThere is a Centaur%t is a0. away (rom you •••

TYPING IN THE LISTING

Type in the listing and SAVE it. MERGE with the Player
Program to use as normal. Some of the lines in the listing are
very long, and you may make mistakes when typing them in.
One useful check which detects many errors is to check down
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the right-hand column of your typed in program against the
listing in this book. So for example, in line 8110 the check
would read n,hI000hn041"0. This way you can spot where
odd characters have been left out, leaving only those actually
mistyped, which are usually much fewer.

EXPLANATION OF LISTING

The listing is made longer mainly by the lines 8110 (objects)
and 8210 (locations). You may have noticed the regular
patterns in the data lists, due to all the strings being the same
length. This pattern breakdown in line 8210 occurs because
the last character in each piece of data is actually a normal
space, so does not need to be included - but it is put there
anyway. In the positions where there are special characters,
the strings are longer and so the symmetry is lost.

Scenario 4: Labyrinth of theMinotaur
LISTING

6000 R~H Labyrinth of theHiootaurB001 REH e S.Robert Speel 1984
6=010LET z..... Labyrinth 0 f thltHinotaur You have entered the Labyrinth of the Hinotauri which you have sworn to kill, ~o 9at the huge dia.ond it guardS.YOU Must alsofind so.1tgold to give to your acco.plices, ~hO a~ait you outSide."6020 DATR 56,17,14,1,4,4,2,50,1,56,1.0,0,10,0,9
81.10DATR "dagger 000001,16142n~i:~o~axe00000~~!::~~~i~~:~;h
roo.. 00000n 120001;e" i" toadstoo l000000 1200n1;0" ,"casr.et 00000..,1100y1:0". "Club 10000yb100n260" "loaf 00000n2000n1.0..,"'boO{ 00000y2100 260"." Chest 00000y2100y1.0 •.•..Javel!Q
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20000..,2190n1:I0"."scy the 00000y6153n1d1 ..•..paddle 30000\14

100n1ela". "egg 000la0n220lan1=0 •••..diallond 40000YE100n2:0","sword 00000yc154-nlg0 ..•..POi.O
nda rt000la0yaa90n Lla"
6120 DATA "030006001001" "100181:0100101518..•••010010010001 •• "00600500
60181" "01880185010001" "100100050162 •.•••i•.202la020la5la•.•••020009009001..•..020008007001 .. "147100100100"
"157003003020" "141046001016" "i.4.7005009035" "010005006001" "02001001000 •.•.•..i20010001032 ..•..01000
1001001"
8210 DATA ..h02011 ••,•.10431 ..•••02ee
2" I '"agee4." ~..•.sema .. I "507L4.", "60801","?09;4",.tee:01"',.lg000S","'0Se(5","".0-=1","0<0>511,""=0''7111

,''.>00
I" ~ IIR0'?08II I "C0@B4" IIQA"01 u "omA"
12" •"0E:C06"•"0F001S" •"f:aGE3" • "F0H01","O,,",Ze.","He006I1,""K0H1",""'00'-"2'","CZ'60tt1",1I0LN04","H0eee","P0Meg4-",..RQ009" •."00d P94" •••S0P094 ••
I IfT0RX"" , "U050i ••I 110U"TU." , "auaea"
,,"00'U1", neSiJY1", "ZX, [3" I ue0Vee:"
,..'0Y002" I "V] £04 II I 110t0, 1" I "0 035"
I "QuZte1'ell

I ",eF01" I ""b0F111 ,""ilea1"
I If b0002" I •• Q081l194.n , ••1lI0fS02II , "1J000.2
It I "0004a" I "hh1.h7'"

6310 DATA "Minotaur 8"" 01'1" "Spirit 72< DU1" "Hydra ~48
:Zl" "Deaon 526 0"2" "Fi sh.an ~lC 001" "Centipede ~22 0R3" "Toadbeast 51( 5dl." "Serpent~a8 8X1" "Centaur ~2. 151" "p

l~nta.n t15' ,L1"L"C",ClOPS 5274: 1" "DodO ;:,190=9", "TI"o",l
OdyteS07 38"","01"."'0 54: 1"'9..
841111DATA "ThR exit is to the north.","To your north is a pOOl.II

."To your "est lies a pool.","The ground is auddy her ••..
8610 DATA ":It loOks rather unllljeldly.",":It is sharp and aade 01glass.",":It looks unused •..•••Xt l
ooks very valuablR."
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8510 DATA "palor.age 2n0" "dead end 2n0 ..,..'our-'••••y 2n0","Junction 2n0" "cavern 2ne","acid lake 6n91","the openai r2y'?~" "grot to 20e", "pas
5age 2ye"
8700 X~ dd THEN RE~TORE 8700: PIH "(dd,621: FOR '=1 TO dd: READ

,. f): NEXT ,8710 DATA "As you IIIadein, yourShoes dissolve, and YOU pertsh.","Your acco.plices, seeingyou without the diaaond, kill
'.Iou."

e810 DATR 18

HINTS ON PLAY

This is another scenario where your map is very important.
There are several subtle traps which may not kill you outright,
but make your life more difficult. Try to see if you actually
need to take certain diversions, or if the rewards they bring are
worth the trouble. The minotaur is very strong, and you will
need good weapons to kill it. These weapons tend to get used
up quickly, so do not waste them on weaker creatures or they
may break when you really need them.

Once you have killed the minotaur, it is probably
advantageous to carry on, as you will need more gold for your
followers and there are more ways than one to the exit.
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SCENARIO MAKER

This program allows you to input your own scenario.
First you design the map, and invent the various monsters

and objects you want to include. Then RUN Scenario Maker
and you will be asked a series of questions: where the locations
are in relationship to one another, where the monsters and
objects are, the characteristics of the objects, and so on. When
you have answered these questions, the computer will display
a list of the lines whieh you will have to type in. This list will
bi: longer than one screenful, and the computer stops with the
'scroll?' message. At this point you can write down the lines,
or BREAK and COPY if you have a printer, before typing
CaNT to get the next screen. If you COPY the whole output,
you will see that it corresponds to the listings for the various
scenarios, as this was the program I used to design them!

TODSE

This is best shown by an example. Before RUNning the
program, the scenario has to be designed. First the map must
be drawn, and this consists of locations arranged in any way
you like. It is easiest to make a simple grid of locations, which
is what will be done for the example. The map is just twelve
locations, arranged as opposite.

Note the different terrain types, and the locations
numbered from the bottom left-hand corner, line by line
upwards. This is important when using grid-type locations.

To make the map less 'square', the lower left and top right
corners are removed - this is done by making them impassable
locations. You need to note down the different location types,
which in this case are (1) mountains (impassable), (2) plain, (3)
quarry, and (4) lake.

Next, the objects and monsters need to be planned out. The
aim of this mini-scenario will be to find a fossil which is buried
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in the quarry. To get this fossil, a pickaxe is needed, and this
will be in location 3. The lakes block the way between the
quarry and the pickaxe, and there is a boat in location 4 for
crossing the water. A spade in location 6 is a decoy - it will not
dig deep enough to get the fossil. In the quarry itself there is a
crowbar, and this can be used as a weapon.

A list can be made like this:

Objects:
(I) Fossil
(2) Boat
(3) Pickaxe
(4) Spade

(5) Crowbar

buried 1metre deep, location 11.
location 4, low resistance.
location 3, can dig I metre deep, low resistance.
location 6, low resistance,
can dig V2 metre deep.
location 11, high resistance, weapon.

The monsters come next. There will be two of these, in
locations 2 and 6, so that the player will have to fight at least
one of them. As the setting is fairly 'modem', present-day
creatures will be used. Again, a list is made:
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Monsters:
(1) Jaguar strong attack, low resistance, location 2.
(2) Cayman high resistance and good defence, location 6.

Descriptions of both places and objects can be made, and for the
purpose of this mini-scenario there will be two of each.

Location descriptions:
(1) There are lakes to your south and east.
(2) To the west lie high mountains.

Object descriptions:
(1) (Pickaxe) It looks like a good weapon.
(2) (Boat) It is small enough to carry easily.

The player must therefore do the following: get the crowbar
from the quarry, find the boat, cross the lake and kill either
the jaguar or the cayman, collect the pickaxe, return to the
quarry and dig up the fossil.

Note that there are several ploys to mislead the player: the
spade seems the ideal object to dig for the fossil, but is actually
no good; the pickaxe is described as a weapon, but if broken in
a fight, the game cannot then be won; the boat will also break
if used in a fight, leaving the player stranded. Players do not
like retracing their steps, and the chances are that, after killing
one monster and finding the pickaxe, the player will then
move on to the other monster which may finish him off. The
other details of the scenario can be thought up when the
computer asks for them, so it is now time to run Scenario
Maker.

First you are asked for the name of the scenario and a short
introduction. Next you are asked 'How many sudden death
location types?' This refers to the type of locations that kill
you when you enter them, unless you have a particular object
_ the type that abound in Island of the Penguins. In this
scenario the lakes cannot be entered unless you have the boat,
so type 'I' to answer the question. You will then be asked for a
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special message - printed up if you enter that type of location
without the I\ecessary object. A suitable message would be
'You cannot swim, and quickly drown'.

Next you are told the number of location types - 4 in this
case - and then for a few details on each type. The computer
prints 'type I: ' and you enter 'mountain'. You are then asked
'Do you go (I) on it? (2) in it? or (3) can't enter it?' For the
mountains, type 3. To the question 'object needed to enter?',
type 0 for no object needed.

Then the next location is considered - the plain. Enter
'plain' for 'type 2: ',and then I, as you go on a plain. You are
then asked if you can dig in it, to which the answer is y, for
yes. Again, answer 0 to the question 'object needed to enter'.

Continue in this way for the quarry and lake. For the lake
location, there is an object needed to enter - object 2, the boat.
Hence, type 2 to the question 'object needed to enter'. The
last message number you are asked for will need the answer I,
as this was the only last message you used.

After this, the map is designed. First you are asked 'How
many descriptions?' In this case the answer is two, and these
are then asked for. Input these as in the list of location
descriptions given earlier.

The next question is 'i) grid? or 2) non-grid locations?' Your
answer to this depends on how you designed the map. If it is a
maze, or has irregular locations, type 2 for non-grid. You will
then be asked for the location number of all the locations
surrounding location I, then for location 2 and so on. Some
questions are missed out - for instance, if you tell the computer
that north of location 3 is location 4 it will not ask you what is
south oflocation 4, as it already has this information.

Putting in all this data is laborious, so for simple maps (as in
the mini-scenario) the grid option is chosen. You input i to
the question 'Grid, or no grid, iocations?' and will then be
asked how many locs east/west?' and 'how many north/south?'
to which you answer 4 and 3 respectively.

The computer will then work out all the location numbers
and orientations by itself. Note that impenetrable locations are
used to get rid of the rectangularity of the map.
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You are now asked questions about each location. For

location I input I for 'what type is location I?' As this is
,inpenetrable mountains, you then go immediately to location
2. This is type 2 (plain), and to the question 'Special de-
scription?' answer n. Continue in this way for all twelve
locations. Locations 4, 7 and 10 have special descriptions. On
typing y to the appropriate question, you are asked for the
description number, which is 2 for 'To the west lie high
mountains'. Location 8 will have description I.

That ends the mapping and the objects are next. These are
fairly easy to input, and you provide suitable dimensions and
answers to other questions as you come to them. One special
point: to dig a full metre deep, an object must be between
about 0.8 and 1.2 metres long, 0.08-0.30 metre wide,
0.01-0.02 metre in depth, and weigh not more than Ikg or so,
and not less than O.4kg. Make sure that the pickaxe conforms
to this and that the spade doesn't! Suitable answers to the
object questions could be:

Fossil
Boat

Pickaxe

Spade
Crowbar

n, I, .2, .04,3, y, I, 1,0,0, n, 1, 11,3
y. "It is small enough to carry easily", 1.5, .5, .2,
3,y,2,1,0,0,n,I,4,0
"It looks like a good weapon", 1, .08, .01, 1, y, 3,
1,5,0, n, 1,3,0
n, 1, .1, .04,.2,y,3, 1,0,0,n,'I,6,0
n, .5, .05, .05,2, y, 12, 1,5,2,1,11,0

After the objects have been inputted, there are the monsters.
Each of these has an attack value, a defence value and a
resistance. For the jaguar, these could be 7, 2 and 8, and 5, 4,
6 for the cayman. Both have zero treasure, and their locations
are 2 and 6 respectively. To the question 'how many are
there?' input 1 in each case. If higher figures are put, a new
one appears when a monster is killed, in a random location.
This is the technique used to get so many penquins in 'Island
of the Penguins'.
To the question 'Where do you start?', input 10, the top left-
hand corner of the map. The victory conditions are the last
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things to input. For 'how many crowns needed?' enter 0.
There are two objects to be found - the fossil and the pickaxe-
which are object number 3 and number 1. The location to be
found is ll, and as you do not have to kill any specific
monster, enter zero for 'monster to be killed?'.

The correct lines for you to type in will then appear on the
screen, and these can be COPYed on the printer, jotted down
by hand, or typed in directly. They can then be MERGEd
with the Player Program exactly as with the four previous
scenarios in this chapter.

The above routine may look a bit complicated, but if you
RUN the program and follow it through step by step it is very
simple. After you successfully input this mini-scenario, you
will be ready to write your own scenarios.

EXPLANATION OF LISTING

This program is not at all complicated, merely assigning a long
list of variables and forming various string arrays, and then
printing out a list of the lines you must type in.
108-480 Asks questions and sets up scenario variables and

strings accordingly. Lines 180-190, w,hich set up the
location orientations for a grid, are worth noting. This use
of variables as DATA can be useful on many occasions.
Lines 210-220 are for non-grid locations. Note that when
you input the location, say to the east of location 1, the
computer also puts location 1 to the west of the second
location. This means that you are asked the minimum of
questions.

508--640 These lines print out a simulated listing of the actual
lines that you must type in. This is the reason for so many
quotes, and the COPYed screen when you type it in should
look just like the real listing for easy checking.
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Scenario Maker
LISTING

1 REM Scenario Ma~er2 REM @ 5o.Robert 50peel 1984-
100 :INPUT "Nallleof adventure'? "

'ZS' FOR f=LEN zS TO 31.: LET z$=Z $." ": NEXT f: rNPUT ":IntrodU Ct
ion'? ";as: LET zs.,z.+a.

120 :n.PUT "How aany sudden death location tl,Ipes?";dd: J:F dd THEN D:IM f$(dd,50): FOR f=1 TO dd:rNPUT "Special MeSSage ", (f),"?"; f. (f): NEXT f130 rNPUT "How lIany location types'? '';It: O:IM t$(lt,16): FOR f ••,.TO It: :INPUT ("type "; f;": ");t$(f)"'Oo you go 1)on it, 2)in i
tor 3)can't enter it? (type 3-, 2 0 r 3) ";a: LET t. 1f,13) =5TR$<I: :IFa<3 THEN :INPUT "Can you d
i 9 in it? 1'oI/n) "; t.lf, 14)140 :INPUT "ObJect n0'2ededto enter'? (0 if none) ";a: LET t$(f,15)=CHR$ (a+48): :IFa THEN :INPUT"last MeSsage no? ";a: LET t$((,16) =CHR$ (a+48)

150 NEXT I: :INPUT "HOk' many descriptions? ";dt: :IFdt THEN O:IHS$(dt,50): FOR f=1 TO dt: :INPUT("DescriPtion ",f;"7 "),sS(f): N
EXT f

160 :INPUT "1.)grid or 2)nOn-gridlocations? ";a: :IFa=2 THEN GOTO 200
170 :INPUT "How lIlanylOCS. east/\~est? ";••"'nolf many north/south?"; b: :IF a*b)200 THEN BEEP 1,10:BEEP 1,10: GO TO 170180 DATA 9*a+f-200*(g=b), (9-1)*a+'+1-200.(f",a), (9-2)*a+I-200*(9",:l), (9-11 *a+f-1.-2'''''*(f=ll: 0:I1'1r$(a.b,8): FOR f=1 TO a: FOR 9=1TO b: RESTORE 150: FOR h=1 TO 4:READ c: :IF c<1 THEN LET e=0190 LET r.((g-1).a+f,h)=CHR$ Ie+48): NEXT h: NEXT g: NEXT f: LET loc=a.b: GO TO 250
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200 INPUT "How lIlanylocations'?"; loe: DIM r'(loc S): FOR '=1 TOloc: LET rS(f) •..t I/) 0": NEXT,
21.0 DATR uno ("th" ~neas t ••, "sou th.1

,"Illest":FOR '=1 TO loc: RESTORE210: FOR 9-1 TO 4: READ as: IFr' (,,9)=.••..THEN INPUT "~h iCh lO
COl to U;ta$;n 0' place ";');"7' II
.: <4: LET r$ (f ,9)"CHR' (a+4S): :IFa RNO a<)f THEN LET r$(a,9+2-4*(g>2»=CHR$ ('+46)22~ NEXT g: NEXT ,

260 FOR '••1 TO lOCo INPUT "Whattype is lOCo "; (f);",? ";9: LET
"S(',a)-CHR$ (g+4.6): IF t$(9,13)="3" THEN GO TO 270260 :IFdt THEN INPUT "Special d~:s;cription'?H'..•.n) ";as: :IF a$••..'j!" THEN :INPUT "Uhich number'? (1-'; (dIll);") ";g: :I'"9 (=d t THEN LETr$(',5) ••CHR$ (9+46)270 NEXT ,

300 :INPUT "HOII •• ny ObJects? "iJ
~b;'Hg:H.~~JO~b'~~i ~gc~i:ii~~:?

";do: IF do THEN D:IH P$(dOL15l1l)310 FOR '.1 TO Db: OIH .S(~5):INPUT "Na.e 0' object ";tt);"?";•• ( TO 10): LET •• (1.1)."0": IFa (••do THEN INPUT "Oescription'? (y/n) ";a!ll: XF as="y" THEN XNPUT"Type in descri.ption: "'pS(a): LET .S(11).CHR. (a+48): L£T ."+1320 DATA "Ltl.ogth","Width","Oept
h"
:3~~A~e:~1~RiN~~: (~~~;R717.1~ t~

12.7.) ";b: LET b-b+(b)1.27) lHb/10+1..27-b): LET .S(gl=CHRS (blf100): NEXT g34.0 INPUT "Ueight'? (.1. to 127kg) "ib: L.ET b-b+(b)12.7)lf(b/10+12.7-b): L.ET .$(15) ••CHR' (b*10)
360 INPUT .•IS i t rig i d? (y /0) "

;.'(15) "'Resistance? (0-100) uf'" b: LET .'(17).CHR' (b+48): :INP"Xs it B)edible, 1)inedible or2)pOisonous'? (type 0, 1 ot'"2) "
;111$(18): ZF .$(18)="0" THEN LET
illS (19 TO 21) :"08n": GO TO 370
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36111XNPUT "Attack valUe? (1lI-9)";.'(19) "'Defence Value? (1lI-9)..

i .• ' (a0): L.ET .S (21) e"n": XF •• (1
!il TO 20)."00" TH!::NXNPUT "Can th
tngs go in it? (y,n) ";.'(21)370 XNPUT "rs it in 1)a place,or 2)an Object'? (type 1 or 2) ..;•• (22) , ("Uha t ..; ("p lace-" AND•• (22)••..1.•); ("ObJect ..AND .s(a2)="2")." is it in? ");9: L.ET a,(23)o:CHR' (9+4-61: XF a$(22) ="2" THEN L.ET •• (24-)••..e •.: GO TO 3ge360 XNPUT "X$ it 0)on surface,l)burted a fe. c., 2)buried 1/2• or 3)buried 1. deep? (type e-3) ";.S(24-)390 L.ET 0$(1)=a$: N~XT f
400 XNPUT "How aany aonsters'? ..

; DO: I:'"NOT ao THEN GO TO 450410 DX" .'(.0,17): FOR f••l TO a
0: D1:" n'U.71: XNPUT ""onster ..;(";": naae'? ".ns( TO le)"'attac"'1 (1-8) ";n'(~11"'defenCe? (1-5) ";n'(12) '''resistance? (1-20) ..
i9: ~ n'(131.CHRS (9+48)420 XNPUT ..treasure? (1II-1elll)..;9: L.ET nS(151.CHR' (9+46)43111I:NPUT "L.ocation? U!Ii' anyl";g: LET n, (16)••CHR$ (429+g): LET n.(17) ••..1•.: I:NPUT "Ho. aany ar
e tM!re? 11-9) ";n'(17): L.ET .S(r)cn • : NEXT r

4.50 I:NPUT "Uhere do YOU start?"; lo: L.ET p l.lo
460 I:NPUT "Uictory conditions:"'''HOW aany cro.ns needed'? ";v3.'"How aany objects needed? ";v2: I:F va THeN DIH vIva): DATA "lOt..•.

nd"~"rd'" nth": FOR '-1 TO va~ RI!STORE 468: FOR 9=1 TO '7(')4).('-61: RERD as: NEXT 9: XNPUT "Nuaber of ••; (f;a.);" object: ..;" If)
: NeXT ,
470 XNPUT "Uhich location to be'ound? "."346e XNPut "Uh ich aon5 te r to beki lled"? tea i' none) ";v4
S00 PRZNT "29000 ReH Scen.rio ..;

z'(T032)"61111PRJ:NT "8010 L.ET z ••••....•;z.; ..........
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520 PRJ:NT "6020 DATR ";lOC;",'"ob; ••~••.• 0 i ••~••. P l;" "; d t; •., ••i do; f."'dd'~ "'~1'~ •..~L •••••• ~_ ••• ,•. ~"" "",I. e ,I ". ce " ,. oJ" , ".-..••• 1 .1.". •• 1 II. • h ••. 1 . h '1' 0'" ••.l••." , , w" ,. , , '" ,,.,,.,,t ••

530 PRXNT "8110 DRTR "i: FOR f=1 TO ob, PRXNT •••.••...O.(f. TO 11J'''00e0'';0.Cr.16 TO :I .......••• ;: HEXt f: PRxN"t CHR. 6'" t•••
54.0 PRXNT "612e DRTR ";: FOR f=1 TO Ob: PRXNT ..••..••.: FOR g=12 T

o 15: PRI:NT c"e" RNo CODE 0$(f,9) (10); C"0" RND CODE o$Cf,g) (100);CODE o'(f.lOI);: NEXT 9: PRJ:NT .•..
.. , ••; ~ NEXT f: PRINT CHR. Bi.t •• ; <#

S5e PR XNT ..82 10 DATR ;: FOR'.1 TO loc: PRI:NT ,..cr TO 7) ...•...,..••••;: NEXT f: PR:tNT CHRt 6 i CHR• 8; 10\ •••• ,

560 XF .0 THEN PRXNT "6310 DRTR";: FOR f••l TO MO: PRXNT ••..••••;111.If); .•••..•••;: NEXT ,: PRXNT CHR$
e;" 'I';

600 :IF dl THEN PRXNT "64.10 DRTR
It;: FOR f:a.1. TO dt: PRJ:NT •.•..... ;:
FOR g-l TO 49: PRI:NT (sSCf,g) RNO s'l.f..L9TO 9+1) <~.. ");: NEXT9: PRXNl ...••••.•;: NEXT f: PR:INT CHRt S'" .... . .
6:10 IF dO THEN PRJ:NT "6510 DATR
II.: FOR '=1 TO do: PRINT ;:
FbR 9=1 TO 4.9: PRI:NT (PS(f.9) RNO p$(f.9 TO a+1)<>" "J;: NEXTg: PR:INT •.....•r.;: NEXT f: PRXNT CHR' s;n ....
6ae PRXNT "6610 DATR ";: FOR r••

1 TO l t: PR:tNT ..•• It •• ; t. (t) ; ,. II •• , " ;

: NEXT f: PRI:NT CHR$ 6;" ..••630 XF dd THEN PRJ:NT "6?:10 DRTR.•;: FOR (=1 TO dd: PR:INT .....•••; :
FOR g-l TO 4.9: PRXNT «($I',g) R

NO , $ (.'..L g TO a +1> < > •• •• ) ;: NEXT9: PR:INT ••.•.••";: NEXT ,: PR:tNT C
HRS 8'" II ••640 l:Fva THEN PR:INT "6810 DATR••;: FOR ,-1 TO •••2: PR I:NT v C');••,";: NEXT (: PRXNT CHRS 6;" ..
7990 STOP

/
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HINTS ON USE

When you design your own scenarios, it is easy to get over-
ambitious and try to do a lOO-locationscenario which ends up
failing. Start with very simple scenarios, based on a grid map
with ten or twelve locations. Gradually progress to larger
maps, non-grid systems, and lots of monsters, treasure and
objects.

Pay careful attention to aims, and make sure that these are
possible to achieve. Getting a suitable balance to the game is
difficult, and you may have to alter the monster characteristics
several times before they are about the right strength - neither
pushovers nor invincible. For this reason, and to aid in alter-
ing your scenarios in general, the system has been designed so
that the 'Player Program', scenario and 'Scenario Maker' can
all be MERGEd enabling you to check alterations immediately
they are made.

Try looking at the listings for the scenarios I have included
to get rough ideas on object data and monster strengths.
'Valley of the Swampbeast' and 'Hoard of the Exile' were
designed on grids, the other two scenarios are non-grid.
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